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Editorial: where· did the years go? 

This year, the British Society of Russian Philately celebrates its 60th birthday, and the British Journal of Russian 

Philately, which was first published in the BSRP's tenth year,- celebrates its 50th birthday. One of the ways in 

which we will celebrate these birthdays should now be painfully obvious, as you are currently reading the 

biggest single issue of the BJRP ever published. It was a delight to edit the outstanding articles sent in by a host 

of both regular and new contributors. I may be stating the obvious, but without them this issue would not have 

been possible. 

If we compare the state of Russian philately today to that in 1936 the differences are vast. First and most 

obviously, there is now a lot more to collect, as the last 60 years have seen thousands of new stamps issued, 

while the number of possible subjects for a collection of postal history or a thematic collection has also increased 

enormously. At no time has this proliferation of new collectables been more spectacular than during the past 6 

years, as the break-up of the USSR (which formally took place on 31 December 1991 but which really 

commenced ·with the Lithuanian declaration of independence on 11 March 1990) created a flood of new stamps, 

new postal phenomena and, unfortunately, new forgeries and new phantasy issues. 

But it's 'not just a matter of there being more stamps to collect. During the last 60 years our knowledge of 

Russian philately has increased exponentially, and a collector today is in a very enviable position compared to a 

collector in 1936. There are many outstanding books available to supply him with information his 1936 colleague 

could only dream about. The realisation that some Russian primary sources were available in the West - mostly 

in the USA - has also led to a deeper understanding of the way the Russian and Soviet posts functioned, and how 

stamp issues came to be. With the opening of many Russian state archives, further important research based on 

primary source material may now be possible. And -I confidently predict that the Internet will become an 

important medium for communicating with other collectors, hunting down information and generally enjoying the 

hobby. 

The increased contacts with the former Soviet republics has also led to more contacts between collectors in those 

republics and collectors in the West, and articles by philatelists from the former USSR are now no longer an 

exception. 

But it is worth repeating that all this bliss is a relatively recent phenomenon. Before all these fine books 

appeared, those crucial archives were discovered and those brilliant articles written, finding out about Russian 

philately was mostly a matter of getting in touch with fellow collectors and comparing notes. Right from its 

inception, the BSRP has tried to be not only a social club of like-minded collectors, but also a meeting-place of 

people trying to find information about the same subjects. From such contacts, from many, many afternoons 

spent "talking stamps" and comparing notes, from vast numbers of letters exchanged over the years, and of 

course from articles published in the BJRP and other journals, the present state of knowledge slowly grew. 

Call me an incurable optimist, but I confidently expect that we will continue to find out things about Russian 

philately, and what is still a puzzle today will undoubtedly get solved, if not tomorrow then a little later. But 

don't worry, I don't think we'll ever reach the stage that we know everything there is to know about Russian 

philately: new puzzles are coming into existence every day ... 

Where did the years go? Ah well, time flies when you're having fun. 
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The earliest St.Petersburg handstamp of 1765 

P. T. Ashford 

The appearance of M.A.Dobin's Postmarks of the Russian Empire (Pre-Adhesive Period), in Russian and 
English, made a considerable impact. Until recently there has been a tendency to ignore pre-adhesive covers but 
the latest exhibitions (such as Finlandia '95) show that tastes are changing. Mr.Dobin's book, covering the whole 
of the Russian Empire, with the number of handstamps listed far exceeding any previous work (plus a tantalising 
valuation guide) has meant that, suddenly, auctioneers and dealers are regularly offering such early covers as 
individual and important items. So our thanks go to Mr. Dobin for all his work, and this includes the earlier 
articles he wrote on the same subject in Sovetskii Kollektsioner (Nos.16, 18, and 23). 

The first postal marking to be applied to mail in Russia (and thus in the St.Petersburg Post Office) was a single 
line ST.PETERSBOVRG in seriffed letters, showing stops after both words. It must have been made up of loose 
printers' type, held together in a holder, and is invariably impressed in black ink. For many years collectors 
were quite sure it had been introduced in f766, but latterly two examples from 1765 have been placed on record. 
Apart from mail posted at St.Petersburg, mail handled in transit at the St.Petersburg P.O. can also bear the 
handstamp. On the other hand, there seem to be examples of mail posted at St.Petersburg which for some reason 
did not receive a handstamp. 
This earliest handstamp is quite recognisable from the spacing of the letters and the position of the stops, 
particularly the final one. Twenty five years ago (BJRP 45, March 1971) the writer gave the overall measure
ments as 2.5mm x 42.5mm and called it "Sub-type I": the first of a series of similar handstamps used over a 
long period of time. Mr. Dobin lists the handstamp as Type 0.Ola and gives a slightly different measurement of 
2.5mm x 42mm. Perusal of Mr. Dobin's book, however, seems to show that the printer has transposed the 
illustration for his first type (0.Ola) with a later type of handstamp of slightly larger dimensions (0.0lb). 

In past years, despite pre-adhesive covers being less popular, there was a small group of collectors in our 
Society who keenly sought them out, eagerly recording yet earlier dates for particular handstamps. BJRP 5 

(January 1951) carried a report on the Society's combined exhibit at the London International Exhibition of 
1950, with the news that the display commenced with the 'earliest recorded' Russian handstamp, the straight line 

ST.PETERSBOVRG. on a letter dated 6 December 1775. This was indeed a modest date to start the refrain 
'earliest recorded' which we would often hear repeated. There was quite a race to improve on 1775, and the late 
Kurt Adler was able to do this when he announced possession of the 'earliest known' ST.PETERSBOVRG 
straight line handstamp on a cover dated 11/22 April 1766. This was a very fair claim, the cover being featured 
in BJRP 16 (Dec.1954), and, incidentally, much later in Filatelyia SSR (No.2, Feb.1971). For many years it 
deservedly took pride of place. The "H.C.Goss" . auction in February 1958 offered an 'earliest known' 
ST.PETERSBOVRG cover of 1766, addressed to Marseilles, which is thought to have been acquired by the late 
Dr.L.S.Snegireff. Unfortunately, the sale catalogue did not give a precise dateline for the letter, and even now 
we are.not sure whether it preceded the Adler cover or not. In 1970, the present writer found a cover addressed 
to Narva, dated 5 May 1766 (illustrated on the following page), not quite early enough to pip the Adler cover, 
unless the date was, in fact, 5 March 1766 (and not May). After an interval the late M. Liphschutz was able to 
show an earlier cover of February 1766 which tilted the scales. 
As stated, the general belief was that the ST.PETERSBOVRG handstamp first appeared in 1766, but in 1980 a 
Russian collector (Mr .B. V. Stenshinskii) exhibited in Leningrad a cover showing the handstamp on a letter 
addressed to Pemau. Sovetskii Kollektsioner reported the date-line on this cover as 28 October 1765, marking a 
significant breakthrough. Both in February 1994 and March 1995 a Californian auction offered a 1765 cover 
(St.Petersburg to Pemau) which might have been this one. Unfortunately, no precise date-line was given. There 
was no doubt that it was addressed to Pemau, and carried the first type of ST.PETERSBOVRG handstamp. 
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Mr. George Henderson (Beckenham) showed the writer another 1765 cover bearing the same first handstamp, 

posted at St.Petersburg on 4 November -1765 and addressed to Bordeaux, where it arrived (via Maseyck) on 18 

December. Five years after recording Mr. Stenshinskii's cover, Mr. Dobin (Sovetskii Kollektsionner 25, 1985) 

illustrated another letter to Narva, which, judging from the very clear illustration of it in his latest book, w~ 

written on 20 August 1765. Yet even this is not the end of the story, for in a David Feldman auction (1-6 Nov. 

1993) a ST.PETERSBOVRG cover was offered with a date-line of 23 July 1765. This last cover which is the 

earliest recorded (to date!) was sent from Abo (Finland) to Pemau, via St.Petersburg. The flap of the letter 

helpfully gives the date it was written at Abo (23 July 1765) and it reached Pemau on 28 July. The handstamp 

must therefore have been applied about 26-27 July. It is worthy of note that the Old Style calendar was not 

(according to Baedeker) used in Finland, but in this case the Abo date must have been Old Style. 

To put this information in digestible form, the following table shows the "top nine" covers (excluding the cover 

offered in California). Needless to say, there could be other contenders in the wings awaiting discovery, so the 

race is hardly over. 

From/ To Date (o/s) Source 
1 Abo to Pemau (via St.Petersburg) 26 July 1765 D. Feldman 

2 St.Petersburg to Narva 20 August 1765 M.A. Dobin 

3 St.Petersburg to Pemau 28 October 1765 B. V. Stenshinskii 

4 St.Petersburg to Bordeaux 4 November 1765 G. Henderson 

5 St.Petersburg to? February 1766 M. Liphschutz 

6 St.Petersburg to Paris 22 April 17 66 K. Adler 

7 St.Petersburg to Narva 3 May 1766 P.T. Ashford 

8 St.Petersburg to Marseilles 30 June 1766 K. Adler 
9 St.Petersburg to Marseilles ? ? 1766 L.S. Snegireff 

Thanks to illustrations in journals, auction catalogues, and to photocopies kindly provided by collectors, seven of 

the nine covers can appraised, the handstamp in each case undeniably the same as shown on the cover illustrated 

here. That is, the present writer's Sub-type I, and Mr.Dobin's postmark coded 0.Ola. Later strikes of the 

ST.PETERSBOVRG handstamp did vary substantially resulting from replacement or re-assembly using newer 

printers' type. 

Mention might be made of the second St.Petersburg handstamp, except there seems to be some doubt as to 

which, chronologically, this is. Mr. Dobin lists the boxed ST.PETERSBOVRG handstamp (coded 0.02) as the 

second in line, with a span of use 1767-1772; with the boxed S.PETERBURG (in Cyrillic characters, code 0.03) 

as third, with a span of use 1767-1770. 

Surprisingly, the earliest cover of either type that seems to have been recorded is· of the latter (Cyrillic 

characters). Mr.Dobin illustrated this in his book as 1767, and also in Sovetskii Kollektsioner 18 (1980) where he 

recorded a date-line of 17 /29 February 1767. This is an unusual cover as it was incoming mail from The Hague 

addressed in the first place to St.Petersburg, and then re-addressed to Moscow. Understandably it was therefore 

handstamped in Russian, and the date (17 February) is really quite early in the year. The best date for the boxed 

ST.PETERSBOVRG is on a letter in the col~ection of Mr. George Henderson. This was sent from Helsingfors 

(Finland) to Pemau, despatched on 12 November 1767, arriving on 22 November 1767; the handstamp being 

. applied between these dates as it went through St.Petersburg. The late Mr.M. Liphschutz also had a cover of 

1767 with this handstamp but the date-line is not known to the writer. Whilst Mr.Dobin now gives precedence to 

the non-Russian boxed handstamp, he did not always subscribe to this view, as in his 1978 article (Sovetskii 
Kollektsioner 16, 1978) he did place them in reverse order. He must have had reasons for his change of heart! 
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The . "Moscow Taksa": Russian postal rates of 1783 

W.J. de Jongh 

In the year 1783, during the reign of Catherine II, it was decided to come to a uniform postal tariff for all postal 

routes in Russia. Bt:,fore that year, every postal route (postcours or trakt) had· its own set of postal rates. 

The new rate of 1783 for a letter of 3 zolotniks ( = 1 lot) transported over a distance of 100 versts was 2 

kopecks in silver, and for distances less than 100 versts the rate was 1 kopeck in silver. These rates were 

published by B. Kaminskii in his article in Sovetskii Kollektsioner 22. 

The 1790 Pochtovaya Taksa, a booklet printed in Moscow, was based on this instruction (see fig. l). 
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Before we take a look inside this "Moscow Taksa", we will first review the political situation in Europe during 

1783-1790. What was going on west of Russia's European border? 
Prussia took Silesia from Habsburg Austria in 1742, and set up an independent postal administration there. This 
blocked the long postal route from St.Petersburg and Moscow in Russia to Saxony and the lands of the princes 
of Thurn und Taxis. This route ran via Riga-Kovno-Grodno or Smolensk-Minsk-Grodno and then through 

Warsaw and Breslau to Saxony. 

After the First Polish Partition of 1772 Prussia acquired the Ermland and Western Prussia, ending the dominant 
position of the city of Danzig. Austria acquired Galicia, and Russia annexed the area east of the rivers Duna and 
Dnepr (see the hatched regions on the map, fig.3). 

In 1774 Russia conquered the Khanate of the Crimea and founded the town of Kherson in 1778 - the post office 
there opened in 1783. In 1792 Jedisan was taken from the Ottoman Empire and Odessa was founded in 1794 -
the post office opened in 1799 
The situation in Western Europe will be assumed known. 

This is the setting for postal activities in 1790. 

Back to our "Moscow Taksa". In the first place it gives the distances from Moscow to some 750 offices in 

Russia, including Siberia, and the rates for letters of one lot sent from Moscow to those places. The price 
differences in this listing are remarkable, but strictly based on the instruction of 1783. Exact multiples of 100 

versts are taxed with multiples of 2 kopecks, and all other distances are taxed with uneven sums, see the sample 
page in fig.2. This leads to some very odd differences: 

distance (versts) rate (silver kopecks) 

1-99 1 
100 2 
101-199 3 
200 4 

201-299 5 
300 6 
etc. 

This odd progression was corrected in the 1807 postal rates, which proceed in a more sensible way. 

The "Moscow Taksa" also gives two pages with information concerning arrival at and departure from Moscow 

of mail for the various postal routes, the trakty, which are also indicated on the map. They are: 

1. Sanktpeterburgskaya light post 5. Sibirskaya 

heavy post 
2. Kievskaya 6. Astrakhanskaya 

3. Belogorodskaya 7. Voronezhskaya 
4. Smolenskaya 8. Arkhangelogorodskaya 

This section also gives important information about another subject: postal connections between Russia, Moscow 
in particular, and foreign countries. Given the importance of Moscow, we may assume that all existing 
connections to foreign countries are mentioned in this book. But only two are listed! These two connections are 
"via St.Petersburg" and "via Smolensk". 
The route via St.Petersburg concerns the traffic to Riga and Memel, but also the traffic to Finland and the rest 

of Scandinavia, and maritime traffic to Danzig and Lubeck, as ships carried mail since 1764. But the route via 
Smolensk, where does it lead to? The text only refers to "foreign countries" 
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In figure 3 the postal routes in Poland are also mapped, a simplified scheme based on an article by Bogdanowicz 

in BJRP 47. Also indicated are the main postal routes of the Prussian postal system and of the Thum und Taxis 
postal system. 
The route Dresden-Breslau-Warsaw was an· important one since the Elector of Saxony was also the king of 
Poland during 1697-1763. And, as noted above, there used to be a postal service to Moscow and St.Petersburg 
via this route. In fact, looking at the map we might imagine a direct postal route Moscow-Warsaw-Drseden, 

· directly to the centre of Europe. What prevented this from coming into existence? 

In 1723 Prussia and Thum und Taxis concluded the Treaty of Wesel. The main points of this treaty were: 
1. · Thum und Taxis will never participate in a postcours from Holland via Cassel to Leipzig. 
2. All letters from Spain, France and Brabant to Prussia, Saxony, Poland and Russia are turned over by 

T&T to Prussia (in the Roermond office), and vice versa in the opposite direction. 

3. In return, Prussia hands over her office in Bremen to Thum und Taxis. 
This treaty - and the exceptional efficiency of the Prussian postal service - made a Polish-Saxon postcours to the 

West impossible. 
A translation of the list of rates to foreign countries is given below. The route via Smolensk only carried mail 
for Poland and Lower Silesia, so Smolensk only played a minor role as a border office. 
On the map the rates calculated from Memel are indicated for a number of offices. These numbers occur on the 
reverse of letters as the famous Second Number, and are given in the last column below. 
Note: Rheinhausen was not a mail exchange point but only a tariff boundary, so on the well-known postal map 

of Homan, dated 1764, we do not find Rheinhausen. This office was closed in 1745 and replaced by Bruchsal. 

RATES TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES (per lot, in silver roubles) 
total fl.omMemel 

To Italy, franco Trento 1.10 0.68 

To Switzerland, franco Rheinhausen 1.06 0.64 

To Portugal and Spain, franco Maaseyck 0.96 0.54 
To England, Scotland and Ireland, franco Amsterdam 0.94 0.50 

To Holland, franco Emmerich 0.86 0.44 

To the (Austrian) Netherlands and France, franco Wesel 0.86 0.44 

To Upper Silesia, Hungary, Moravia, Bohemia and the 0.86 0.44 

Austrian lands, franco Zuckmantel 
To the Empire (T &T) and Hessen, franco Duderstadt 0.86 0.44 

To Holstein and Denmark, franco Hamburg 0.82 0.40 

To Saxony, franco Wittenberg 0.80 0.38 

To the Lausitz, franco Baruth 0.78 0.34 

To Mecklenburg, franco Demmin 0.72 0.30 

To Berlin and Brandenburg , 0.74 0.32 

To Memel 0.42 

To Prussia (presumably Eastern Prussia) 0.53 0.11 

To Gdansk 0.60 0.18 

To Anhalt, Magdeburg and Halberstadt 0.82 0.40 

To Westphalia 0.84 0.42 

To Alsatz 0.94 0.52 

To Warsaw 0.63 
To all of Courland 0.39 

To Lower Silesia via Warsaw 0.78 

Since little has been published about postal services in Russia during this early period, we give a full translation 
of the postal "timetable" from the back of the Taksa. 
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INFORMATION 

concerning the days on which the post arrives at and departs from the Imperial Capital Moscow. 

St.Petersburg light post 

Departure from Moscow on Monday and Thursday at 9 p.m. Letters are accepted until 7 p.m. 

Arrival of mail during the summer on Sunday and Wednesday. During the winter on Saturday and Tuesday. 
Letters from abroad to St.Petersburg itself, and from Pskov, Novgorod and Tver' district. 
Parcels and letters with enclosures such as banknotes, letters of credit and money certificates must be handed in 
for delivery between 9 a.m. and noon. 

St.Petersburg heavy post 

Departure from Moscow on Tuesday and Friday at 2 o'clock. Parcels are accepted between 9 a.m. and noon. 
Arrival during the summer on Monday and Thursday, during the winter on Sunday and Wednesday. 

Kievskaya 
Departure from Moscow on Tuesday at noon. Letters are accepted between 8 and 11 a.m. 
Arrival from Kiev on Thursday. Letters from all Malorossiya (Ukraine) and from Kaluga district. 

Belogorodskaya 
Departure from Moscow on Tuesday at noon. Letters are accepted between 8 and 11 a.m. 
Arrival on Wednesday. Letters from Tauridia province, and from the districts of Ekaterinoslav, Kharkov, Kursk, 

Orlov and Tula. 

Smolenskaya and foreign 
Departure from Moscow on Monday and Thursday at 8 p.m. Letters are accepted between 2 and 7 p.m. Official 

letters are accepted from 8 a.m. until noon. 
Arrival on Sunday and Wednesday. Lettes from all foreign states, and from the districts of Polotsk, Mogilev and 

Smolensk. 

Sibirskaya 
Departure from Moscow on Wednesday at noon. Letters are accepted between 8 and 11 a.m. 

Arrival on Sunday, Letters from Kyakhta, from Irkutsk and all of Siberia, Orenburg, Kazan', Simbirsk, Vyatka, 
Penza and the districts of Nizhegorod and Vladimir. 

Astrakhanskaya 
Departure from Moscow on Friday_ at noon. Letters are accepted between 8 and 11 a.m. 
Arrival on Sunday, occasionally on Monday. Letters from the gubemiya of Astrakhan and the districts of 

Tambov and Ryazan. 

Voronezhskaya 
Departure from Moscow on Friday at noon. Letters are accepted from 8 a.m. until noon. 

Arrival on Sunday. Letters from the districts of Voronezh and Tula. 

Arkhangelogorodskaya 

Departure from Moscow on Saturday at noon. Letters are accepted between 8 and 11 a.m . . 
Arrival on Sunday and Monday, during the "muddy period" on Wednesday and Thursday. Letters from the 

districts of Arkhangel'sk, Vologod, Yaroslav and Kostromo. 

On the following pages, some examples of the foreign rates from the Taksa are presented. 
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To the Netherlands and to France, Franco Wesel . . .... l~r~t 
J3n_: .!HH~epAUHAl>I . H BO <l>P.aHILi-IOI '." : 

- ·· ---~_po.tn<o Be~~-"'_-o. ________ _: ___ ___ _:_ __ - .. J ____ :86-. ·_ 

MOSCOV 

Letter from Moscow to Montpellier in France, 1804. 

Prepaid Russian charges: Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Wesel 44 kopecks (Second Number), total 86 

kopecks. 

French charges: Wesel-Paris: 24 sous, Paris-Montpellier 10 sous (Rates of 1803), total 34 sous = 17 decimes. 
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To Saxony, Franco Wittenberg 

. Bl> CaKCOHiIO <I> i8: H K·O 
6epr:b • . . ·. ~ s0 l 

Abb.. 4: Brief aus Moskau, 12.4J792, mit kyrillischem Stempel MOCKBA, ~eh Leip-
zig, rllckseitig 25 38, (ausnahmsweise in brauner Tinte), Kartie-
rungsnummer 25, 38 Kopeken. 

Letter from Moscow to Leipzig in Saxony, 1792. 

Russian prepaid charges: Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Wittenberg 38 kopecks (Second Number), total 80 

kopecks. 

Paid in Leipzig: 1 gute Groschen. 

Toe flourish ~tands for Franco Wittenberg, 

From an article by J.v.d.Linden. 
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To the Lausitz, Franco Baruth 

- I 

~ ., ' ' ' ' ' ,,, 7 ' 
~ ' ~· ~ ' ' 

; i. J -i~ -~' -ci !:!;/Y :<:·:-: 

, 

~-~I" : ~--'~= -:~i?"~,.~-1.:~.,t 
. .-•--,- . ,,;: .. - ~ ·-~ .· . 

Letter from Moscow to Herrenhuth, 1787. 

Russian prepaid charges: Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Baruth 36 kopecks, total 78 kopecks. 

The Second Number is mistakenly given as "38" rather than 36. 

Paid in Saxony: 2½ gute Groschen. 

From the collection of C. Muys. 
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To Westphalia, Franco Hameln 

BT> Becmq>nAilo.~ --· I· 

Letter from Moscow to Hodimont, 1782. 

Russian prepaid charges: Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Hameln 42 kopecks (Second Number), total 84 

kopecks. 

Thurn und Taxis charges: 12 sols. 

The annotation½ stands for "Half Franco" to Westphalian border. 

The letter was transported to Hameln by the Prussian post, then handed over to Thum und Taxis who 

transported it onwards via Bremen, Detmold, Unna, Schweim and Cologne to its destination. 

From the collection of J.v.d.Linden. 
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To Italy, Franco Trento 

-~ .. . ; 

.,. ;.• ~ -·· 

.i_ 

Letter from St.Petersburg to Bergamo in Italy. 
' 

Prepaid Russian charges from MOSCOW would be Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Trento 68 kopecks, 
total 1.10 roubles. However, this letter was sent from St.Petersburg, and the charge for St.Petersburg-Memel 
was 27 kopecks. The Second Number of 68 is the same, of course. 
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To the Austrian Lands, Franco Zuckmantel 

lPY6
•, ·~ I 

1rJi :Bepx'.moro· -GH11.~airo, Bl> BeHrpi•lQ ,·1 
, -M~po.siIO, <6oreM;iIO• H Ascmpi-H-. 

:~~~~·seM11.~ _ <I>pO:HK;~! . llY~::~~-r : 86' . 

,P~.z VCKMIJNTFl 

Letter from St.Petersburg to Vienna, 1779. 

Prepaid Russian charges from MOSCOW would be Moscow-Memel 42 kopecks, Memel-Zuckmantel 44 kopecks 
(Second Number), total 86 kopecks. However, this letter was sent from St.Petersburg, and the charge for 
St.Petersburg-Memel was 27 kopecks. The Second Number of 68 is the same, of course. 

This rate holds for mail to "Upper Silesia, Hungary, Moravia, Bohemia and the Austrian Lands". 

From an article by A.R. Marshall in Pochta 19. 
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Domestic Russian postal rates to 1875 

Natalie Krasheninnikoff 

The evolution of domestic postal rates in Russia can be divided into three periods. 

The first period is considered to begin in 1665 when a regular postal service was established, and lasted until 

1783. In this period each postal route had its own postal rates based on weight and distance, established at the 
opening of the route. On the important route between St.Petersburg and Moscow two postal services were 
operating for a period, each having its own rates: a merchant postal service and one for other private letters. The 
merchant postal service was the more expensive of the two. 

The second period started in 1783 when postal rates throughout the country were made uniform, although they 
were still based on weight and distance. It ended on January 1, 1844 when distance became irrelevant as 
determining factor. Starting with the third period which began in 1844, postal rates have been based on weight 
exclusively. This principle has remained valid ever since. 

Before a regular postal service was established, a postal organisation - the yam post1 - already existed in 

Muscovy, but it was exclusively for the needs of the sovereign and other government authorities, and was used 
to communicate laws and decisions, exchange envoys with foreign powers, etc. It was only used when required. 
In Muscovy four main postal routes led from the capital of Moscow, connecting it with the remotest provincial 
towns: 

1. Vologda and Arkhangel'sk 

2. Novgorod and Pskov 
3. Smolensk and the kingdom of Poland 
4. Kazan' and from there to Siberia 

First period (1665-1783) 

Under the reign of tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich (1665-1676) a regular postal route was established in order to 
develop trade with Western Europe. The route went from Moscow through Novgorod and Pskov to Riga, which 

until 1710 was under Swedish rule. From Riga there was a postal route to Memel and from there to Cleve and 
Amsterdam. The concession of this route was given to a Dutchman, Jan van Sweden, who received an annual 
subsidy of 1200 roubles from the government, so that he could provide horses and postriders himself. The post 
was to be dispatched once a week. Official letters were sent free of charge. Merchant letters from Moscow to 
Riga were charged 2 altyn2 4 denga per zolotnik3 weight. From Novgorod to Riga the charge was 8 denga. To 
attract foreign trade, sending letters from the border town of Pskov to Novgorod and Moscow was made free of 
charge, while letters from Riga to Pskov were charged 2 altyn per zolotnik. This merchant route was adminis
tered by the Secret Department (Prikaz Tainykh Del). 

In December 1667 a peace treaty was signed with Poland. Article 6 of this treaty was actually the first postal 
agreement concluded with a foreign power. In it, rules were set up for the establishment of a regular weekly 

1 The yam post organisation can be tracted to the times of Tatar rule. The word "yam" is believed to 
originate from the Mongolian word "dzam" meaning a road, and "dzam-chi" = escort or postal rider, in 
Russian yamshchik. The Tatars had a similar postal service, but in the Tatar language the initial "dz" is 
transformed into "ya". In the Russian context, the word "yam" appears for the first time in an edict issued 
by khan Mengutimur to the Russian elders in 1270-76. 

2 The altyn was a silver coin equalling 6 Moscow denga or 3 Novgorod denga. 1 Novgorod denga later 
became 1 kopeck. The denga was also a silver coin at that time. 

3 1 zolotnik = 4,266 grams. 
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postal route from Moscow to Vilna via Smolensk. The word "pochta" ( =post) appears here for the first time. 

The next year (1668) the government signed a contract with a Dane, Leonid Marselius, who was to operate the 

route, but he had to use the yam horses and riders. Money letters could also be sent against an insurance fee. 

From 1675 the administration of both "foreign" post routes was transferred to the Foreign Department 

(Posol'skii Prikaz). 

Peter the Great (1692-1725) recognised the importance of postal communications like his father had, and he 

opened several new post routes. He also gave the postal service a well-defined structure by establishing a 

General Post Office in St.Petersburg from where post offices throughout the country were administered. 

In 1693 a new post route began to function from Moscow to the important commercial harbour Arkhangel'sk. 

The postal rates during the first years of operation are not known, but in 1725 the rate from Moscow to 
Arkhangel'sk was 4 kopecks per zolotnik. 

In 1698 a route was established to the Ural and Siberia. The rates from Moscow to Verkhotur'e, Tyumen' and 

Tobol'sk were 6 altyn per zolotnik. For greater distances the rates increased to 10 and 13 altyn. 

To improve communications with the fortresses along the southern borders, a post route to Voronezh and from 

there to Azov was established in 1700. 

In the beginning of the 18th century a preferential postal rate of 15 kopecks per zolotnik was set for letters from 
St.Petersburg to Riga in order to attract foreign merchants to the new capital. The rate from Moscow to Riga 

was 25 kopecks per zolotnik. 

These rates were still in force in the first years of the reign of Catherine the Great (1762-1796). 

In 1749 it was decided that merchant letters could be sent by preferential postal rates to Moscow from Orenburg, 

a town with considerable trade with Asia: 

Orenburg to Kazan' 

Kazan' to Sviyazhsk 

Sviyazhsk to Cheboksary 

Cheboksary to Kuzmodemyansk 

Kuzmodemyansk to N .Novgorod 

N .Novgorod to Murom 

Murom to Vladimir 

Vladimir to Moscow 

(521 verst4) 

(20 v.) 

(95 v.) 

(50 v.) 

(174 v.) 

(121 v.) 

(120 v.) 

(149 v.) 

Total: 

3 kop. 
¼ kop. 

½ kop. 
¼ kop. 

¾ kop. 
¾ kop. 
¾ kop. 

¾ kOQ. 

7 kop. 

The paument was to be collected at every post station along the route. River transport was used whereever 

possible. 

In 1765, a postal route to Little Russia, as Ukraine was called then, was established under Catherine the Great. 
Postal rates were set at 1 denga per zolotnik per 100 verst. The distance to Moscow was 760 verst which 

amounted to 4 kopecks; to St.Petersburg (1498 verst) it was 8 kopecks. The exact charge had to be written on 

each letter. 

In the middle of the 18th century the old weight measure zolotnik was gradually replaced by the lot ( = 12, 797 
grams) which remained in use throughout the Imperial period. 

In 1767 the first attempt was made to have uniform postal rates. The town of Novgorod, from where a post 

route went to Smolensk, was chosen as a starting point. The following rates were set per lot from Novgorod to: 

4 1 verst = 1.067 km. 
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Moscow 4 kop. Hapsal 18 kop. 

Smolensk 7 kop. Arensburg 22 kop. 

St.Petersburg 2kop. Wiborg 7 kop. 

Narva 7 kop. Villmansstrand 9 kop. 

Revel 12 kop. Friedrichshamn 12 kop. 

Derpt 10 kop. Arkhangel 'sk 22 kop. 

Riga 17 kop. Pskov 2 kop. 

Pemov 17 kop. Mitava 20 kop. 

Memel 38 kop. 

In 1722 Belorussia was annexed and a postal department was established for Pskov and Mogilev gubemii. 

Following rates were set per lot from St.Petersburg to: 

Smolensk 

Pskov 

Velikie Luki 

10 kop. (via Novgorod and Velikie Luki) 

7 kop. 

8 kop. 

Second period (1783-1844} 
Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, the postal service did not yield much income to the state; this changed 

after the reforms carried out under Catherine the Great as a result of the postal service being looked at from an 

economic point of view. In 1782 the remainders of the ancient yam-post institution were abolished and the Post 

Office was thoroughly rationalised, and made into an independent government institution by the law of 4 March 

1782. 

1783 
By law (No.15875) of 14-11-1783, uniform postal rates for the whole country based on weight and distance were 

introduced. The rate for an ordinary letter up to one lot in weight, sent over a distance of 0-100 verst was set to 

1 kopeck assignats5 and 2 kopecks for every 100 verst thereafter6. The same progression was used for 

packages, but per pound weight (1 Russian pound = 0,41 kg). 

After State Treasuries were established in the bigger towns, money up to 2000 roubles could be sent by post 

from 1781 onwards (law No.15.140). An insurance fee of 1h% of the declared value was introduced on 7-3-1783 

(law No.15.684) for sending gold and silver coinage and State banknotes (assignats) by post, but on a voluntary 

basis. It was made obligatory only in 1800. 

1807 (law No.22.514 of 17-4-1807) 

Owing to continuous wars the State finances were in bad shape, and postal rates had to be increased. The rate 

for an ordinary letter up to 1 lot: 

0-100 verst: 6 kopecks and 2 kopecks per 100 verst after that until 1500 verst. 

1500-3100 verst: 1 kopeck per 100 verst. 

The maximum rate for an ordinary letter was therefore 50 kopecks. 

Letters with documents were charged double, because they had to be sealed with wax seals and the addressee 

had to sign a receipt, but they did not have to be insured. 

For money letters the postal rate was the same as for ordinary letters. The insurance fee was made dependent on 

5 Assignats (state bank notes) or paper roubles and the corresponding coins for kopeck values were 
introduced under Catherine the Great in 1769. Until 1840, postal rates were in assignats. 

6 See the article by W .J. de Jongh elsewhere in this issue. 
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distance, and was ½ % of the declared value for distances up to 500 verst and 1 % for greater distances. From 

now on money letters had to be closed with five wax seals - with the sender's private seals in the four comers 

and an official seal in the centre. The wax had to be provided by the sender. 

On 1 November 1807 an Instruction for the gubemiya postmaster was issued, according to which mail had to be 

handled in the same way in all post offices in the country. All letters had to be postmarked. Money letters had to 

be handled by the postmaster himself and the sum contained had to be written on them, together with the postage 

and insurance fee. 

5-11-1811 
Postal rates for letters with insured contents increased by a factor three. The insurance fee remained the same. 

Postal rates for ordinary letters, letters with documents of no value remained the same. 

Postal rates for letters with valuable documents (bills of exchange, banknotes, bonds, pawn tickets, etc.) was 18 

kopecks from 0-100 verst and increased by 6 kopecks per 100 verst until 1500 verst. From 1500-3100 verst it 

increased by 3 kopecks per 100 verst. The maximum charge was thus 1.50 rouble. For distances greater than 

3100 verst no higher rates were charged. 

1-1-1819 (law No.27.599 of 28-12-1818) 

Postal rates for ordinary letters were doubled. Per lot: 

0-100 verst 12 kopecks 
100-1500 verst 4 kopecks per 100 verst 

1500-3100 verst 2 kopecks per 100 verst 

Maximum charge for a letter per lot was 1 rouble. No extra charge for distances exceeding 3100 verst. 

1821 (law of 2-2-1821) 

Letters with valuable documents, per lot: 

0-100 verst 24 kopecks 

100-1500 verst 8 kopecks per 100 verst 

1500-3100 verst 4 kopecks per 100 verst 

Maximum charge: 2 roubles. 

1830 (law No.3.690 of 4-6-1830) 

The distance was to be reckoned to the gubemiya capital regardless of where in the gubemiya the addressed. 

The distance table was simplified (all charges per lot): 

Ordinary letters Insured letters, letters with documents 

0-300 v. 20 kop. 40 kop. 

300-600 v. 30 kop. 60 kop. 

600-800 V. 40 kop. 80 kop. 

800-1100 v. 50 kop. 100 kop. 

1100-1300 v. 60 kop. 120 kop. 

1300-1600 V. 70 kop. 140 kop. 

1600-1800 v. 80 kop. 160 kop. 

1800-2100 v. 90 kop. 180 kop. 

2100-2300 v. 94 kop. 188 kop. 

2300-2600 V. 96 kop. 192 kop. 

2600-2800 V. 98 kop. 196 kop. 

2800 v. and over 100 kop. 200 kop. 

Within a gubemiya the rate was 20 kop. per lot and 40 kop. per lot, respectively. Receipts for insured letters if 

the addressee asked for it were charged 20 kopecks. 
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1-1-1840 (law of 6-12-1839) 

Instead of in assignats the postal rates from now on had to be calculated in silver kopecks (as was already the 

case for local letters sent by the Town Post in St.Petersburg). 

The distance table was simplified considerably (all charges per lot): 

0-300 v. 

300-800 V. 

800-1100 v. 

1100-1800 v. 

1800 v. and over 

Ordinary letters 

5 silv. kop. 

10 silv. kop. 

15 silv. kop. 

20 silv. kop. 

25 silv. kop. 

Insured letters, letters with documents 

10 silv. kop. 

20 silv. kop. 

30 silv. kop. 

40 silv. kop. 

50 silv. kop. 

Within a guberniya the rates were 5 and 10 silver kopecks, respectively. 

Receipts for insured letters were made obligatory and charged 3 silver kopecks. . c7 

1-1-1844 (law No.16.992 of 30-6-1843) 

The distance criterium was abandoned and the same domestic rates, based on weight only, were made valid for 

all distances: 

Ordinary or money letters, letters with stamped paper: 

Up to 1 lot (1st weight class) 10 silver kopecks 

Up to 2 lot 

Up to 3 lot 

(2nd weight class) 

(3rd weight class) 

20 silver kopecks 

30 silver kopecks, etc. 

Insured letters were charged 20 silver kopecks. 

These domestic rates remained in force until 19-6-1875 when they were replaced by the U.P.U. rates. 

References 
Kaminskii, B. "Pochtovye tarify dorevolutsionnyi Rossii" (Postal rates of pre-revolutionary Russia), Sovetskii 
Kollektsioner 22, 1984 

Shedling, M. "K istorii Rossiiskoi pochty" (From the history of the Russian Post), Pochtovo-telegrafnyi zhurnal, 
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Sokolov, N .I. "Istoriya taksy vesovogo sbora za peresylku prostykh inogorodnykh pisem v Rossii" (The history 

of weight-tariffs for the delivery of ordinary inland letters in Russia), Pochtovo-telegrafnyi zhurnal, 1894. 
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Strakhovoe: Insured or Registered? 

A. Speeckaert 

Undoubtedly anyone interested in Russian postal history is familiar with the words ZAKAZNOE (Registered) 

and STRAKHOVOE (Insured), the latter being associated with the quite spectacular wax seals on the back of 

money letters. However, the word ZAKAZNOE was only introduced on 1 January 1872 which led to the 

generally accepted opinion that registered letters in the current sense of the word were only introduced then. 

The inaccessibility (distance, language, etc.) of the postal archives for philatelists outside Russia interested in the 

postal history of the Empire was most obviously the cause that this opinion remained unassailable for so many 

years. By a number of publications in the last decade (see References) it became more and more evident that this 

assertion needed to be reconsidered. Another major source of the confusion is the terminology used before 1872 

as will be demonstrated below. 

Insured letters are easily identified by the following characteristics: 

1) a registration number 
2) the insured value, mostly in words and figures 

3) generally five wax seals, exceptionally three or seven, sealing the flap 

4) the detailed charges (postage - insurance - receipt) paid by the sender (payment for the receipt was first 

introduced on 28 October 1830) 

But NONE OF THESE LETTERS show the inscription" Strakhovoe" prior to 1872 as can be seen on the 

examples shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 

Figure 1. Letter from Derpt/Dorpat (Lifland) to Riga (Lifland, 18-5-1822. On the front we see the registration 

number 218 in the upper right comer and in German "Enclosed eight thousand roubles b.a. (bank Assignats) 

R.8000". On the reverse five wax seals; in the four comers the sender's private seal, in the center the octagonal 

seal from the Derpt Post Office; and the charges paid by the sender: 

11 lot 220 Cop 

stra(insurance) 40 Ru---

42 Ru 20 Cop 

Figure 2. Letter from Moscow to Tambov, 25-11-1830. On the front "with enclosure assignatsiya 505 R silver 

lR 10 Ko according to the conversion rate 3R 96 Ko and copper 14 Ko total five hundred and nine R ten Kop -
509 R 10 Ko." The charges were: 

Strakhovydok 5 R 10 Ko (insurance) 

Vesovnaya za 7 lotov 2 R 10 Ko 

7R20Ko 

(weight charges for 7 lot) 

Figure 3. Letter from Mitava (Kurland) to Landsen (Kurland), 14-3-1863, "per Windau". On the front in 

German: "Einliegend drey Rubles" (Enclosed three roubles). On the reverse registration number 98 and five wax 

seals, the one in the center from the post office "Mitavskoi Gub./Poch.Kontory/Denezh.Vlozh." (Mitava 

Gubemiya/Post Office/Money enclosures". The charges: 

Ves(weight) - 10k. - Str.(insurance) - 3 kop - Rosp (receipt) - 5 kop. (signature) 
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Figure 1. Derpt/Dorpat - Riga, 1822 
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Figure 2. Moscow - Tambov, 1830 
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Figure 3. Mitava - l.Andsen (now l.Andzlini in l.Atvia), 1863 
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Figure 4. Receipt from the Riga Gub. Post Office for the acceptance of 50 roubles assignats 

to be dispatched to Vyazma, 1825 . 
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Figure 5. Receipt from the Riga Gub. Post Office/or a parcel to be dispatched to Vil'na. 

The fee for this receipt, 20 kopecks, to be paid from 1830 onwards, 
is printed on the form. 

----····-··--

.. ~ . .. ..: . . _._ __ ·· -·- ·---~---- --.....:.:~.!.-------------......... ---...o11 
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Figure 6. Receipt from the Moscow Main Post Office for the acceptance of 15 roubles 
to be dispatched to Kromy (Orel), 1845. 

~ -· _,......,...._ .. ___ ,w.,......,..►-,•--=.-_,,-••--•••a--.a--111111...--■ ----....,. .. _.,... ______ _ 

PO cnn CKA. 

IlpielllnplK'L 

IlOII.LUllll>I 5 KOH. cepe6p0.Mu B3HTLI. 

"------------------ -----------·-------
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Figure 7. Receipt from the Revel' Gub. Post Office for the acceptance of 800 roubles 

to be dispatched to Pskov, 1850. 

133.nTo: r:£i.•On!,l5_L- ----- . py6~,c I.On., ClJlaXCSLlX'.b 4-~ py6. -&OD; x no

m.uuu,1 5 Keri . ·cepeGpom,. 
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As the indications occurring on receipts are also of importance for the conclusion to which this article is leading 

a number of examples are shown (figures 4 to 7). Issued free of charge up to the end of 1830 as already 

mentioned, figure 4 shows a receipt from the Riga Gub. Post Office, dated 24 March 1825, for the acceptance 

of 50 roubles assignats to be dispatched by post (Ehstafetoyu - courier being crossed out) to Vyazma and 

recorded under N° 226. The "94 kop." insc~ption underneath refers most probably to the charges paid by the 

sender. Whereas the r~ipts used in the 1810's were printed on light gray watermarked paper, this receipt is on 

a plain, gray paper without watermark. 

_ The receipt in Figure 5, also from Riga Gub. Post Office and dated 13 February 1836 is for a parcel to be 

dispatched to Vilna. The paper is now light brown with very crude printing. The text is quite similar to the 

previous one but underneath appears an additional line "Poshliny 20 Kon. Vzyata" (Fee 20 kop. collected). 

Figure 6 shows a new type of form, probably used since 1840 when the fee for the receipts was lowered from 

20 kop. to 3 kop. silver, here for the dispatch of 15 roubles from Moscow to Kromy (Orel) on 2 March 1845. 

Underneath the heading "ROSPISKA" (Receipt) the coat of arms from Tsar Nicholas I. The watermark appears 

to be the same heading and coat of arms but much larger and the latter is completed with crossed post-horns, the 

emblem of the Post Office. In the lower right comer is now printed the fee for the receipt "Poshliny 3 Kop. 

serebrom vzyaty" (Fee 3 kop. silver collected). The other charges have been written down "vec 10, str 15 kop." 

(for weight 10, for insurance 15 kop.). These same details appear on the next example - figure 7-but now 
printed: "Vzyato: vesovykh .... rub .... kop., strakhovykh .... rub .... kop. i poshliny 3 kop. serebrom" 

(Collected · : for weight .... roub .... kop., for insurance .... roub .... kop. and fee of 3 kop. silver). On this 

particular receipt delivered for dispatching 800 rubles from Reval (Estland), 17 January 1850 to Pskov, the 

charges for weight and insurance are respectively 40 and 4- kop. 

Having defined the characteristics of letters with declared value or "insured" covers we can turn now our 

attention to another type of covers we are occasionally confronted with. As distinct to the insured covers 

described above, these covers do show the inscription "Strakhovoe". In the Baltic area, where much of the 

correspondence was conducted in German "Strakhovoe" might be substituted by "Recommandirt", in the Grand 

Duchy of Finland by "Recommenderas" 

The first example - figure 8 - illustrates a cover dated 10 November 1817 from Vitebsk to Riga. In the lower 

left comer on the front "Strakhovoe" and registration number 1232. On the back a large wax seal from the 
Vitebsk post office, details illegible. No value is mentioned. 

On the postal stationery envelope - figure 9 - from Vladimir (Volyn.), 29 December 1851 to Zhitomir (Volyn.), 

1 January 1852 occurs in addition to the ms. "Strakhovoe" and the registration number (236) also the charges 

paid by the sender: I - 20 / 3 (for 1 lot 20 kop. - 3 kop. for the receipt). On the back three wax seals: one from 

the sender, the two others from the post office "Pechat' Denezhnaya/Vladimirskoi:/Pogranich: Pocht:/Kantory" 

(Seal for money/Vladimir/Frontier Post/Office). The charges of 23 kop. must have been paid in cash by the 

sender, stamps and franked stationery envelopes not being allowed for registered items up to January 1, 1872. 

The next example - figure 10 - is a cover from Taganrog (Don), 30 August 1867 "with bills of exchange for 
seven thousand mubles" to Moscow, 6 September 1867. Registration number 525 and charges: "2 1 50 / 5" (2 

lot = 50 kop, 5 kop. for the receipt). On the back two wax seals; one from the sender, the other from the post 
office 

"Denezh:Vlozh:/Taganrog:Pocht:/Kontory" (Money enclosure/Taganrog Post/Office). In 1861 the postage for 

"letters with documents" was raised _from 20 to 25 kop. per lot, the fee for the receipt from 3 to 5 kop. 
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Figure 8. Vitebsk - Riga, 1817. 
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Figure 9. Vladimir (Volyn.) - Zhitomir (Volyn.), 1852 . 
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Figure 10. Taganrog (Don) - Moscow, 1867. 
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Figure 11. Receipt from the Krasnoyarsk Post Office for a "strakhovoe" letter to Irkutsk, 1855. 
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Figure 12. Insured letter Vilna - Rezhitsa (Vitebsk), /849 . 
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Figure 13. Registered letter Vilna - Rezhitsa (Vitebsk), 1852. 
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The receipts issued for this type of correspondence are the same as those for insured items with the sole 
difference that no insurance fee is mentioned. This might be seen in figure 11 - receipt for a "strakhovoe" letter 
from Krasnoyarsk to a volost administration in Irkutsk on 27 June 1855. Only the weight charges - 20 kop. and 
the receipt - 3 kop. have been paid. 
The differences between these covers and those with declared value are: 

1) no value is mentioned on the front, nor on the back (except for bills of exchange - see below) 
2) on the back appears one to three wax seals, of which at least one from the post office compared to the 

five or more of the insured covers 
3) the charges, generally appearing on the front, are quite different from those on insured items 

Whereas sub. 1 and 2 are quite easy to discern sub 3 - the charges require a closer examination. Disregarding 
the rudimentary tariff from 1783, the tariff from 17 April 1807 deserves more attention. Apart from the 31 rates 
(from I to 3100 werst) for ordinary letters per lot and parcels per funt there is a second column of rates "Dlya 
pisem s dokumentami za 1 lot" (For letters with documents per 1 lot). These rates are double those for the 
"prostykh pisem" (ordinary letters). Considering the lowest postage over the years up to 1 January 1872 results 

in the following list: 
Ordinl!:Q'. letter Letter with documents 

1807 per lot for a distance up to 100 werst 6 kop. 12 kop. 
1811 per lot for a distance up to 100 werst 6 kop. 18 kop. 
1818 per lot for a distance up to 100 werst 12 kop. 18 kop. 
1821 per lot for a distance up io 100 werst 12 kop. 24 kop. 

1830 per lot for a distance up to 100 werst 20 kop. 40 kop. 
1839 per lot for a distance up to 100 werst 5 kop.silver 10 kop.silver 
1843 per lot within the entire Empire 10 kop.silver 20 kop.silver 
1861 per lot within the entire Empire 15 kop.silver 25 jop.silver 

What exactly are these mysterious "letters with documents"? Very little information is to be found in the 
literature available. The comments of K. V. Basilevich on this subject (page 82) are rather vague: 

"Another substantial difference in the new rates was the separation of bills of exchange, letters of 
receipt and other money documents from ordinary co"espondence. For sending these a double rate was 
established, using the same calculations as for ordinary letters. 

E. Mattila mentions in his book on the postal rates in Finland on page 152 a circular or instruction from 1810 
which is says: 

"Bills of exchange, debentures, etc. cannot be insured. Such documents can only be registered whereby 
the charges are double those of an ordinary consignment "(translation) 

B. Kaminsky however is more specific commenting the tariffs from 1807 in his series of articles on the postal 
tariffs in Russia before the revolution: 

"The sending of letters with documents demanded in comparison with ordinary letters; much more 
responsibility and the performance of more complicated formalities - use of an official seal, delivery of a 
postal receipt, etc therefore levying double the "Vesovoi sbor" (weight charges) but without collecting a 
"Strakhovoi sbor" (insurance f~). Parcels containing money are accepted as before against payment of 
the single weight charges" 

Before I conclude I would like to present a "nice pair" of covers: both are addressed by the same sender in 
Vilna to the same recipient in Janopol near Rezhitsa (Vitebsk). 
The first cover (figure 12) dated 24 May 1849, conveys "State credit notes for a total of 1345 roubles silver and 
58 kopecks" and is insured. On the back the circular postmark for money letters "VILNA/DEN:" (Vilna/Money) 
and a large wax seal "Vilenskoi Gubem: Pocht: Kontory/Denezhnaya" (Vilna Gub. Post Office/Money). The 
wax seals in the four comers are from the sender. 
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On the front two registration numbers - _ 386 and 185 - most probably one on departure in Vilna, the other on 

arrival in Rezhitsa. Also on the front the charges : "2 1/3 30" and 6 r 69 (for 2 1/3 lot 30 kop. - insurance 

1/2% from 1345 r.58 = 6 r.69 kop.) 
The arrival mark used in Ryezhitsa is of a unique type: "V Rezhitse polucheny/v tselosti i ves veren/ 

Postmeister" (In Rezhitsa received/complete with the right weight/Postmaster) completed with the date (28 May) 

and signature. 

Four years later the second cover from 15 March 1852 (figure 13) shows the two same postmarks but now with 

the small wax seal from the post office in the lower left comer, the one in the center being from the sender. . 

Again two registration numbers on the front (264 and 112) but no declared value. The charges are now "11 20" 

(for 1 lot 20 kop.). 

From the foregoing it becomes quite clear that the Post Office treated "letters with documents" in exactly the 

same way as insured items and that these were "registered letters" in exactly the same way as _ "Zakaznoe" letters 

in 1872. What's in a name? They were registered in the book, the flap was sealed with wax, the postage was 

double that of an ordinary letter and the recipient had to acknowledge receipt in the post office. Why should one 

pay a double rate if there was not some guarantee that his sending was delivered and to the right person? The 

only difference was that from 1872 on the fee for registration was unique per item and no longer connected to 

the weight. The fee of 5 kop. for the receipt was still to be paid up to 19 June 1875. 

One important question remains partially unsolved: what if the sending was lost by the Post? No answer to this 

question was found for the period from 18_07 when registered letters or "letters with documents" were introduced 

up to 1861. On the back of a receipt from that year are printed the "Regulations governing acceptance of money, 

insured and parcel correspondence at post offices". In art.7 the last lines refer to registered letters: 

"For insured letters containing letters of credit, bills of exchange, debentures and other documents on 

stamped paper, for which only double weight money has been paid and not insurance charges, the 
Postal Administration bears no monetary responsibility whatsoever, subjecting only those clerks 
responsible for the loss to fixed penalties and to the obligation, if the sender wishes, of sending another 
letter or package on their expense in place of the item lost. " 

These regulations probably remained unchanged until 1872 when the loss of a registered item was compensated 
by the Post with 10 rubles. 

As for the confusion caused by the word "Strakhovoe" (Insured) I refer, as a final argument, to what is said by 

the notorious German philatelist Prof. Weidlich in an article on registered mail published in 1975 in Bulletin 37 
of the Belgian Academy of Philately: 

" ... in Germany and Austria, registered letters and letters containing valuables being treated by the Post 

in the same way, were both marked "Charge", as in France since 1759." 
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Russian Field Post in the Far East, 1900-1906 

Alexander Epstein 

The postal history of the Russian military occupation of Manchuria (1900-1903) and the Russo-Japanese War 

(1904-1905) with about a year and a half post-war period is a rather popular field for Russian postal history 

collectors. Up to the recent time, the main sources of information concerning this topic were the relevant parts 

of the classic research work by Tchilingirian and Stephens (T & S) and a series of articles by Kurt Adler in the 

Rossica journal. However, these and some other works were based chiefly on the available postal material and 

only to an insignificant degree on the official sources, which in their bulk were then inaccessible for the western 

collectors and researchers. Hence, a lot of inaccuracies and wrong conclusions. 

For the first time, the archival materials concerning this subject were found by the present author in archives of 

St.Petersburg and used in an article written in cooperation with N.Mandrovskii and published in Russian. In the 

present paper, dealing mainly with the organisation of Russian field post/telegraphic service in the Far East in 

1900-1906, beside the information published in the above-mentioned article some newly found information is 

presented as well (see "Sources of Information" at the end of this article). The paper does not pretend to supply 

a detailed description of the various postmarks used by Russian field post/telegraph establishments in the mail 

handled by them and limits itself only with principal types of datestamps. 

The activities of the Russian field post in the Far East can be divided into two main periods which we discuss 

separately: 

1) Boxer Rebellion and Russian military occupation of Manchuria (1900-1903) 

2) Russo-Japanese War with the post-war period (1904-1906). 

THE BOXER REBELLION AND RUSSIAN MILITARY OCCUPATION OF MANCHURIA (1900-1903) 

Brief historic sketch 
The history of the Russian field post in the Far East begins with the events following the so-called Boxer 

Rebellion that had broken out in China at the end of 1898. By 1900, the rebels, supported by conservative 

circles within the Imperial Court and extremely hostile to any foreign influence, captured Peking, the Chinese 

capital. 

To suppress the rebellion a number of foreign countries, of which political and economic interests in China were 

threatened, organised an international corps including a Russian military detachment of about 4,000 men under 

the ultimate command of General L.Linevich. In summer 1900, the corps landed at the port Taku, defeated the 

rebels utterly and chased them out of Tien-Tsin and Peking. 

While the Pe-Chih-Lih province of China was the main area of Boxers' operations, the activities of their 

supporters, particularly the local Chinese authorities, spread also to Manchuria where Russians were building a 

railway line (called Chinese Eastern Railway or CER) according to the concession obtained from the Chinese 

Imperial Government in 1896. This line across central Mancliuria from station Manchuria to station Pogranich

naya was linked at both ends with the Imperial railway network. It also had a branch line to the Lyao-Tung 

peninsula that, as a leasehold for 99 years, became a part of the Russian Empire under the designation of 

"Kwantung province". 

To defend the railway under construction and the traffic along the rivers Amur and Sungary against the rebels 

who repeatedly attacked the Russian communications, Russian military units of the Priamur Military District 

(united later as parts of the 2nd Siberian Army Corps) entered Manchuria in May 1900 and by the end of July of 

the same year occupied the main centres of all three its provinces: Hei-Lung-Kiang, Kirin, and Feng-Tien. 
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After the suppression of the Boxer Rebellion, negotiations on a gradual withdrawal of Russian troops were 
started with the Chinese Covernement. At last, in May 1902, an agreement providing for a three-stage 
withdrawal of Russian forces from Manchuria and the Pe-Chih-Lih province of China proper was concluded. 
Actually, only the first stage of this agreement had been implemented, and a considerable part of Russian troops 
continued to be quartered in Manchuria by the beginning of 1904, when the Russo-Japanese war broke out. 

Organization of the Field Postll'elegraph service 
The field post/telegraph establishments were opened at strategically important points of Manchuria, mainly along 
the lines of telegraph and at the future stations of the CER still under construction. The first was opened in 
August 1900 in Kharbin as the Field Post Office (FPO) No 1 instead of a state post branch that had been 
functioning there earlier for a year. Some of those establishments were soon closed down or moved to other 
places. Also during the subsequent years some of them were closed and some newly opened, e.g. those in the 
Kwantung province, in connection with the evacuation or transference of troops. As to the Russian detachment of 
the international corps in Pe-Chih-Lih, it was served by the FPO No 3 initially at Taku, then Tien-Tsin and 

. Shanghaikwang. Later, another FPO No 18 was opened for a few months at the railway station Tongku, just 
opposite Taku across the river Sha-khe. 

Initially, the whole field post/telegraph network was subordinated to the Head of the Priamur Post/Telegraph 
District at Khabarovsk. As of May 1, 1901 a separate Field Post/Telegraph Administration was formed in the 
same town according to the Circular No 29 of the Head of the Main Imperial Post/Telegraph Administration. 
Beside the field post/telegraph establishments, also the state post/telegraph establishments in the Kwantung 
province (the post office at Port Arthur and the post/telegraph office at Talienwan) were governed by this 
administration. 

After the agreement on the evacuation of Russian forces from Manchuria had been signed, the Field 
Post/Telegraph Administration was abolished as of January 1, 1903. Its head became the head of the Priamur 
Post/Telegraph District and all remaining Russian post/telegraph establishments in northern Manchuria (Hei
Lung-Kiang and Kirin provinces) were directly subordinated to him. The field and state post/telegraph 
establishments in the southern part of Manchuria (Feng-Tien province) and Kwantung province were placed 

under the Field Post Inspector, who was subordinated to both the Commander of the Kwantung province military 
forces and the Head of the Priamur Post/Telegraph District. 

T & S state that in 1903 the remaining field post/telegraph establishments received for a short period a civil 
status. However, this is incorrect. True, there was a plan for closing the field post/telegraph establishnents on 
the territory freed of the occupation. However, civilian post offices should be opened at only 3 localities, namely 
at the railway stations of Kharbin, Manchuria, and Pogranichnaya as well as in Kwantung province (Dalnii, 
Pitsevo, and Chinchow, the latter two with telegraph branches). Besides, postal operations by agents of the CER 
were to be organized at 19 stations of this railway for use by the Russian population at those stations. Since the 
Russian troops had not been withdrawn from Manchuria by the ultimate date envisaged (September 26, 1903), 
the field post/telegraph establishments continued to function, and the abovementioned measures were realized in 
their bulk only after the Russo-Japanese War, at the beginning of 1907. As for Kwantung province, a special 
commission that had been preparing such conversion had not finished its work yet when the war with Japan 
broke out. 

On April 28, 1903, the staff of the newly created Post/Telegraph Administration of the Kwantung province was 
approved. All former functions of the Field Post Inspector were handed over to this administration, which also 
was to run the Russian post/telegraph offices abroad, i.e. in Peking, Tien-Tsin, Cheefoo, Shanghai, Kalgan, and 
Urga. The field organization of the postal/telegraphic service retained by the beginning of the war made the 
further development of the field post/telegraph network considerably easier. 
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The field post/telegraph activities as well as the framework of this service in the period under consideration were 

determined by the "Regulations on Post/Telegraph Establishments within the Jurisdiction of the Field 

Post/Telegraph Administration" (hereinafter referred to as the "Regulations") as Supplement No 13 to the 

"Regulations on the Field Control of Troops in the Time of War" approved on February 26, 1890. According to 

these "Regulations" a Main Field Post Office, Field Post Offices (at the army headquarters and the corps), and 

Reserve (Field) Post Offices as well as Field Telegraph Branches (or suboffices) and Postal Points ('Pochtovaya 

Podstava' in Russian) were to be set up in the area of military activities. 

The functions of the Main FPO were sorting and forwarding of postal mail to the army as well as receipt and 

delivery of mail. The FPOs at army headquarters and corps were to receive and deliver postal mail of 

servicemen and military institutions directly subordinated to a particular army or corps. The Reserve FPOs could 

be opened attached to divisions or separately operating detachments as well as at the localities of the theatre-of

war by choice of the Head of the Field Post/Telegraph Administration according to the directions given by the 

Chief of Army Military Communications. 

The Regulations also defined the order of fonyarding and sorting of mail, as well as the staffs of the various 

kinds of FPOs. A Main FPO should have a staff of 35 officials and 20 postmen, a Corps FPO 7 and 9 (an Army 

HQ FPO differed from a Corps FPO by one more postman), and a Reserve FPO 5 and 4, respectively. 

However, the peculiarities of this period led to some departures from the framework and patterns prescribed by 

the Regulations. 

The Regulations envisaged the following kinds of mail to be received by civilian post offices for forwarding to 

Army and by field post offices: official letters - ordinary, with documents, and with money; private inland mail -

ordinary letters weighing up to 1 pound and postcards, money letters and open letters with declared value; 

official and private bundles with coins; ordinary printed matter and newspapers; and private parcels without 

value. 
However, only parcels with the belongings of lost or deceased servicemen were allowed to be sent at FPOs. 

Ordinary letters weighing up to 2 lots = 25.6 g and postcards to and by soldiers or other persons serving at 

military establishments were forwarded post free if handed to post office in the conventional way, i.e. by a 

specially authorised person (officers could hand mail over in person). Later, special cachets of military units or 

institutions confirming the post free rights were introduced. All other kinds of mail, e.g. all sendings abroad, 

soldiers' letters over 2 lots in weight, ordinary mail of civilians etc, were accepted in accordance with the postal 

rates in force. · 

Taking into account the peculiarities of the period under consideration, i.e. no military operations as from the 

2nd half of 1900, the Home Ministry by the decree of March 14, 1901 allowed the following kinds of mail to 

and from the Army not envisaged by the Regulations because of impossibility to carry any · material responsibility 

for a possible loss or damage of postal sendings as a result of military actions: registered mail, closed letters 

with declared value, official and private parcels (with or without declared value) up to 16 kg, and any cash-on

delivery mail. All such sendings had t!) be prepaid with postage stamps in accordance with the corresponding 

postal rates. 

Field post offices 

As mentioned above, the actual field post network differed from that prescribed by the Regulations due to the 

peculiarities of this particular period, particularly the actual lack of large-scale military operations, a relatively 

small amount of troops distributed over a large territory, etc. There was no need for a Main FPO and there was 

a single Corps FPO at the headquarters of the 2nd Siberian Corps in Kirin. The bulk of field post establishments 

was constituted of Reserve FPOs, although they were not often called such. In their majority, they were actually 
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united with the corresponding Field Telegraph Branches (FTB) operating in the same premises under a common 

head. Such establishments were called a United FPO/FTB, though nominally both parts retained their autonomy. 

Moreover, in some official documents and reports such establishments were called sometimes as field 

post/telegraph offices but legally they were not true Field Post Telegraph Offices (FPTO). 
The latter, not provided for by the Regulations, were set up a little later. Such offices or branches (FPTB) 

represented a full amalgamation' of the postal and telegraphic parts. Also a number of so-called Field Control 

Telegraph Stations (FCTS) with functions and staffs differing from those of the FTBs were formed. 

A list (probably not exhaustive) of Russian field establishments functioning in the Far East in 1900-1903 before 

the beginning of the Russo-Japanese War is presented in Table 1. It is compiled on the basis of the official 

infonnation published in the Postal/Telegraphic Magazine (PTM), a publication of the Imperial Post/Telegraph 
Administration for 1900-1904, as well as information from various orders, decrees, and announcements of 

military authorities (see "Sources of Information"). 

Unfortunately, there are sometimes gaps in these data. The dates of opening or closing (or transferring) of FPOs 

are indicated in most cases only approximately, based on the time of publication in the corresponding issues of 

PTM (taking into account a time lag of 1 to 2 weeks relative to the actual date). The FPOs which were not 

indicated in the magazine information were found either from the orders concerning decorations or service 

transferences of postal officials published in the magazine, or the orders, decrees, and announcement$of military 

authorities. 
According to the Regulations, Reserve FPOs had to be designated by ordinal numbers, while the location was to 
be indicated for FTBs. Actually, however, the locations of FPOs in this period were no matter of secrecy. For 

instance, one can find a R-label with the FPO number on a registered letter having a datestamp of the FTB 

united with the particular FPO. Sometimes, the town name is inscribed manually on the R-label of a numbered 

FPO or a R-label with imprinted town name accompanies a date stamp of FPO designated by a number. Some 

FPOs and all FPTOs used datestamps with the town name, e.g. Kharbin, Hailar, Tsitsikar, Mukden. 

As can be seen from Table 1, the total number of localities where Reserve FPOs were situated at either time is 

considerably greater than 25, the highest FPO number known by 1904 that together with the Corps FPO in Kirin 
gives 26 in conformity with the number of FPOs reported by Prigara. This circumstance leads to the conclusion 

that the ordinal numbers of the FPOs, which had already been closed down by the particular date were conferred 

on the newly opened FPOs. It is quite probable that in some cases a FPO with its staff and properties was 

merely transferred to another point, the fact partly reflected also in the communications of PTM. 

As mentioned above, postal sendings with datestamps of FTBs are found but, as a rule, only of those united with 

Reserve FPOs. It is natural to suppose that postal mail was actually handled by the post office, and the presence 

of a telegraph branch date canceller on the cover or card is explained either by non-availability of FPO 

datestamp not supplied yet (in most cases the FTBs were opened a little earlier than the FPOs), or by the fact 

that all available cancellers were to be used because of a relatively great amount of postal mail. There is neither 

information nor postal material which would indicate that in the period under consideration separately located 

FTBs or FCTSs handled any mail. Therefore, such telegraph establishments functioning during 1900- 1903 are 
not listed in Table 1. 

T & S suppose quite correctly that Russian field post/telegraph establishments in the Far East in 1900-1903 were 

in fact sedentary offices like the state post/telegraph establishments in Russia proper. Some of them, e.g. in 
Kharbin, Hailar, and Tsitsikar were considered as such together with the state post/telegraph offices in this 
region, such as Vladivostok, Port-Arthur, Talienwan, etc in some official documents of the post/telegraph 

administration. However, one should keep in mind that the choice of FPO location, its period of functioning in 

either place, etc. were determined, first of all, by the needs of the Army. 

There existed quite detailed orders for mail exchange for field post offices. Before the CER had been finished in 

construction and put into operation in November 1901, each FPO was prescribed its route for directing postal 
mail via the post/telegraphic offices of particular towns. For most FPOs in northern Manchuria these towns were 
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Sretensk, Nikol'sk-Ussuriisk, Blagoveshchensk as well as Khabarovsk that was connected with Manchuria by the 
river Sungari only during the summer navigation, and some railway stations along the TPO 243 (Chita-Sretensk) 
route. The FPOs in southern Manchuria, the Pe-Chi-Lih province of China proper, and the Kwantung province 

exchanged postal mail chiefly with the state post office in Port-Arthur, partly via FPO No 3 at Shankhaikwang. 
The Port-Arthur post office and FPO No 17 at Dalnii forwarded or received mail to or from abroad by ships 

connecting these towns with Nagasaki, Chefoo, and Shanghai. 
After putting the CER into operation, the FPOs situated along this railway (the majority of the FPOs) exchanged 
their mail daily with TPOs 261/262 (Manchuria-Kharbin and vice versa), 263/264 (Kharbin-Vladivostok and vice 
versa), 265/266 (Kharbin-Port-Arthur and vice versa, and from May 1903 to 1904 Kharbin-Dalnii). The FPOs 

remote from the railway delivered their mail to and from railway stations by country roads. The intervals of mail 
exchange were considerably longer: weekly for the FPO at Pitsevo and only twice a month for the FPO at Feng

Kwang-Cheng. 

Postmarks 
At least during 1901-1903, the field post offices used datestamps mainly of the basic types MM and NN, see 
Table 1 (hereinafter the type designations are according to T & S). The FPTO in Kharbin, at least from 1903, 

used datestamps of the standard F-type like state post/telegraph offices in Russia. It remains still unknown what 

datestamps were used by the FPTOs at Khailar and Tsitsikar during this period, although a NN-type postmark of 
Tsitsikar dated 1902 has been recorded. No postmarks of the FPOs Nos 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 19 to 25 of either 
MM-, or NN-type have been recorded yet. The earliest postmarks of such types are recorded with dates of 1901, 

although the FPOs up to No 15 were opened in 1900. One can suppose that delivery of the datestamps was 
somewhat delayed, and the FPOs received them with some time lag after the FPO opening date. We do not 
know yet in what way FPO mail was marked in 1900, e.g. at FPO No 3 when it was located in Taku and Tsien

Tsing. FPO No 1 in Kharbin might have used a standard type date canceller (designated here as CC) of the 
former state post branch opened in that town in 1899. A cover with this postmark sent in August 1900 is known 

(the Dr. R.Casey collection). All other field post found up to the present are from the years beginning with 
1901. 
The bulk of such mail comes from Yingkow (FPO No 13), Shankhaikwang (FPO No 3), and Dalnii (FPO No 

17), fewer sendings from that period are found from Mukden (FPO No 11), Lyaoyang (FPO No 16), Tiehling 

(FPO No 10), Kwangchentse (FPO No 16), Taolaichow (FPO No 15), Kirin (Corps FPO) and even Kharbin. 
The vast majority of them are franked postcards or covers (ordinary and registered), post free soldiers' mail 
seems to be virtually non-existant. 
The virtual absence of postal sendings from a number of FPOs of the period under consideration may be 

explained by a relatively small amount of mail handled by those FPOs, hence the small chance of preservation of 
such sendings. The same can be said for mail from the year 1900. The only known cover from that year 
mentioned above was cancelled not by a field post datestamp, since the assumption of a late delivery of date 
cancellers to the FPOs may be true. There is a hypothesis that before receiving their devices for postmarking 

mail, some FPOs simply pen-crossed the stamps on franked covers, e.g. in Mukden (see my article in BJRP 72). 
However, there can be another explanation for this particular cover: there is information that a primitive 

temporary canceller was used at Mukden, although the exact date of usage is unknown (Dr. Casey's private 
communication). Anyway, we may expect further discoveries of postmarks used by the field post establishments 
in the Far East during 1900-1903. 

Note: in table 1 on the following page, the following abbreviations have been used: 

PROVINCE: HLK=Hei-lung-Kiang, FI'=Feng-Tien, KT=Kwantung, K=Kirin, PCL=Pe-Chih-Li. 

CLASS: Res.FPO=Reserve Field Post Office, Crp.FPO=Corps Field Post Office, FPTO=Field Post/I'elegraph 
Office, FPTB=Field Post/I'elegraph Branch, FI'P=Field Telegraph Branch. 

PERIOD: F =-was functioning when the Russo-Japanese War started. Postmark types as in T&S. 
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TABLE 1: Russian Field Post establishments in the Far East during 1900-1903 

Location Prov. Class FPO# from to Note Tvoe of J;!0stm. 

Aigun HLK Res.FPO 20 Jul.01 . Aug.03 +FTB ? 

Chalangtung HLK Res.FPO 5? Oct.00 Oct.01 +FTB(to Nov.00) ? 

Chinchow FT Res.FPO 21? Jun.01 Sep.02 +FTB ? 

Chinchow KT Res.FPO 21 Jul.03 F +FTB ? 

Daimagow K Res.FPO ? Oct.00 Dec.00 ? 

Dal'nii KT Res.FPO 17 Jun.01 F +FTB MM,NN 
Fengkwanchen FT Res.FPO 25 Jul.02 F +FTB ? 

Fulya-Ehrdi HLK Res.FPO ? Oct.00 Aug.01 + FTB(to Nov .00) ? 

Hailar HLK Res.FPO ? Oct.00 ? +FTB ? 
FPTO ? F ? 

Hingan HLK Res.FPO 12? Nov.00 Oct.01 +FTB ? 

Itungchow K Res.FPO 8 Oct.00 Dec.03 +FTB ? 

Kaiyan FT ? ? ? Mar.03 ? 
Kapantze FT Res.FPO 24? Feb.02 Nov.02 +FTB ? 
Kharbin HLK Res.FPO 1 Aug.00 Apr.01 +FTB cc 

FPTO Apr.01 F F 

Kharbin-Station HLK FPTB ?.01 ?.02 

Khunchung K Res.FPO 19 Jul.01 Dec.03 +FTB ? 
Kirin K Res.FPO 6 Oct.00 Apr.01 +FTB ? 

Crp.FPO - Apr.01 F 2nd Sib.Crps. NN 
Kwangchentze K Res.FPO 14 Nov.00 F +FTB MM,NN 
Lyaoyang FT Res.FPO 16 Apr.01 F +FTB MM,NN 
Manchuli-Station HLK FPTB Mar.01 Nov.01 - > Railway PO ? 
Mergen HLK Res.FPO 2? Sep.00 Aug.03 +FTB ? 
Modaoshi K Res.FPO 7 Nov.00 Oct.01 - > Mudangtsiang ? 
Mudangtsiang K Res.FPO 7 Oct.01 Nov.02 MM 
Mukden FT Res.FPO 11 Nov.00 F +FTB MM,NN 
Muling (Muren) HLK Res.FPO 7 Oct.00 Nov.00 ->Modaoshi ? 
Ninguta K Res.FPO 4 Sep.00 F +FTB · MM,NN 
Omoso K Res.FPO ? Oct.00 Nov.02 +FTB ? 
Pitsevo KT Res.FPO 23 Dec.01 F +FTB ? 
Sansin K FPTB May 01 F ? 
Shanghaikwang FT Res.FPO 3 Jan.01 F +FTB MM,NN 
Singmintin FT Res.FPO 22? Aug.01 Nov.02 +FTB ? 
Syaolin K Res.FPO ? Oct.00 Dec.00 ? 
Talcu PCL Res.FPO 3 Oct.00 Dec.00 + FTB- > Tien-tsin ? 
Taolaichow (Sungari 2) K Res.FPO 15 Dec.00 Jul.03 +FTB MM 
Tiehling FT Res.FPO 10 Nov.00 Mar.03 +FTB MM,NN 
Tien-tsin PCL Res.FPO 3 Dec.00 Jan.01 - > Shanghaikwang ? 
Tongku PCL Res.FPO 18 May 01 Nov.01 MM 
Tsitsikar HLK FPTO Oct.00 F NN 
Wafangtien KT Res.FPO 17 Apr.01 Jun.01 ->Dal'nii ? 
Yakeshi HLK Res.FPO ? Dec.00 Oct.01 +FTB(to Nov.01) ? 
Yingkow (Newchang) FT Res.FPO 13 Nov.00 F +FTB MM,NN 
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THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR (1904-1905) AND THE POST-WAR PERIOD (1906-early 1907) 

Brief historic sketch 
From the very beginning in late January 1904, the Russo-Japanese War took a bad tum for the Russians. Having 
done nothing to prevent the Japanese landing in Manchuria, Korea, and Kwantung, the Russian High Command 
under General Kuropatkin chose a passive, defensive attitude. Individual attempts to display initiative (e.g. the 
battle at Wa-Fang-Cow) failed, and by 28 April Port-Arthur, the main base of the Russian Pacific Fleet with a 
considerable array of troops was cut off from the main forces of the Russian Manchurian Army. 

Initially, the Manchurian Army consisted of three army corps, each of two rifle divisions (the 1st and the 2nd 
Siberian Army Corps in Manchuria and the 3rd Siberian Army Corps in Kwantung) as well as the so-called 
Eastern Detachment (of two rifle divisions and a cavalry brigade) and two more rifle divisions as reserve in the 
Vladivostok area. The fleet was concentrated mainly in the harbour of Port-Arthur. Later, during February-June. 
1904, the 4th Siberian, the 10th, and the 17th Army Corps as well as the Siberian and Orenburg Cossack 
Divisions arrived from Russia. Still later, in August, the Army was strenghtened by the 5th Siberian Army 
Corps. At the end of July, the Eastern Detachment was renamed as the 3rd Siberian Army Corps, and the 
former corps by this name, located in the Port-Arthur area was re-designated as the Troops of the Kwantung 
Fortified Area. 
After collecting sufficient forces, the Japanese in August went on the offensive near Lyaoyang, where the 
Russian Manchurian Army headquarters were located. After a week of fighting, they inflicted a serious defeat on 
the Russians, who abandoned Lyaoyang and retreated northwards. 

Further events were moving in a similar way. The Manchurian Army having taken up positions along the river 
Sha-khe continued to receive reinforcements (the 6th Siberian and the 1st Army Corps}. Notwithstanding a 
numerical superiority over the enemy, the attempts of the Russians to counter-attack during a 12-day battle in the 
third decade of September failed. 
Following the arrival of new forces (the 8th and the 16th Army Corps. several infantry and cavalry divisions and 
rifle brigades (the latter formed the 1st Coinposite Rifle Corps} in October-December 1904, the Manchurian 
Army was divided into three separate armies (the 1st, the 2nd, and the 3rd Manchurian Army) under the overall 
command of General Kuropatkin, who became the Commander-in-Chief. 
In December the fortress Port-Arthur capitulated after almost eight months under siege. In February 1905, 
Russian armies suffered a new defeat in the course of the battle at Mukden, abandoned this main Manchurian 
town as well as Tiehling, and retreated once more, now to positions near Szepingkai. 

So the last period of war began. While the losses inflicted at Mukden were soon replaced and the armies 
strenghtened still further during March-August 1905 (the 4th, 9th, 19th, and 13th Army Corps as well as several 
separate divisions arrived, the 2nd Composite Rifle Corps and the Composite Cavalry Corps formed), there were 
no serious military actions in Manchuria during the last period, excepting some cavalry raids under Generals 
Rennenkampf and Mishchenko. 

In the meantime, a Russian squadron sent from the Baltic Sea to the Pacific to replace the loss of the Port-Arthur 
squadron was utterly defeated in the straight of Tsushima, and the Japanese landed also on Sakhalin island. 

Revolutionary actions of the masses started in Russia, and the Government of Russia decided to finish this 
unhappy war. On August 23, 1905 at Portsmouth in the USA, after difficult negotiations Count Witte and Baron 
Takahara signed the Peace Treaty. Russia lost the Kwantung province, the southern part of the CER, and the 
southern part of Sakhalin. 
The remaining months of 1905 and the whole .1906 saw the gradual evacuation of Russian troops from 
Manchuria that was completed by the beginning of 1907. 
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Organization of the field post/telegraph service 
As stated above, by the beginning of the war the Russian telegraph network in the Far East outside of Russia 
proper was under military control. The only exceptions were the railway post offices stations of Kharbin, 
Manchuria, and Dalnii subordinated to the 11th Section of the Railway Post Administration. 
The beginning of military activities and arrival of new troops led to a rapid expansion of this network. Already 
in February 1904, additional field post/telegraph establishments were opened in many points where they had 
been functioning earlier as well as at new localities. The FPTO in Kharbin was reorganized into a Main FPO. 
On February 9, 1904, the Post/Telegraph Administration of the Kwantung Province was transferred from Port
Arthur to Mukden. 
It was planned initially to unite all those post/telegraph establishments under a single administration as it had 
been in 1901-1902. However, by application of Admiral Alekseev, the Russian Governor-General in the Far East 
and als the Commander-in-Chief of all Russian military forces in this area, who motivated his application by the 
extensive character of the theatre-of-war, this administration remained divided. 

On April 15, 1904 the Field Post/Telegraph Administration of the Manchurian Army was formed at Lyaoyang. 
It governed all Russian field post/telegraph establishments in Manchuria sothwards of Kwangchentse, in the 
Kwantung province as well as the Russian state post/telegraph offices in China proper and Mongolia. Following 
the retreating army, this administration was relocated to Tiehling (on August 13, 1904) and then to Mukden (in 
October 1904). Actually, all field post/telegraph establishments attached to military formations (army, corps, 
detachments) were united under this administration. 
When the Manchurian Army was divided into three parts at the end of 1904, its post/telegraph administration 
was divided as well. A separate administration was formed for each army (on January 2, 1905 for the 1st 
Manchurian Army, in December 1904 for the 2nd Manchurian Army, and on May 23, 1905 for the 3rd 
Manchurian Army) that included the newly formed FPTO at the army headquarters, the FPOs of the correspon
ding corps having become parts of this particular army, etc. At the same time, the Field Post/Telegraph 
Administration at the Military Communications of the Commander-in-Chief was formed in Mukden. It included 
the FPTO at the Commander-in-Chief, FPOs and FTBs or PTBs in the neighbouring rear of the armies as well 
as Reserve FPO No 3 in Shanghaikwan and the state post/telegraph offices in China and Mongolia. This 
administration was transferred to Tiehling on February 25, 1905 and ultimately to Kwangchentse in March 1905. 
As of June 16, 1905, it was downgraded to the Post/Telegraph Department of the Military Communications 
Administration having retained only administrative functions. 
As for the post/telegraph establishments north of Kwangchengtse (inclusive}, i.e. those of the remote rear, they 
were put under the Field Post/Telegraph Administration of the Rear of the Manchurian Army, the former 
Priamur Post/Telegraph District at Khabarovsk. In Kharbin, the Field Post/Telegraph Department was 
established for the direct management of the rear post/telegraph network. 
As of December 25, 1904, the Priamur Post/Telegraph District was restored, and the field post/telegraph 
establishments of the northern part of Manchuria were transferred to the Field Post/Telegraph Administration at 

the Head of the Rear of the Manchurian Army (as of 1906: Troops of the Far East). When the post/telegraph 
administrations of all three Manchurian armies were disbanded at the beginning of 1906, all their field 
post/telegraph establishments came under the rear administration. The latter was abolished in July 1906 after the 
majority of troops was evacuated from Manchuria. The remaining troops and field post/telegraph establisments 
were united within the so-called Composite Corps. 

During the Russo-Japanese War, the categories of mail autllorised for delivery to and from the Army on Active 
Service remained principially the same as during the first period. However, in July 1904 receipt of parcels with 
declared value was discontinued at the field post offices of the southern part of Manchuria (south of Tiehling) 
and the Kwantung province; parcels without declared value up to 15 pounds in weight continued to be received. 
On the other hand, after the conclusion of the Peace Treaty, transfer of money from the Army to Russia was 
allowed and started as of October 10, 1905. 
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TABLE 2: Russian Field Postfl'elegraph establishments during 1904-early 1907 

Class Attachment Location From To Note P. 
MainFPO Kharbin May04 Feb 07 From FPTO QQ 
(Main)Central FPO Mukden 2 Feb 05 24 Feb 05 From QQ 

Kwanchentze Feb 05 May OS Res.FPO 11 
Kungchuling May OS 10 Feb 06 

HeadQ. FPTO Manch.Army Lyaoyang 3 Apr 04 13 Aug 04 From SS 
(FPO from (CiC from Tiehling 26 Aug 04 2 Sep 04 Res.FPO 16 
Aug.04) Jan.OS) Mukden 4 Sep 04 beg.Nov04 

Chiansiamutung beg.Nov04 17 Jan 05 
Siahetung 19 Jan 05 19 Feb 05 
Tiehling 22 Feb 05 26 Feb 05 
Changtafu 3 Mar 05 10 Mar 05 
Kungchuling 12 Mar 05 end of05 
Laoshaogow end of05 14 Feb 06 

HeadQ. FPTO lst.Manch. Khuanshang beg.Nov 04 18 Feb 05 From FTB at SS 
Army Fushung 19 Feb 05 Mar OS Gov.Gen.HQ 

Sandiasa 13 Mar 05 23 May 05 
Khersou 24 May 05 25 Oct 05 
Shwangchenpu 26 Oct 05 Feb06 

HendQ. FPTO 2nd Manch. Siahetung 1 Dec 04 9 Jan 05 RR 
Army Maturan 10 Jan 05 16 Feb 05 

Maimaikai 9 Mar 05 20 Oct 05 
Bukhai 22 Oct 05 14 Feb 06 

HeadQ. FPTO 3rd Manch. Suchiatung 8 Feb 05 Feb 05 RR 
Army Wotaotientse Feb OS Feb OS 

Mukden 22 Feb 05 23 Feb 05 
Kaiyan Feb OS 10 Mar 05 
Szepingkai 11 Mar 05 end of05 
Yaomyng end of05 14 Feb 06 

Corps FPO 1st Sib. Moved w. HQ 6 Feb 04 end of04 SS 
(initially No. l) Army Corps Liaokuotse end of04 Jan OS 
(FPTO_from Nov 05) Mampousa Jan OS Feb 05 

Chiansiamtung 14 Feb 05 Mar OS . 
Kuochiatien 12 Mar 05 15 Mar 05 
Vytsingow 16 Mar 05 19 Mar 05 
Kuochiatien 20 Mar 05 3 Apr 05 
Pinangpu 4 Apr 05 mid Apr OS 
Chengtse 18 Apr 05 May OS 
yangukhe 24 May 05 Oct OS 
Taolaichao 24 Oct 05 Mar06 ->Sed.FPTO 

Corps FPO 2nd Sib. Movedw. HQ F end of04 SS · 
(initially No.2) Army Corps Halt No.3 end of04 Jan 05 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Taipingtien Jan OS Feb OS 

Syaofangshing 20 Feb 05 
Chialatun 21 Feb 05 Mar OS 
Sytesa 12 Mar 05 Jun 05 
Sandiasa 9 Jun 05 24 Oct 05 
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Shitsiavaitse 26 Oct 05 15 Jan 06 

Corps FPO 3rd Sib. Movedw. HQ 6 Aug 04 end of04 Renamed from SS 
(initial No.3) Army Corps Khaolintsai end of04 Feb 05 FPOof 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Y angeuantse 17 Feb 05 Mar05 Eastern 

Khersou 16 Mar 05 May 05 Detachment 
Tanutsietse 25 May 05 Oct 05 
Tusan 18 Oct 05 9 Mar 06 

CorpsFPO 4th Sib. Movedw. HQ May04 end of 04 SS 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Army Corps Khuanshang end of 04 Mar05 

Kuochiatien 13 Mar 05 May05 

Siaughi 24 May 05 Oct 05 
Shwanchenpu 24 Oct 05 4 Dec 05 

CorpsFPO 5th Sib. Moved w. HQ Aug04 end.of 05 SS 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Army Corps Tausing end of 05 14 Feb 06 
CorpsFPO 6th Sib. Movedw. HQ Sep 04 Mar05 SS 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Army Corps Maimaikai 24 Mar 05 Apr05 

Ulipudsa 14 Apr 05 May 05 

Kadidya 24 may 05 ? 
Movedw. HQ ? 06 

Corps FPO 7th Sib. Khailungen ? Nov05 From 1) 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Army Corps Ukashu 11 Nov 05 11 Mar 06 Res.FPO 5 
Corps FPO 1st Army Moved w. HQ Nov04 end of04 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Tatsiapu end of 04 Mar05 

Kungchuling 12 Mar 05 Jul 05 
Syasintung 15 Jul 05 Oct 05 

Natiope 23 Oct 05 Jan 06 
Corps FPO 4th Army Kuochiatien 2 Apr 05 ? RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Movedw. HQ ? beg.of06 

Yomynhe beg.of06 ? 06 

Corps FPO 8th Army Movedw. HQ Nov04 end of 04 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Tavanganpu 8 Jan 05 Mar05 

Kuochiatien 13 Mar 05 end May 05 
Simugen 1 Jun 05 ? 

Movedw. HQ ? beg.of06 
Tsitsikhansa beg.of06 14 Apr 06 

Corps FPO 9th Army Halt no.81 24 Aug 05 beg.of06 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Laoshaogow beg.of 06 ? 06 

Corps FPO 10th Army Moved w. HQ Jun 04 end of 04 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Takshuankhe 8 Jan 05 Mar05 

Maimaikai 19 Mar 05 11 Apr 05 
Liamatengsa 12 Apr 05 ? 
Moved w. HQ ? ? 06 

Corps FPO 16th Army Khoutiakhe Jan 05 Mar05 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps Maimaikai 21 Mar 05 5 Apr 05 

Tsiaotsiako 6 Apr 05 May 05 

Tatsyuyang 8 May 05 ? 
Tientunte ? ? 06 

Corps FPO 17th Army Moved w. HQ Jul 04 ? 06 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps 
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Corps FPO 19th Army Moved w. HQ Autumn05 ? 06 RR 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Corps 
Corps FPO 1st Comp. Maimaikai 29 Apr 05 1 May 05 2) 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Rifle Corps Y antsiauopa 2 May 05 ? 

Moved w. HQ ? Feb 06 
Kwangchentse Feb 06 14 Apr 06 

Corps FPO 2nd Comp. Moved w. HQ 24 May 05 ? 06 3) 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Rifle Corps 
Corps FPO 3rd Comp. Movedw. HQ 1 Jul 05 ? 06 From 4) 
(FPTO from Nov 05) Rifle Corps Res.FPO 23 
Corps FPO Eastern Moved w. HQ May 04 5 Aug 04 From ? 

Detachment Res.FPO 18 

Renamed FPO of 

3rd Sib.Army Corps 
Sedentary FPTO Hailar F Feb 07 QQ 
Sedentary FPTO Kharbin F May04 ->Main FPO F 
Sedentary FPTO(?) Ninguta ? 04 Feb 07 5) 
Sedentary FPTO Taolaichao Mar06 Feb 07 From Corps J 

FPO of 1st Sib.A.C. 
Sedentary FPTO Tsitsikar F Feb 07 QQ 
Reserve FPO 1 Shisandasa Summer 05 25 Jul 05 pp 

Tsishpantai 26 Jul 05 Sep 05 
Shwanchenpu Sep 05 27 Nov 05 
Tautun 28 Nov 05 Jan 06 

Reserve FPO 2 Sintsintien 10 Dec 04 Feb 05 pp 

Ishpan 14 Feb 05 15 Feb 05 
Mouchi 16Feb 05 late Mar 05 

Y amatsetsui 28 Mar 05 Apr05 
Taulu 25 Apr 05 Oct 05 

Reserve FPO 3 Shanghaikwang F MM 
Reserve FPO 4 Ninguta F ? 04 ->Sed.FPTO MM 
Reserve FPO 4 Kungchuling Apr 05 May05 pp 

Kwanchentse May05 27 Oct 05 pp 

Reserve FPO 5 Detachment Mochiatien 10 Dec 04 Mar05 -> FPO of pp 

under Gen. Khailungen 17 Mar 05 Apr05 7th.Sib.A.C. 
Rennenkampf Khersou 16 Apr 05 ? 

• Reserve FPO 6 Kirin Mar04 Mar05 Renamed No. 7 NN 
Reserve FPO 6 Kungchuling Apr05 20 May 05 Renamed from pp 

Kuochiatien 21 May 05 30 May 05 No.10 
Intsiaputsa 31 May 05 12 Aug 05 
Chiaotiatan 13 Aug 05 Jan 06 
Halt No.13 Jan 06 Feb 06 
Yoamyng Feb 06 17 May 06 

Reserve FPO 7 Khoiyan 29 Apr 04 18 Aug 04 ? 
Reserve FPO 7 Kirin Mar05 late 06 from No.6 pp 

Reserve FPO 8 Itungchow Mar04 26 Oct 05 ? 
Reserve FPO 9 Tavakoutse 11 Nov 04 Mar05 pp 

Takushan 24 Mar 05 May05 
Sytesa 10 May 05 Oct 05 
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Khersou Oct 05 beg.of06 

Reserve FPO 10 Tiehling 16 Apr 04 Apr05 -> No.6 MM 
Reserve FPO 11 Mukden F 1 Feb 05 -> CentralFPO J 
Reserve FPO 12 Yentai 21 Aug 04 ? pp 

Fushung 25 Sep 04 Mar05 

Kungchuling 8 Mar 05 13 Mar 05 

Ershitsiatse 14 Mar 05 26 Oc;t 05 

Reserve FPO 13 Yinkow F 12 Jui 04 MM 
Tafangtien 29 Nov 04 17 Feb 05 

Reserve FPO 14 Kwangchentse F Feb 07 MM 
Reserve FPO 15 Suhukiapu 5 Feb 05 Mar05 pp 

Kuochiatien 22 Mar 05 9 Apr 05 

Halt No.84 10 Apr 05 ? 

Bukhai ? 19 Jan 06 

Reserve FPO 16 Lyaoyang F 1 Apr 04 FPO Manch.A.HQ 

Reserve FPO 16 Tiehling 11 Aug 04 Jan 05 parcels only QQ 

K wanchentse 8 Feb 05 2 Mar 05 all mail 

Reserve FPO 17 Dal'nii F ? Cut off 23-4-04 MM 
Reserve FPO 17 2nd Comp. Moved w. HQ beg.of05 23 May 05 pp 

Rifle Corps 

Reserve FPO 18 Eastern Shakhetse 8 Mar 04 Apr04 -> Corps FPO MM 
Detachment Sangchien Aor04 18 Apr 04 

Syilichian 20 Apr 04 May05 

Reserve FPO 19 Khunchung ? 04 Mar07 ? 
Reserve FPO 21 Chinchow F ? Cut off 23-4-04 ? 

Reserve FPO 22 Talienhwan 26 Mar 04 ? Cut off 23-4-04 ? 
Reserve FPO 22(?) Tiehling Oct 04 Jan 05? 00 
Reserve FPO 22 Kungchuling 23 Feb 05 2 Mar 05 ? 

Reserve FPO 23 Pitsevo F ? Cut off 23-4-04 ? 

Reserve FPO 23 Detachment Suhukiapu 17 Nov 04 Jan 05 -> Corps FPO 00 
under Gen. Syfantai 11 Jan 05 14 Mar 05 of Comp. Cav. 
Mishchenko Kungchuling 15 Mar 05 16 Apr 05 Corps 

Balshenkhen 17 Apr 05 30 Jun 05 

Reserve FPO 24 Tashihchiao 1 Mar 04 25 Apr 04 ? 
Reserve FPO 25 Fengwangcheng F 25 Apr 04 ? 
Reserve FPO 25 Detachment Khwangtiesien beg.of05 Mar05 ? 

under Gen. Khersou 1 Apr 05 8 Apr 05 

Madritov Khaishukhen 9 Apr 05 15 Apr 05 

Mopeishang 16 Apr 05 19 Apr 05 

Kushantse 20 Apr 05 · 31 May 05 

Tiatgow 1 Jan 05 , 5 Jun 05 
Tayangow · 6 Jun 05 28 Jun 05 

K wangchentse 29 Jun 05 8 Aug 05 

Changsyatun 9 Aug 05 Nov05 
Reserve FPO 26 Bukhedu 5 Aug 04 Feb 07 00 
Reserve FPO 27 Haicheng 14 Jui 04 Jui 04 00 

Suchiatung 19 Sep 04 7 Feb 05 

Kuochietien ? 2 Jun 05 

Chialukhe 3 Jun 05 24 Aug 05 
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Mopeishang 25 Aug 05 Oct 05 

Reserve FPO 28 Handoakhetse 7 Aug 04 Feb 07 00 
Reserve FPO 29 Manchuli Jun 05 Mar07 pp 

Reserve FPO 30 Taolaichao Mar05 Oct 05 00 
Ekho Nov05 30 Aug 06 

Reserve FPO 31 1st Comp. Sangtiekhe 1 Jan 05 9 Jan 05 00 
Rifle Corps Taukhutse 10 Jan 05 ? 

Siaolipusa ? Mar05 
Kungchuling 15 Mar 05 10 Apr 05 

Maimaikai 11 Apr 05 24 Apr 05 
Reserve FPO ? Bodune Apr05 31 Oct 05 J 
Reserve FPO ? Kharbin Camp Apr05 Feb 07 J 
Reserve FPO ? Kharbin Hosp. Apr05 30 May 06 J 

Reserve FPO ? Kharbin Pier Apr05 ? 
Reserve FPO ? 9th East.Sib. Shitowkhetse Mar06 May 06 ? 

Rifle Div. 
Reserve FPO ? Shwanchenpu Feb 06 ? 

Reserve FPO ? 6) Tsitsikar St. Apr05 Feb 07 ? 
Sedentary FPTB Langshankwang 22 Mar 04 ? ? 
Sedentary FPTB Sansin F ? ? 
FTB Manch. Army see HQ FPO Sep 04 14 Feb 06 TT 
FTB 8 1st Manch.A. Takata 12 Aug 05 ? ? 
FTB 12 1st Manch.A. Ukashu 2 Aug 05 11 Nov 05 ? 

FTB 15 1st Manch.A. Ikashir 11 Aug 05 14 Nov 05 ? 

FTB 17 1st Manch.A. Shwanchensen 11 Aug 05 9 Nov 05 ? 

FTB 20 3rd Manch.A. Utkhosa Jui 05 ? ? 

FTB 23 2nd Manch.A.? ? ? ? uu 
FTB 34 3rd Manch.A. Yushitai Jui 05 ? uu 
FTB40 1st Manch.A. Ulagai 20 Aug 05 4 Nov 05 ? 

FTB41 3rd Manch.A. Lungyan Jui 05 ? ? 

FTB42 1st Manch.A. Mopeishang 22 Aug 05 ? ? 

Yantushang ? 27 Oct 05 

Control TS 2 3rd Manch.A. Tuluntsung Jui 05 ? ? 

Control TS 4 3rd Manch.A. Takantsiadang Jui 05 ? ? 
Control TS 5 3rd Manch.A. Khelinsa Jui 05 ? ? 
Control TS? 3rd Manch.A. Synungpu Jui 05 ? ? 

NOTES 

1) Probably continued to use postmarks of Reserve FPO 5. 
2) Probably continued to use postmarks of Reserve FPO 31. 

3) Probably continued to use postmarks of Reserve FPO 17. 
4) Probably continued to use postmarks of Reserve FPO 23. 
5) Continued to use postmarks of former Reserve FPO 4. 
6) According to other sources: FPTB 

The final column gives postmark types, using the codes of T&S. 
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Field post offices 
Table 2 includes a list of Russian field post/telegraph establishments, which handled mail during the Russo

Japanese War. This network consisted of all kinds of ~stablishments provided for by the Regulations as well as 

those created during the . previous period exceeding the bounds of the Regulations. Such establishments were 

attached to the army headquarters (HQ of the Commander-in-Chief), corps and some large detachments. All field 

post offices and field telegraph branches at army headquarters and, as from November 1905, those at corps were 

amalgamated into field post/telegraph offices. Also, there were a lot of reserve field post offices (some of them 

united with telegraph branches) - sedentary or mobile. Some Reserve FPOs in this Table having the same 

numerical designation were actually quite different establishments. This concerns particularly Reserve FPO Nos 

17, 21, 22, and 23 which were located initially in the Kwantung province and, after the Japanese landing on the 

Lyaotung peninsula, found themselves cut off from the bulk of the Manchurian Army. Some of their personnel 

were later killed during the defence of Port-Arthur, others were captured by the Japanese after the surrender of 

this fortress. Where possible, the locations of FPOs in either period are indicated, otherwise "moved with HQ" 

is noted. 
It is known also that some FTBs and FCTSs handled mail. Particularly, postal operations were started in July 

1904 at the FTB of the Manchurian Army headquarters. In the second half of 1905, mail was handled also by a 

number of FTBs under the Field Post/Telegraph Administrations of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Manchurian Armies. 

The stereotypical pattern of directing and exchanging the mail was different for the FPOs of different 

administrations, had its peculiarities comparied to that provided for by the Regulations, and changed with time. 

Soon after the beginning of war, according to Circular of the Imperial Postal Administration No 46 dated 11 

March 1904, the mail from Russia to the Army was directed via the Main FPO at Kharbin. From there, after 

having been sorted, it was sent on to the theatre-of-war or the field post offices of the rear of the Manchurian 

Army. however, this order was not applied to the sedentary offices (Vladivostok, Port-Arthur, Khailar, 

Tsitsikar, and some others), where the mail was sent directly. 

During the first period of war the mail to the theatre-of-war was directed from the Main FPO in Kharbin to the 

FPO at the Manchurian Army HQ in Lyaoyang, and after abandoning Lyaoyang in August 1904 to the Reserve 

FPOs in Mukden, Fushung, and Suhiatung. From there, the mail was distributed to the addressees. 

The mail from the FPOs at the theatre-of-war was directed first to the assembly point in Lyaoyang, later sealed 

up in post-packages in Mukden, and from there it was distributed to the addressees. The mail to Russia was 

handed over to TPO Nos 262, 260 and 242. 

The FPOs, which became the assembly points turned out to be overloaded by work. Therefore, in August 1904, 

the FTB was detacched from the FPTO at the Manchurian Army HQ in Lyaoyang and transferred to Kharbin for 

serving the Governor-General HQ; the remaining post office could now occupy itself fully with mail. However, 

the situation became still worse when FPO No 11 in Mukden became the assembly point, since its personnel was 

quite insufficient in number for this task. All that led to a great accumulation of undelivered mail. Consequently, 

as of February 2, 1905, Reserve FPO No 11 was upgraded to the status and rights of a Main FPO and 

designated as Main Central FPO (as distinct from the Main FPO in Kharbin that was later designated as Main 

FPO of the Rear of the Manchurian Army. 

On February 24, 1905, the Main Central FPO was evacuated from Mukden to Kwangchentse, and from May to 

the end of war it was located at Kungchuling. During the final, so-called "Szepingkai" period of war, ordinary 

and registered mail from field post offices was sent to the Main Central FPO, and there it was closed up into 

post-packages for further dispatch. Insured and money letters were also directed partly to the Main FPO in 

Kharbin, partly to the Main Central FPO. Besides, the Field Post/Telegraph Administrations of each of the three 

Manchurian Armies established their own order for mail exchange. 
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As for the FPOs in the northern part of Manchuri~ under the Rear Field Post/Telegraph Administration, their 

mail was mostly exchanged directly at CER-stations with TPO Nos 261/262, 242, 2~. 

In total, during the war period, the following amount of mail was sent from Russia to the Army via the Main 

FPO in Kharbin (in thousands): ordinary mail 103,758; registered mail 1,903; money letters 26,318; parcels 

539. Statistics on the amount of mail from the Army handled by 33 FPOs under the Field Post/Telegraph 

Administration of the Manchurian Army during the period from 29 January 1904 to 1 November 1905 are shown 

in Table 3. These data can also serve for assessing the relative scarcity of FPO postmarks. 

The corresponding data for the Field Post/Telegraph Administration of the 3rd Manchurian Army for the period 

from 1 January to 1 November 1905 are as follows: 

received 

forwarded: 

ordinary letters 

ordinary postcards 

printed matter 

registered mail 

money and insured letters 

parcels without declared value 

money and insured letters 

3,152,275 

357,440 

2,133,161 

184,895 

152,162 

61,184 

68,386 

(67,152.84 rub) 

(34,586 rub) 

There are also summary data for the Field Post/Telegraph Administration of the 1st Manchurian Army. In total, 

the post/telegraph establishments of this administration handled: ordinary letters and postcards - over 24 million; 

registered mail - over 420 thousand; money letters - over 570 thousand; other sendings - about 340 thousand. 

As can be seen from the abovecited data, the distribution of mail between various FPOs was very uneven. The 

greatest amount of mail was handled by the Reserve FPO No 11 in Mukden (Main Central FPO as of February 

2, 1905) and the FPO at the Manchurian Army HQ (later, at the Commander-in-Chiefs HQ). The busiest 

among the Corps FPOs were those of the 1st Siberian Army Corps and the 17th Army Corps, the least busy was 

the FPO of the 8th Army Corps. The leaders among the Reserve FPOs beside FPO No 11 were No 10 at 

Tiehling and No 27, the outsider - the FPO No 3 in Shanghaikwang situated outside of the theatre-of-war. 

Within the 3rd Manchurian Army, the greatest amount of registered mail falls upon the Reserve FPO no 6, then 

the Corps FPOs of the 5th Siberian Army Corps, the 17th Army Corps, and the 4th Army Corps, the FPTO. of 

the 3rd Manchurian Army, the FPO of the 2nd Composite Rifle Corps, etc. The lowest amount of such mail was 

handled by the FPOs of the 9th and the 19th Army Corps as well as FTB No 34 and FTCS No 5. It is . 

noteworthy also that not all FPOs handled foreign mail. 

Turning to Table 2 again, it should be noted that the listing may still be incomplete. For instance, there is 

information about the existence of a Reserve FPO at the headquarters of the Maritime province defence reserve 

but neither its location, nor ordinal number are known. The status of the field post/telegraph establishments at 

Bodune and Tsitsikar-Station remains not quite clear, ordinal numbers of some Reserve FPOs in northern 

Manchuria are not ascertained, etc. . -

It should be mentioned also that staffs of some field post officed differed from those provided for by the 

Regulations. Particularly, some alterations were made in 1905 by the Field Post/Telegraph Administration of the 

3rd Manchurian Army. Rather great changes were made by the Rear Field Post/Telegraph Administration. For 

example, in summer 1905, the staff of the Main FPO in Kharbin was set up at 33 people (among them 10 

postmen) and, respectively, those of the Reserve FPOs: 

Kharbin-Pier 28 (9), Kharbin-Hospital 10 (5), KharbinsCamp 9 (5), Bodune and Taolaichao 6 (3) each; the staff 

number of the latter two is typical for a postal branch and not a post office. A large staff (the same as for 

Kharbin-Pier) was authorized for Reserve FPO No 29 at Manchuria-Station, additional staff members were 

placed at, among others, the FPTOs in Khailar, Tsitsikar, and the Reserve FPO at Bukhedu. 
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Table 3: Mail volume handled by field post establishments 

ORD. INLAND ORD. FOREIGN REGISTERED 

FPO letters postc. letters postc. inland foreign 

Manchurian Army HQ 6208400 115088 4500 3500 120030 1005 

(from 3-4-04) 1108000 14090 3670 2060 4205 1800 

1st Manch.A. HQ 135030 62000 1300 700 3955 

(from 24-11-04) 50740 6280 2800 1004 2870 656 

1st Army Corps 595000 18900 720 180 8500 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 40875 2604 218 46 900 49 

1st Sib.Army Corps 1000500 95000 2200 20480 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 140300 5360 312 207 1470 240 

2nd Sib.Army Corps 280260 140900 5800 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 35000 3840 200 3605 260 

3rd Sib.Army Corps 543780 20873 420 5870 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 28600 1400 300 360 

4th Sib.Army Corps 985000 28000 10500 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 35703 1700 128 1010 

5th Sib.Army Corps 245559 25678 8004 

(in 3rd M.A. 23-5-05) 20370 2600 800 

6th Sib.Army Corps 138000 19873 3657 

(in 2nd M.A. 12-04) 28900 1260 200 370 

8th Army Corps 62004 2084 840 

(in 2nd M.A. 12-04) 30000 3004 60 904 

10th Army Corps 286000 22743 7426 

(in 2nd M.A. 12-04) 20375 2300 300 

17th Army Corps 989000 19878 6804 

(in 3rd M.A. 23-5-05) 29000 1100 126 280 

Res FPO 3 1040 200 

2050 120 200 280 

Res FPO 7 8970 1040 1504 

Res FPO 9 6050 40 70 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 8345 1301 300 

Res FPO 10 602000 85883 6500 

(in 3rd M.A. 23-5-05) 4900 1291 60 10 450 20 

Res FPO 11 4050070 604370 48000 

(Main Cen.FPO 2-2-05) 2769305 96400 3875 4975 78000 6570 

Res FPO 12 25000 600 

(in 1st M.A. 1-1-05) 21004 2800 111 114 

Res FPO 13 (in Yinkow) 24020 4800 

Res FPO 13 200 12 

(closed 18-2-05) 2570 80 140 

Res FPO 14 40600 2040 5050 

(in 2nd M.A. 12-04) 3435 1100 185 

Res FPO 16 (parcels only) 14080 1270 860 
Res FPO 17 140563 2200 3900 
Res FPO 21 2900 400 990 

Res FPO 22 (Talienhwan) 80975 2604 5680 
Res FPO 22 (Kunchuling) 9800 3574 800 
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Res FPO 23 {Pitsevo) 7956 470 590 

Res FPO 23 2080 14271 245 
(in 2nd M.A. 12-04) 4975 5364 220 
Res FPO 24 7800 274 240 

Res FPO 25 168783 3570 6381 

{in 1st M.A. 1-4-05) 

Res FPO 27 220040 11589 375 
{in 1st M.A. 5-5-05) 28640 1119 135 394 

Res FPO 2 15004 1100 300 
{in 1st M.A. 5-5-05) 

Res FPO 5 18300 894 900 
{in 1st M.A. 5-5-05) 

NOTE: FIRST NUMBER REFERS TO 1904, SECOND NUMBER TO 1905 (where applicable) 

After signing the Peace Treaty and beginning the evacuation of troops, the field post/telegraph establishments 
were closed down stepwise, but some were still functioning during the whole of 1906. The last of them were 
closed down in February /March 1907. Instead of them, 17 sedentary civilian Post/Telegraph offices and postal 

agencies were opened, mainly at CER stations. 

Postmarks 
After the beginning of the war, the still functioning and some reopened FPOs continued to use datestamps of the 

MM- and NN-type. Some newly opened Reserve FPOs, chiefly in northern Manchuria were given a new, GO

type of single- circle datestamps. All Headquarters and Corps FPOs formed inside and arrived from Russia used 
also single-circle datestamps of the RR-type. However, the Corps and Headquarters FPOs or FPTOs formed at 
the theatre-of-war as well as the majority of Reserve FPOs and FTBs received double-circle datestamps of the 
SS-, PP-, TT-, and .UU-type. The FPOs in Khailar and Tsitsikar as well as the Reserve FPO in Lyaoyang used 
double-circle cancellers of the GO-type. At last, a great number of the Reserve FPOs used datestamps of the J
type with the town name without any indication of their regulations provisions. While the ordinal numbers of the 
Reserve FPOs at Lyaoyang or Mukden are known, this is not the case for the three FPOs at Kharbin, those at 

Bodune or Shitowkhetse. 
There are a lot of FPOs of which the postmarks are still unrecorded. Partly, that can be explained by the fact 

that some Corps FPOs continued to use the datestamps of the former Reserve FPOs later converted to Corps 
FPOs or still earlier attached to the same military formation (e.g. the Corps FPOs at all three Composite Corps). 
Some others probably got the ordinal number and the status of FPOs which had been closed down. Some 
handled a limited amount of mail that simply was not preserved. Even today, previously unrecorded postmarks 
continue to surface. 
Most striking is, however, that not a single postmark of the Reserve FPO at Kharbin-Pier has been recorded up 

to the present time, since according to the official information available, this FPO had a huge staff (considerably 
greater than both other Reserve FPOs in Kharbin, of which postmarks are found), consequently, it should have 

handled a large amount of mail. Strangely enough also, there is no mention of the date of closing this FPO down 
in the official documents. Anyway, the fact of actual functioning of this FPO still remains in doubt, notwith
standing the corresponding decrees and circulars concerning it. 

It is remarkable also that the field post/telegraph establishment at Ninguta even in September 1905 still used the 
datestamp and R-labels of the former Reserve FPO No 4, although at the same time another Reserve FPO with 
the same ordinal number was operating at the railway station in Kwangchentse using a PP-type canceller, and 

there should not be two different FPOs with the same number in the Russian field post network. 

Anyway, as can be seen from the last column of Table 2, there is still much to be found and recorded about the 
FPO postmarks of the Russo-Japanese War period. 
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The St.Petersburg Magistrates Courts: 
the small format issues 

J.G. Moyes 

A glance through the 1915 Forbin revenue catalogue would show just three small format issues for the 

St.Petersburg Magistrates Court, none of which are illustrated. The siz.es, colours and the perforations are all 

approximations and deny identification of any of the issues that a collector may wish to classify. Nothing to my 

knowledge has appeared in print on these stamps since Forbin and collectors have had to classify their holdings 

according to their own ideas. As these stamps are all scarce to rare this would have proved difficult. 

A classification such as the one offered in this article has only been possible through access to a large amount of 

material. My friend and fellow revenue enthusiast Bjorn-Eric Saarinen has made his collection of these issues 

available to me for study and thus two good holdings have been combined to provide the basis for this list. 

Without Bjorn-Eric's help this listing would be much less informative and complete, and my considerable thanks 

are due to him. No other large holdings are known to either of us. 

Although nothing has appeared in print a listing of these issues has been made before. The late Oleg Faberge 

prepared such a list several years ago (private communication) based on his· collection. This provided a useful 

guide until adequate material was available to me to expand the types, and to show that some issues, although 

different in appearance, were printed together on the same sheet. If any other correspondent of Faberge has a 

copy of his list it should be noted that his numbering has not been followed, nor his sequence. 

General notes on the stamps 
Apart from the first issue which is only known from one example, all the issues follow the same format. The 

stamps are in two parts which were split on use. The smaller top part is inscribed "Talon" or Coupon and the 

larger bottom part is inscribed "Kvitantsiya" or Receipt. 

The Talons have a three-line inscription reading "Section number, St.Petersburg Magistrates Court, 10k 

Chancellery Tax, Received." The Kvitantsiyas have a seven line inscription reading "Section· number, 

St.Petersburg Capital Magistrates Court, 10k Chancellery Tax, Paid." 

Apart from the first issue which is lithographed, all the issues are typographed. 

Apart from the first issue, the section numbers were not on the plates. They were added either as loose type to 

the individual cliches on the plates, or at a separate operation. 

Forbin says that there were 27 sections of the Court. This is wrong. The section numbers found on the stamps 

go up to 38. Some numbers cannot be recorded on any issue; these are 15, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36 and 37. This 

does not necessarily mean they do not exist, only that I cannot record them. 

The stamps are inscribed Chancellery Tax. How the fee was determined is unknown but it was not a fixed 

amount per action, as the stamps can be found in multiples, sometimes large multiples. A piece bearing 16 

Talons can be recorded and another with 8 Kvitantsiyas. 

The stamps can be found in combination with the Court Fee and Document Tax adhesives of 1887. These had a 

dual purpose of paying a 10k fee per page of the petition presented to the Court and a 1 % charge of the sum 

claimed in civil actions. The St.Petersburg stamps would not have paid for either of these charges, I suspect. No 

documents have been found bearing these stamps, and until they are found the question of how these stamps 

were used must stay unanswered. 
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Although most issues from the St.Petersburg Magistrates Courts are poorly printed and must have been produced 

locally and cheaply, only one example of a missing section number can be recorded. This is fortunately on a 

piece and the number is given in manuscript on the piece rather than on the stamp. It is from the 19th section 

and as luck would have it there are five examples on this item. 

Dated examples of any series of these stamps are hard to find, while some series are not known with dates at all. 

This is a major disadvantage when attempting to place the issues in sequence. As a sequence is necessary, one 

has been attempted. At a future date this may need adjustment. 

Several of the types listed are very similar and may appear to be subtypes. This is not so. Where a stamp has an 

individual number it is a specific type on the plate, and it is found with subtypes of its own. 

EARLY 1880s 

Litho, perf. 11.3 

As fig.I 

MC 1 10k red on white paper, 18th section. 

This stamp is only known from one example. As it does not include the word Kvitantsiya in the inscription it is 

possible that there is no corresponding Talon type to go with it. It is also the only type which does not have the 

word Capital together with St.Petersburg in the inscription. 

These differences suggest that this stamp was not issued after any of the other series, when the format was 

established for the inscription, and thus should precede the other series. It is therefore placed first. 

EARLY 1880s 

Plate with intact dividing lines between the stamps 
Talon 24½-25 x 10 mm 

Kvitantsiya 24½-25 x 28½-29 mm 

Typographed 

Inconsistent rough perforation 9½, or imperforate. 

A) WITH THIRD LINE IN LARGE LETTERS 

a) With fourth letter of SUD'YE like the number 6, see fig.2 

MC 2 10k black on dull grey-green paper, 17th section. 

MC 2a 10k black on dull bluish green paper, imperforate, 18th section. 

b) With fourth letter of SUD'YE correct as soft sign, see fig.3 

MC 3 10k black on dull grey-green, 17th section. 

B) WITH THIRD LINE IN SMALL LETTERS, see fig.4 

MC 4 10k black on dull grey-green, 17th section. 

M.C 4a 10k black on dull bluish green, imperforate, 18th section. 

MC 2-4 are all printed together on the same sheet. Thus if any of these stamps should be found on a different 

paper then all should exist on that paper, should any have survived. 
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Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 

I can identify three subtypes of MC 2, three of MC 3 and four of MC 4, all identifiable by way of the frames. 

Of examples available for study half of the Talons are imperforate at the top while half of the Kvitantsiyas are 

imperforate at bottom. The stamps were only perforated through the rows of the sheet, leaving the top, bottom 

and sides of the sheet all imperforate. Should the material studied be a typical sample, and there is no reason to 

think otherwise, then this plate would appear to have only two horizontal rows. Should the ten identified 

subtypes be the only subtypes, and this must remain open to speculation, then an educated guess can be made 

about the lay-out of the plate, this being: 

2 
2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 
4 

The colour of the paper makes illustration difficult. An attempt has been made to shade out the paper colour via 

a good photocopier but the result is still unsatisfactory. It is hoped that the reproduction in this journal can show 

the necessary features adequately. 

The dividing lines are visible on all Kvitantsiyas examined and there should be no problem in distinguishing 

those from this intact-line plate from those which come from the next series, on the dotted-line dividing line 

plate. 

EARLY 1880s 

Plate with dotted dividing lines between the stamps 
Talon 24½-25 x 10-10½ mm 

Kvitantsiya 24½-25 x 29¼-29 mm 

Typog~aphed 
Inconsistent rough perforation 14, rouletted 8 or pin-perf.8. 

As with the previous issue, if a stamp is found on one type of paper then all the other stamps of this issue should 
exist on that paper as the stamps MC 5-12 were all printed together on the same sheet. However, the list only 

includes those varieties which can be recorded. 

As no intact unused examples of these stamps are known to me the appropriate Talons cannot be matc~ed to the 

respective Kvitantsiyas. This also applies to the last series except for the comer copies. Not all of the Talons 

from this or the last series can be relied on to show the dividing lines. Consequently, although the Kvitantsiyas 

can be allocated to the respective plate on each series, the Talons cannot. 
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A) WITH THIRD LINE IN LARGE LETTERS 

a) With fourth letter of SUD'YE like the number 6, see fig.2 

MC 5 10k black on dull grey-green, perf.14, 17th section. 

MC Sa 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 6th, 7th and 19th sections. 

MC Sb 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 

b) With fourth letter of SUD'YE correct as soft sign, see fig.3 

MC 6 10k black on dull grey-green, perf.14, 17th section. 

MC 6a 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 7th section. 

8) WITH THIRD LINE IN SMALL LETTERS 

a) With lines of inscription closely spaced. These two types have a lower case "e" in UPLACHENO. 

i) 1 ½ mm between the two words on the third line, see fig.5 

MC 7 10k black on dull grey-green, perf.14, 17th section. 

MC 7a 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 6th, 7th and 19th sections. 

MC 7b 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 

ii) 21/2 mm between the two words on the third line, see fig.6 

MC 8 10k black on dull grey-green, perf.14, 17th section. 

MC 8a 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 7th and 19th sections. 

MC 8b 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 
MC 8c 10k black on yellow-green, perf.14, 6th section. 

One Talon is known with a lower case "e" in POLUCHENO matching the style of MC 7-8, see fig.7. This is 

from the 17th section on dull grey-green paper, perf.14. It may belong to MC 7-8 but not necessarily so. 

b) With lines of inscription normally spaced. 

i) With third line of inscription level with 7th and 8th letters of Kvitantsiya, see fig.4 

MC 9b 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 

MC 9c 10k black on yellow-green, perf.14, 6th section. 
ii) With third line of inscription level with 6th and 7th letters of Kvitantsiya, see fig.8 

MC 10 10k black on dull grey-green, perf.14, 17th section. 

MC 10a 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 19th sections. 
MC 10b 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 

MC 10c 10k black on yellow-green, perf.14, 6th section. 

c) As b), with first letter of each word on the third line in capitals, see fig.9. 

MC lla 10k black on yellow-green, roulette 8, 7th and 19th sections. 

MC llb 10k black on turquoise, roulette 8, 19th section. 

d) With wide gap between lines five and six, see fig.10. 

MC 12 10k black on turquoise, pin-perf.8, 19th section. 

Whereas MC 5-11 can all be shown by connecting pieces to have been printed together on the same sheet, MC 

12 cannot be shown to be from that same sheet. Its style would indicate that it does belong and it is included 

here for that reason. 
The stamps from the dotted-dividing-line plate are only perforated through the rows, leaving the top, bottom and 

sides imperforate. About half the Kvitantsiyas seen are imperforate at the bottom indicating two horizontal rows. 
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Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7 Figure 8 

Figure 9 Figure JO Figure II Figure 12 

The same comments about the Talons made after MC 2-4 apply here. Of those showing the dotted dividing lines 
about half are imperforate at top. 

Fifteen subtypes of the various stamps listed under MC 5-11 can be identified of which 8 can be positively 
attributed to the bottom of the sheet. Although insufficient material is available for any definite conclusions, 
enough is on hand to suggest the hypothesis that the sheet is at least 2 x 8. 

EARLY 1880s 

New type with bottom line spelled UPLOCHENO 
Talon 25½-26 x 10 mm 

Kvitantsiya 25½-26 x 28-29 mm 

Typo graphed 

Consistent line perforation 11.6 

These are similar to MC 7-8 with the inscription closely spaced and in two types with the words on the third line 
close or wide apart. They have intact dividing lines. Lower case "e" on bottom line. 

A) With 11/2 mm between the words on the third line, see fig.11 
MC 13 10k black on greyish green, 10th and 17th sections. 

MC 13a 10k black on greyish blue, 18th section. 

MC 13a can be found with the section number changed in manuscript to "28", probably a late use. 
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B) With 2½ mm between the two words on the third line, see fig.12 
MC 14 10k black on greyish to blue green, 10th and 17th sections. 
MC 14b 10k black on yellow-green, 10th and 17th sections. 
MC 14c 10k black on blue, 17th section. 

MC 14b is known with the O of SBORA missing. Although no multiples are avilable to prove it, MC 13-14 

were almost certainly printed together on the same sheet. 

1885 
Talon 23.75 x 10.75 mm 
Kvitantsiya 23.75 x 28 mm 
Typographed 
Line perforation 11.4 

This issue was in a new style with a consistent perforation and size. It was printed from better quality plates with 
a more professional finish. The basic design would not have included the section numbers, which would have 
been added at a second operation. See fig.13. 

MC 15 
MC 15a 
MC 15b 

MC 16 

10k black on greysih green, sections 1-25. 
Manuscript "4" on 12th section, see fig.14. 
Manuscript "4" on 7th section. 

10k black on olive green, sections 1-25. 

Although MC 15-16 can be found from section 1 through to 25 there are three section numbers that I cannot 
record: 4, 8 and 15. As section 4 is known as a manuscript alteration of other sections it possibly does not exist 
with a printed number. Section 15 is not known from any issue so presumably it does not exist. Section 8 is 
known from other issues so possibly exists as MC 15-16. 
Several multiples have been available for study and these show little or no variation. As with previous issues 
these were only perforated through the rows leaving the top, bottom and sides imperforate. About one copy in 
five shows the side imperforate at right, ditto for the left. It seems that this plate is much larger than those for 
previous issues. 
The earliest date I can record is 25-1-1885. Dated cancellers were not used on these issues until 1890, from 
material seen. Dated before 1890 were in manuscript, but unfortunately most stamps do not bear the date . 
. Cancels seen on stamps up to MC 16 are either pen crosses or the type shown in figure 15. This has the 
Imperial arms with the section number at the base. After MC 16 a larger type of canceller can be found for 
some sections and this is illustrated later. 
A variety on the Talon is worth mentioning. The "10" has the figures widely spaced. Only one example of this 
has been seen and it is shown as fig.16. 

Figure 13 Figure 14 Figure 15 Figure 16 
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Late 1880s 
Talon 24~24.5 x 11 mm 
Kvitantsiya 24-24.5 x 28-28.5 mm 
Typographed 
Imperforate 

This_ issue is a very variable type and difficult to find. It is only known for the 17th section. It is a poor quality 
issue but no more so than some of the earlier issues. The stamps can be found cancelled with the usual circular 
mark or pen lines, just as all the other 17th section issues listed so far. The only dated copy appears to read 
1889. If this issues comes after MC 16 then it would seem to be a provisional issue for the 17th section alone. 

A) With SPB on top line in capitals 
MC 17 10k black on dark yellow-green, "a" and "e" of UPLACHENO in lower case, see fig.17. 

MC 17a 10k black on dark yellow-green, "A" and "E" of UPLACHENO in capitals, see fig.18. 

B) With "b" of SPB in lower case 
MC 18 10k black on dark yellow-green, see fig.19. 
MC 18a 10k black on dark yellow-green, SBARA for SBORA on sixth line. 
MC 18b 10k black on dark yellow-green, OBORA for SBORA on sixth line. 

1890 
Talon 26.5 x 10 mm 
Kvitantsiya 26.5 x 28 mm 
Typographed 
Line perforation 11.4 
Earliest recorded date 7-7-1890 

The design and size is the same throughout this group, which was in use for longer than any of the others. This 
is reflected by the printings on paper of different thickness and colour. For the first time the Talons and 
Kvitantsiyas are perforated between, although the sides, top and bottom are still imperforate. The word 
Kvitantsiya is much smaller than on previous issues, see fig.20. 

A) On thick paper 

MC 19 10k black on blue-green, sections 2,3,8,14,19,21,25,26,27. 
MC 19a 10k black on olive-green, sections 5 and 11. 

B) On thin paper 

MC 20 10k black on green (shades), sections 2,3,4,8,9,ll,l4,l6,17,l8,21,25,26,27. 
MC 20a 10k black on green (shades), imperforate, section 11 only. 
MC 21 10k black on blue-green to greyish blue-green, sections 3,5,11 and 22. 
MC 21a 10k black on blue-green to greyish blue-green, imperforate; section 11 only. 
MC 22 10k black on dark blue-green, sections 3, 13 and 38. 
MC 23 10k black on bright blue-green, sections 13 and 26. 
MC 24 10k black on dark bright green, sections 2,11,22,25,27. 
MC 25 10k black on greyish yellow-green to yellow-green, sections 4,9,12,16,21,22,25,26,35. 
MC 26 10k black on deepish yellow-green, sections 4,19,21,25,27,28. 

C) On poor quality very thin paper 
MC 27 10k black on pale turquoise, sections 2,17,22,27,31. 
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Figure 17 
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Figure 18 Figure 19 

Figure 21 shows the new type of cancel found on this issue from some sections. 

1895(approx.) 

Talon unknown 

Kvitantsiya 26.5 x 28 mm 
Typo graphed 

Line perforation 11.4 

This type is only found from the 38th section. The top line is seriffed as is 
the seventh. The second and seventh lines are in larger type. This is a scarce 

issue and only the Kvitantsiya can be shown; the Talon is unknown to me. 

Perforated between the two parts. 

MC 28 10k black on blue-green, section 38 only, see fig.22. 

Date unknown 

Talon 28.5 x 10 mm 
K vitantsiya unknown 

Typo graphed 

. Line perforation 11.4 

Figure 20 

Figure 21 

Figure 22 
Finally a Talon can be recorded which belongs to another series not listed above. The Talon is much larger than 
any previous type. The framelines are thick. It is well-printed and is perforated between the two parts, which 
indicates it either follows or directly precedes the last two issues. It is probably from a later issue and the 

Kvitantsiya is yet to be discovered. 

MC 29 10k black on blue, 19th section, see fig.23. 

Figure 23 
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The St.Petersburg Magistrates Appeals Court 

J.G. Moyes 

Forbin only lists three issues from the Appeals Court with just two illustrations. There are many more series 
which are listed here for the first time. Fortunately dated copies have been found for most issues and a reliable 
sequence can be offered. These stamps are scarcer than those for the Magistrates Court except for the last two 
issues, from which several examples are known. 

The first two series do not have the word "Kvitantsiya" at the left side, but the rest do. The small upper parts 
are all inscribed "Talon" except for the first two issues. The second issue has a top part but it is not known if 
the first issue did. 
The inscriptions are similar to those on the stamps of the Magistrates Court. On the Talons this reads "At the 
St.Petersburg Magistrates Assembly, !Ok.Chancellery Tax Received" except for the second issue where the word 
"Received" is replaced by "Paid". The Kvitantsiyas read "At the St.Petersburg Capital Magistrates Assembly, 
!Ok.Chancellery Tax Paid". 

These stamps are lithographed except for two series which are typographed. They are all perforated between the 
two parts. The general standard of printing is much higher than that found on the Magistrates Courts stamps. 

Only one series has presented any difficulty: Forbin's and my first issue. The only copy known to me is too 
heavily cancelled to allow for reproduction. I, have therefore used Forbin's illustration which is much reduced in 
size. Forbin's dimensions are wrong and are corrected in the listing below. 

A document is known from the Appeals Court. It is a petition dated November 1907 asking for the return of 13 
invoices and accounts from an action involving the petitioner the previous year. It has a 10k Court Fee and 

Document Tax adhesive on the face to pay for he one page of he petition, but no Court Fee is due as no sum of 
money is claimed. On the reverse are 13 copies of an Appeals Court stamp matching the number of items 
mentioned in the petition. 

Circa 1880(Forbin) 
Top unknown 
Bottom part 28 x 41 mm 
Lithographed 

Line perforation 12 

AC 1 10k black on grey-blue 

Circa 1883 
Top 24.5 x 11.75 mm 
Bottom 24.5 x 27.5-28 mm 
Lithographed . 
Line perforation 11.4 

AC 2 10k red on white paper 

a .. CB-Dw 
CT0.DUOn 

■INltft Oi.'8AI 

10 KOU. 
IAMUl.llflPCKAro 

080:PA. 

J'DJU. 'IBIIO. 

' JJ; 'h f; I f f;, ' 

! CT0.l!l:'I:!0!,:1> ; 
; 1<1MPOllOM1, CU3At. ' 

! 10 1:0J1. 

Double frame, large letters and third line without capitals. 
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Circa 1884 

Talon unknown 

Kvitantsiya 24 x 28.25 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 3 10k carmine on white paper 

Double frame, smaller letters and third line with capitals 

Circa 1885 

Talon unknown 

Kvitantsiya 24 x 28.25 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 4 10k rose-carmine on white paper 

AC 4a 10k pale carmine on white paper 

y 

Ali; 

A~~O ! 
OJllJl' Ii(_ 

Similar to last but thicker letters. The fifth letter of the bottom line is larger than the rest and provides a quick 

distinction from AC 3. Although AC3 and AC 4 look very similar, multiples show they are from different 

plates. 

Late 1880s 

Talon unknown 

Kvitantsiya 23.75 x 28.5-28.75 mm 

Typo graphed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 5 10k carmine on white paper 

i ! 
g- :Mi:~o 
~ . 1 
::: ! KaH 

:2 l 
. I Yn 

Single frame, otherwise similar to AC 3-4 but typographed. Note that the word "Kvitantsiya" at the side is 

smaller than on the previous types. 

Early 1890s 

Talon 23.5 x 10 mm 

Kvitantsiya 23.5 x 28-28.5 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 6 10k carmine on white paper 

AC 6a 10k pale red on white paper 

CTll.'1 H 'I 11 o ~1 •1, 

g MHpDBOMl, ~1 t3At 
"' t 10 KOU. 

: Kau"'e1rnpcKa ro 
()!;(II',\ 

YOJIA'IEHO. 

Single frame, 41/2 mm between the fifth and seventh rows. Note that the word "Kvitantsiya" is smaller than on 

AC 5. 
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Early 1890s 
Talon 23.75 x 10 mm 

Kvitantsiya 23.75 x 28.25 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

As last issue, but with 5½ mm between the fifth and seventh rows. The number 10 is squatter and fatter on this 

issue. The Talons can be found in two types: type 1 has all three lines in letters the same size, and type 2 has 

the top line in larger letters than the rest. 

AC 7 10k red on white paper, Talon type 1, see below 

AC 8 10k rose on whie paper, Talon type 2, see below 

AC7 
• O'l'OJIB'lllOll'b 

< I INpaemM3A 
~ 10 KOD. a ·IIN!tURpCN&rO 

OBOPA 

JRAA'IEHO. 

Circa 1900 
Talon 23 .5 x 10 mm 

Kvitantsiya 23.5 x 28 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

B'JtCJIB. 
• O'l'OJIB'IBOll'l> I INpmnC1\8At 
~ 10 KOU • . 

' I 1uqu11pc11ro 
1111 

CBOPA 

JRAA'fEHO. 

. ' 

AC 9 10k orange-red on white paper 

. .... 

-----

Jl'l, cnn. 
~ C'r0.11l'lllfl:n, 

o; 
s ',lH;mnChli31tt 

• ,: 
IO ~ 

.., 
J;f)lf, ,., 

~-l M'l1nt,.r:r1p1:Knro ~ 

"' m:orA ► 
► YnJIA'IEHO. 

AC8 

······························•• . 

This type is very similar to AC 6 but the doubling of the letters of the top line of the Kvitantsiya is now broken 

and incomplete, whereas on all earlier issues this is intact. The colour has been changed and the size is now 

more uniform than with AC 6. 

Early 1900s 

Talon unknown 

Kvitantsiya 26.75 x 28.75 mm 

Typo graphed 

Line perforation 11.4 
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New design, with an unknown Talon. 

AC 10 10k red on white paper 

AC 10a 10k rose on thin brittle paper 

Circa 1903 
Talon 23 x 9.5 mm 
Kvitantsiya 23 x 27.5 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 11 10k carmine on white paper 

11'1, CU B. M. f~. 

10 i:. 1:nnn. c6. 
nonY4EH0. 

t ........ ,. Ill: ..... 

B'b CITE. 

oi C:1'0,tn 1lltflM·1, 

;:;- MMpoe. Cb ta11t :;: .., 
10 liOII • .... 

"' ltAllltE,llll'Cl:Aro 
~ 

CliOI' .-\ 

YnllA'IEHO . 

Similar to other single frame issues but without any doubling on the top line of the Kvitantsiya. The talons show 

SPB on the top lines instead of SP as on earlier issues. The word SBORA on the sixth line measure 61h mm and 

does not have a dot after it. 

Circa 1910 
Talon 23.5 x 9.75 mm 

Kvitantsiya 23.5 x 27.75 mm 

Lithographed 

Line perforation 11.4 

AC 12 10k red on white paper 

; 
1 

11'1, f' IIJL \I, (' , 

~ ' 10 );, 1;:11111. l'i•. · 
;: nonY~F.110. 

n•1, crrn. 
r ro.111 11111n11, 

MMpoo. Cb t3At 
10 1,011. 

AC 12a 10k orange-red on white paper. 

I~ Allllt:.rn1•f' t: .,n, 

f 'J.01',\ , 

'YOJIA 11EHO. 

AC 12b 10k pale orange-red on white paper. 

As AC 11 but now SBORA has a dot after it. 
'u-1, t'lln. ,,. f' . 

Circa 1910 
: 10 1: . 1~11111. ri, . 
! nonYttrno. 

Talon 23.25 x 9.5 mm 
Kvitantsiya 23.25 x 27.5-27.75 mm 

Lithographed 

. a,~ c ra, . 
. 

1 

nu.11,•11,11.,n. 

~ MMpou. Cbt3At 
Line perforation 11.4 

AC 13 10k red on white paper 

sj 10,;011. 
~ •a111o~rnrn:\T0 

' n ;11rA 

Yn/lA'IEIIO. 
AC 13a 10k orange-red on white paper. 

As before but SBORA measures 51h mm and does not have a dot after it. 

AC 11-13 are very similar but are all from different plates. Many multiples 

have been studied to prove this. 

The later usage of these stamps is characterised by the softer texture of the 

paper, which becomes porous. The _perforations are always rough on late 

usages. 

Only one cancel has been seen on these stamps. usually they are cancelled in 
manuscript but a circular mark is known on copies of AC 9 on piece. This 

has only been seen in violet-blue. The inscription around the Imperial arms 
reads "St.Petersburg Capital Magistrates Assembly". 
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Vladivostok - the end of the line 

P.E. Robinson 

In recent years it has again been possible for non-Russians to visit Vladivostok, the eastern terminus of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway, after the city had been off-limits to foreigners for several decades. As the base of the 
Soviet Pacific fleet, the city of Vladivostok with its superb natural harbour was considered too sensitive a place 
to be visited by foreigners with prying eyes, and so any such people who wanted to use the Trans-Siberian 
Railway to travel to the Far East had to leave the train at Khabarovsk and take the overnight boat train to the 
port of Nakhodka. Now Vladivostok is open again, and so it is perhaps a suitable time to look at the postal 
history of this city in Eastern Siberia, or the Russian Far East as it is more correctly called. 

Vladivostok is not an old city. It was founded as a military post in 1860, and it officially became a town twenty 
years later. Russia acquired the territory around Vladivostok, previously governed by China, as a result of the 
treaties of Aigun and Peking, signed in 1858 and 1860, which gave Russia control of the area to the east of the 
Ussuri River and southwards to the Korean border. Although the Peking treaty was signed in November 1860, 
Nicholas N. Murav'ev, Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, had already begun to establish Russian control of 
the areas in question, his representatives having founded the cities of Nikolaevsk-na-Amure in 1850 and 
Khabarovsk in 1858. According to the Guide to the Great Siberian Railway, published in 1900, the Bay of 
Vladivostok was occupied on 20 May 1860, when Captain Schefner arrived on the war-sloop "Man'chur", and 
his men founded the military post of Vladivostok. The few wooden buildings that they erected were the 
beginnings of Vladivostok, whose name, Russian for "Rule the East" reflects the importance which Russia 
attached to this natural harbour, ice-free for a longer period than any' other on the Russian Pacific coast. Fig. 1 
shows a postcard, dating from 1902, whose design includes a view of the harbour. With such a harbour, the 
town could hardly fail to flourish, and by 1890 Vladivostok had a population of over 20,000, mostly Russians, 
but including many Chinese and Koreans. 
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Figure 1 
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By 1860 the Railway Age was in full swing in Europe and other parts of the world, but it was to be another 40 

years before a passenger could board a train at Vladivostok, bound for European Russia. Even in 1900, the 

journey to Europe involved a short voyage by ferry across Lake Baikal, and only in 1916 could the journey be 

completed entirely on Russian territory, with the completion of the Amur Railway. Until 1916, passengers 

leaving Vladivostok went via the Chinese Eastern Railway, through Harbin and Manchouli and on to Chita and 

Irkutsk. However, the Ussuri Railway had been completed in 1897, running northwards from Vladivostok to 

Khabarovsk, so as to provide a strategically-important link with the Amur river. Construction of this line, and 

the Siberian Railway as a whole, began on 19 May 1891, when the Tsarevich Nicholas, later Tsar Nicholas II, 

ceremoniously filled a wheelbarrow with earth and emptied it on the embankment of the future railway; he also 

laid the foundation stone of the passenger station. 

It is not known exactly when a post office was opened at Vladivostok, but it was probably in the mid- to late 

1860s. The earliest recorded cover is dated 14 March 1870 (does anyone have an earlier one?) and it is shown in 

Fig. 2, with a postmark drawing inset. The letter took several months to reach Helsinki via St Petersburg, 

arriving there on 8 September. The postmark is inscribed VLADIVOSTOK NA R.AM., the NA R.AM. 

apparently standing for "na reke Amure" or "on the river Amur" . Vladivostok is not, of course, on the river 

Amur, though it was in the Amur Territory. 

Fig. 3 shows later postmarks; the post office at Vladivostok was originally of postal "kontora" status, this word 

referring to a larger type of office. We know from the official Post-Telegraph Journal that it became a "post

telegraph kontora" in July 1887, and so it seems reasonable to assume that this is when the telegraph wires 

reached Vladivostok. This change was reflected in postmarks; from 1878 a postmark simply inscribed 

VLADIVOSTOK with the serial number 'l' had been used, and this gave way to postmarks inscribed 

POCHT.TEL.KONT. at the base. These also indicated Vladivostok's location in the Primorskii Oblast by the 

abbreviation PRIM.OB. after VLADIVOSTOK. Postmarks similarly inscribed but of the "crossed date" type 

came into use in the 1890s, some of these having the abbreviation PRIMOR. instead of PRIM. From 1904 

double-ring postmarks simply inscribed VLADIVOSTOK were used, and some of these have a figure '1' or '2' 

at the base, indicating their use by the first and second offices of the Town Post. An interesting bilingual 

Vladivostok postmark has been recorded from 1917. Registered covers have also been recorded from the 

telegraph office at Vladivostok, with postmarks inscribed VLADIVOSTOK I TELEGR. but these have not been 

seen dated earlier than 1916, suggesting that a separate telegraph office might have been opened relatively late. 

Several previously-unrecorded Vladivostok postmarks have come to light since the second edition of Siberia: 

Postmarks and Postal History of the Russian Empire Period, and these, together with new dates for postmarks 

already recorded, are given at the end of this article. 

A railway station post office was opened at Vladivostok some time prior to 1902; it may perhaps have coincided 

with the completion of the Amur Railway in 1897. The earlier postmarks are of the standard circular type, 

inscribed VLADIVOSTOK/ZHELEZNODOR.P.O. The later, oval marks are of two types, with and without a 

pattern of dots above and below the data. These postmarks are shown in Fig. 4. Travelling post office routes 

along the Chinese Eastern Railway and the Ussuri railway terminated at Vladivostok, and post offices were also 

carried on many of the shipping routes which operated from Vladivostok to Japan, Kamchatka and other places 

on the Pacific coast, also further north to the "Northern Districts" and Kolyma region. It follows that a great 

deal of mail passed through Vladivostok on its way to and from other areas. 

Figure 4 
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The slowness of the Siberian mail route before the railway was built is demonstrated by the fact that, in the 

latter part of the 19th century, mail destined for Eastern Siberia was carried by sea on ships of the Volunteer 
Fleet, from Odessa to Vladivostok. The sea route was much longer, ·but it provided a faster means of carrying 
mail than the Siberian "trakt" or Great Post Road, with its uneven and variable surface (often very boggy in 
summer) and the frequent necessity to cross rivers and lakes by boat. 

The main railway station at Vladivostok, which was quite a large building at the outset, was soon enlarged and 

rebuilt in a rather imaginative style, as can be seen on the postcard view of the main entrance (Fig. 5). It seems 
that the exterior has not been substantially altered since then, to judge from the illustration on a postal stationery 

envelope of the 1980s (Fig. 6). 

A new, larger post office was built in the 1890s, to deal with the increasing volume of mail, and this is shown in 
Fig. 7, a postcard view dating from the early 1900s. The imposing building was on Svetlanskaya Street, the 

city's main thoroughfare; a number of postcard views exist showing the building. 

Bna,a,11socT0Hb • Wladimostock no'ITaMTb • Postamt. 

Figure 7 

During the Civil War period, Vladivostok was of major importance, being the port where the Allied intervention 

forces landed in 1918, and forming part of the Far Eastern Republic (1920-22). As in other parts of Russia, 
Imperial postmarks continued in use during the 1920s and later. The bilingual postmark referred to earlier exists 
on a cover (Fig. 8) sent to the U.S.A. on 27 December 1932, with the hard sign "" removed from the end of 
the Cyrillic "", so as to conform with post-1918 orthography. This cover is an airmail envelope, having also an 
airmail label together with the typed inscription MOSKVA-VLADIVOSTOK, but the label is crossed out by two 
blue lines, perhaps suggesting that the cover did not, in fact, go by air. A Berlin transit mark on the back is 
dated 13 January, giving a transit time to Berlin of 17 days, so it seems possible that the letter went by rail. It is 
not known exactly when the Vladivostok-Moscow airmail service opened; it could be that it was intended to start 
at this time, but for some reason this did not happen. It is also possible that the cover went by air from Irkutsk 
to Moscow, as this service had been in operation since the summer of 1930. 
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Figure 9 
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Another postmark of the Imperial type which remained in use well into the early Soviet period was that inscribed 

VLADIVOSTOK/ 2 used at the second town post office. This has been recorded as late as mid-1926; Fig. 9 

shows it used on a card dated Christmas Eve, 1924, franked with the imperforate 12 kopek Lenin mourning 

stamp (second printing). 

Figure JO 

Imperial type postmarks - Addenda 

268.01 - used 14.3. 70 

268.2 6 used 27 .6.99 

268.4 a(l) used 14.8.04 

268.4 v(3) VLADIVOSTOK 
268.4 k(2) VLADIVOSTOK 

Some early Soviet-type postmarks are shown in Fig. 10. 

. Those known to me are given below, after the Addenda to 

the Imperial postmarks given in my book. Soviet-type post

marks have been given a type number prefixed 'S'. Although 

some imperial-type postmarks have only been recorded used 

after 1918, they are included with Imperial postmarks when 

the word VLADIVOSTOK has the terminal hard-sign b. In 

each case the reference number of the postmark is given, 

followed by the serial letter (if any). Then the inscription is 

transcribed into English, followed by the diameter of the 

postmark. the earliest and latest dates recorded, and finally a 

valuation rating. 

29½ 8.10.20 29.3.28 B 

23 28.5.20 C 

renumber 268.4 k as 268.4 k(l) 

268.4 m(l) used 31.3.09 

268.4 m(2) used 13.7.11 

268.4 s(2) used 8.12.21 

268A.l d VLADIVOSTOK/1 22 28.2.17 · 29.6.17 D 

268T.1 a VLADIVOSTOK/TELEGR. 25½ 7.10.20 8.10.20 F 

268T.1 g used 20.3.21 

268.D2 DOPLATIT/VLADIVOSTOK 28x20 16.7.10 20.4.13 D 

Soviet type postmarks 

268.Sl b VLADIVOSTOK 29 2.11.29 C 

268.Sl V VLADIVOSTOK 31 1.12.31 C 

268.Sl zh VLADIVOSTOK 30 17.9.28 16.8.30 C 

268.S2 - VLADIVOSTOK (machine cancellation) 23 17.9.27 17.9.28 C 

268.S3 K VLADIVOSTOK POCHTAMT 31 13.5.37 C 

269.Sl a VLADIVOSTOK-VOKZAL 31 20.6.29 14.9.32 C 

268.S2 g VLADIVOSTOK / VOKZAL 30 24.10.28 C 

268.S3 u VLADIVOSTOK / VOKZAL 30 29.4.33 C 

For help with this article I am indebted to Anatoly Kiryushkin and Ivo Steyn for postmark data and illustrations, 

and to Adolph Ackerman for information on Russian airmails. Their assistance is much appreciated. 
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Taking the waters at Kislovodsk and Zheleznovodsk 

G. Henderson & P.E. Robinson 

Kislovodsk - an unexpected discovery (G. Henderson) 
Though I have never been there, I like Kislovodsk, for the simple reason that in its heyday it produced several 
interesting postcards for my collection of railway stations - all from different viewpoints and including a splendid 
turntable, see figs.2 and 3. 

So I could not resist purchasing two registered covers to England posted in Kislovodsk in April and October 
1917. The latter has an "R KlSLOVODSK" label, but what of the April item (fig.l)? There, in violet ink 
upside down below the address is a boxed machine registration mark: 

,1 • . 

Figure 1 

;, , 

,,,_-i._.~• 

In his book Zakaznoe-Recommandirt, Harry von Hofmann says that we know of registration machines in 
Mogilev, Moscow, Riga, Saratov, St Petersburg and Vilna, plus two recently identified in Minsk and Essentuki. 
In seeking an explanation of their requirement for registration machines, one is tempted to consider the 
population and status of these cities. Moscow, St Petersburg, Riga, Vilna, Minsk, Saratov - yes, populous and 
busy places, all with populations between 1 million and 100,000 in the last pre-1914 census. But Essentuki and 
Kislovodsk: small places with 15,000 or fewer residents? Perhaps their function as watering places is a clue 
with wealthy invalids using registered mail for writing home. In which case where are the machine registration 
marks of Pyatigorsk, Zheleznovodsk, Feodosia and Yalta? Perhaps an answer lies in the comic postcard 
illustrating the fate of the visitor to Kislovodsk (figure 4)! 
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Kne.JIOBOJlCK'T, -- Ky p:mJ11, 11 Iloffll!aJI<r,. 

Figure 2 

fop. KHcnoBOACK'b . 06mill BHAb B01<aana. 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

' .. :"...;;.·_ 

~fi;/'K~Kb nPlt,XA/lb •.. ,-~ .... ~ .- . 
KAKb 'JbXA/lb 

Figure 5 
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Taking the waters(P.E. Robinson) 
Nothing changes. Tourism today is a major industry, and although few people could afford to travel for 
pleasure in the early 1900s, tourists have always been seen as a convenient source of income by people in areas 
which might otherwise have been impoverished. 
The popularity of spa resorts was at its height when the two postcards shown here were purchased. They were 
published at Kislovodsk, in the Terek oblast' of the northern Caucasus. Kislovodsk (the name means "acid water 
town") was founded in 1803, and soon became an important spa resort. It was popular with the gentry of Russia 

and other countries who believed in the curative properties of the springs. During Soviet times it had several 
large sanatoria for bureaucrats, where the stressed-out elite recuperated at the state's expense. Kislovodsk was 
served by a railway line, built in the 1890s, which branched off from the Vladikavkaz Railway at Mineral'nyya 
Vody, "mineral waters". A travelling post office, route No 139/140, operated along the branch, and a short line 
led off from Beshtau on this branch to Zheleznovodsk or "iron water town" (see diagram). 

TO AIUIAVIR 

MINERAL'NYYA VODI 

ZHELEZNOVODSK 

KISLOVODSK VUJ> IKAVKAZ 

An un-numbered TPO route operated between Beshtau and Zheleznovodsk, but no postmark has ever been 
recorded from it. The postcards illustrated here were published by the firm of I. Aleksandrovich of Kislovodsk, 
and the imprint indicates that they were issued in a numbered series. Neither of the cards actually shows 
Kislovodsk; the card shown in figure 5 is inscribed "Sincere greetings from Zheleznovodsk" and it has a view of 
the "Iron Mountain" in the centre. The two sides of the card are labelled "arrival" and "departure", and at the 
upper left is a view of a gentleman arriving by cab at an hotel, being warmly greeted by hotel staff who seem to 
be competing with each other to carry his bags. Below this is a full purse with the caption "how (he) arrived". 
The empty purse, showing "how he left", is opposite this, and at the upper right the guest is shown grimly 
scrutinising his bill, while the hotel staff hold out their hands for tips. This card is No I in the series. 

Essentuki was a spa resort on the main branch line, 20 versts (about 13 miles) from Kislovodsk. The card 
shown in fig.2 (No 5 in the series) is entitled "The medicinal season, Essentuki" and the main illustration shows 
the "queue at the spring", a long line of well-heeled people carrying glasses and mugs. The queue stretches far 
into the distance, and the general theme of these two cards is that "taking the waters" might have been 
considered good for the health, and it was nice as a holiday, but there were also some disadvantages! 

80 

The . postcard shown in Fig 6 has a ESSENTUKI TERSK. postmark which, 
unusually, has the serial letter "O". It is dated 23 July 1914, when war was 
breaking out in Europe, and things were soon to change permanently for the 
people of the Caucasus and their wealthy visitors. 
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Russian perfins 

Peter Walker 

This article, which concerns itself only with perfins used on Imperial Russian postage stamps, is dedicated to 

Boris Pritt whose inspiration and support over the last few years helped me through a difficult time in my own 

life. Boris's collection of perfins, including Russian perfins, assembled over many years and arguably second-to

none, was a joy to behold. His collection, together with those of fellow members of the BSRP and The Perfin 

Society of Great Britain who kindly sent Boris details of their own collections, form the basis of the tabulated 

data at the end of this article. The different recorded types are numbered Pl-Pl 10 in honour of our dear, 

departed friend and colleague. 

I am also greatly indebted to Paul Mazur, the former President of the Moscow Philatelic Society, in particular to 

his invaluable articles on Russian perfins which appeared in Filateliya SSSR between 1972 and 1976 

(subsequently reproduced in translation in The Perfin Society Bulletin), and the late Czechoslovak philatelist, 

Vojtech Maxa, who wrote an article in The Perfins Bulletin, published in the United States in June 1973, and 

later produced a catalogue listing of Russian perfins with the assistance, inter alios, of Boris Pritt. 

For my part, I have to confess that until Boris introduced me to the subject, I knew very little about Russian 

perfins. I am primarily a postmark collector and my own small collection of Russian perfins was assembled for 

their postmarks, not their perfins. It nevertheless came as a great surprise to me to discover that so little was 

known about the subject and that so little had been written on it, especially in the BJRP. I hope therefore that 

this article will go some way towards rectifying this omission and will stimulate further research into some of the 

still unresolved questions of this fascinating subject. 

Historical background 

Perfins began to be used on Russian postage stamps around 1908 but they are most commonly found on stamps 

dated 1910-18. It is clear from both philatelic literature and the few official records that have survived that their 

introduction was designed primarily to prevent the fraudulent re-use of postage stamps and the consequent loss of 

revenues to the State. In one of his articles', Mazur quotes from one of the issues of The Post and Telegraph 

Journal: 

"The forging of postage stamps. 
After a five-day trial the case has ended in Warsaw of selling used stamps. The investigation succeeded 

in stopping the buying and selling of cleaned old stamps in Warsaw, Moscow, St.Petersburg, Kiev and 

Kishinev. In Warsaw the police discovered two «work-shops,. equipped for the cleaning of old stamps. 

In 1908 the police discovered the seller of these stamps, Kaurov, in Moscow. The cleaned stamps were 

distributed in large quantities. Moscow was flooded with them. The case involved 20 defendants, of 

whom 2 died and 2 disappeared. Of the 18 that were tried, 7 were acquitted with the remainder 

sentenced to varying terms of imprisonment. The cost of the civil action to the Treasury is put at 

150,000 roubles." 

In the second edition of his stamp catalogue for 19242
, F.G.Chuchin writes: 

"The issue [in 1909] of stamps with a chalky network was due exclusively to the discovery in Warsaw 

in 1908 of a large organisation of forgers who removed postmarks from cancelled stamps, re-gummed 

1 Filateliya SSSR, 1974, No.4, pp VI-VII. 

2 Postage stamps of the former Russian Empire, RSFSR and USSR, p 35. 
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them and sold them on a large scale (especially in Moscow). According to the data of the court the loss 

to the State, caused by this organisation, amounted to around 7,000,000 roubles in 1908." 

Private per/ins 
These seem to have appeared before official perfins. In one of his articles3, Mazur quotes from a Circular 

No.60 of 22 August 1907, published in issue No.34 of The Post and Telegraph Journal for 1907, issued by the 

chief of the Central Postal and Telegraph Administration: 

"Concerning the payment for ordinary and registered mail addressed abroad with stamps that 
have perf"ms. 
I declare as chief of the post and telegraph department, for direction and implementation, that from 18 

September (1 October), ordinary and registered mail addressed abroad (letters and postcards, postal 

wrappers with printed matter, samples of goods and business literature) can be paid for with stamps that 

have perfins, made with a cutting device (perforating machine) in the form of initial letters, figures and 

other symbols. 

The size of the perfins must not exceed one third of the stamp and must be arranged so as not to 

damage the figures designating the value of the stamps. 

On the cover of an item, paid for with stamps that have perfins, must be printed the name and address 

of the sender. In the event that any of these rules are not complied with, [the usage of] stamps with 

perfins will be considered invalid. 

[Signed:] Chief of the Central Postal Administration 

SEVAST'YANOV 
Countersigned: Departmental Head 

BILIBIN" 

The earliest recorded use of such a perfin is 1.8.08 on a 14k vertically laid stamp in the collection of Boris Pritt. 

The perfin has the Cyrillic letters r .Ill ./JI . (Type P97) and the stamp is postmarked Lodz, serial g. Boris 

suggested that the letters may stand for the ropo21cKas:1 IllKOJia (municipal school) in Lodz. 

A number of other possibly private perfins are listed in the table, including several with Latin letters. Of the 

latter, Mazur refers to 2 in his article: V.E. and S., both used in Finland. 

The first (Type P109) is recorded on a 2k Russian Arms stamp postmarked Helsinki, 15.6.14, the second on a 

5pen Finnish stamp postmarked Abo, 30.IX.1917. According to an article published in the Finnish philatelic 

journal Suomen Postimerkki Lekhti (No.1 for 1973), prior to the October Revolution of 1917, there were 7 

private firms in Finland which produced perfins. The two referred to above were issued by Viktor Ek and 

Sampo, both insurance companies. Another, with the letters K.B., listed by Maxa as Type F6 (Type P99), was 

used by Karl Bostrom in Hanko. 

Although outside the scope and therefore not listed in the table at the end of this article, the perfins of a number 

of. other private firms are recorded on postage stamps of Russian post offices in China and the Turkish Empire. 

These include K&W, standing for Kelly & Walsh, publishers and stationers in Shanghai, BIO (Maxa Type F3) 

and the two intersecting letters C and L (Maxa Type F5), standing respectively for Banque Imperiale Ottomane 

and Credit Lyonnais (not Banque Intemationale Ottomane and L and G, Lloyd Gesellschaft, as stated by 

Mazur4), two foreign firms with offices in Istanbul, and CL/J, standing for Credit Lyonnais, Jerusalem. 

Private Russian perfins are exceptionally scarce and, to my knowledge, none have been recorded on cover. 
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3 Filateliya SSSR, 1975, No.4, p 29. 

4 Filateliya SSSR, 1974, No.6, p 43. 
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Official per/ins and their prescribed use 
According to Mazur, official perfins were first used in Moscow. He quotes from a Circular No.75 of 16.10.08, 
published in issue No.44 of The Post and Telegraph Journal for 1908, issued by the chief of the Central Postal 
and Telegraph Administration, which reads: 

"With a view to eliminating the possibility of re-using old postage stamps whose postmarks have been 
removed for the payment of mail, I recognise that it is advisable for postage stamps used on postcards, 
rrepeBO.llHHe 6HJreTH (money transfer forms) and corrpoBO.llHTeJibHHe a.llpeca 

(parcel address cards) be cancelled for a start upon receipt at the capital's post offices and at all large 
offices up to 3rd class inclusive by a canceller with a device that pierces the stamps themselves. 
To that end an existing standard canceller may be adapted provided that, at its heart, in the free space 
(above the date), there are placed sharp points which can pierce through the stamp and pin-holes 
impregnated with a dye. 
In declaring this as chief of the post and telegraph department, the regional heads are required to see 
that the above-mentioned measures are brought into effect without delay. 
If, in adapting the canceller for the purpose explained, difficulties are encountered in the provinces, then 
the most immediate information on this subject can be obtained from the Moscow postal director. " 

Mazur partially explains the appearance of Moscow perfins on stamps with postmarks of other towns by quoting 
from a Circular No.22 of 9.4.10, published in issue No.16 of The Post and Telegraph Journal for 1910, issued 
by the Central Postal and Telegraph Administration: 

"Concerning the piercing or cutting of postage stamps on money orders and parcel address cards before 
dispatch of these documents for inspection by the control boards. 

By agreement with the department of civic book-keeping, establishments are required, where transfers 
are paid out and parcels are delivered, before dispatch of the money orders and the parcel address cards 
for inspection by the control boards, irrespective of the cancellation already made by the forwarding 
office, to cancel them again through piercing or cutting half of the stamp." 

Mazur also quotes from a Circular No.27 of 18.5.11, issued by the chief of the Central Postal and Telegraph 
Administration, concerning the revocation of recording mail subject to postage due in the register. 
In paragraph 3 of this Circular it says: 

"Postage stamps stuck in the book of accounts No.9, prior to sending this book to the Control Boards, 
must be pierced, and in those establishments where they have no means of piercing, be cut in half 
sideways from the edge of the page of the book of finances No.9 in the manner indicated below." 

It is unfortunate that Mazur does not quote this Circular in full or give the number of The Post and Telegraph 
Journal in which it appears, as I feel sure that it contains much more about how additional payment/postage due 
mail was handled and accounted for which would be of significant interest to Russian perfin collectors. What he 
does quote is an interesting advertisement that was published in issue No.29 of The Post and Telegraph Journal 
for 1910. It reads: 

"Important for all postal and telegraph establishments. 

A table stamp-piercing device of durable construction, well tested for cancelling postage stamps on 
money transfer forms, parcel address cards, statements in the books of accounts No.9 and for takings 
for the delivery of insured mail, etc., conforming with the requirements of Circular No.22 of 9.4.10 
issued by the Central Postal and Telegraph Administration, is advisable and convenient to use. Price 3 
roubles including carriage. 
Available upon receipt of the full price. Carriage, packaging and packing costs [payable] in cash upon 
delivery. Less solid ones are available at 2 roubles and 1 rouble. Orders are executed in strict order of 
their receipt. 

Town of Zhitomir-Volyinskiy V.T.Gaponchuk" 

5 Filateliya SSSR, 1973, No.5, pp VII-VIII. 
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Although official perfins continue to be recorded used after the October Revolution their occurrence after 1917 

becomes more and more remote. Whilst the turbulent local conditions of the time and breakdown of the Imperial 
postal system clearly played a significant part in this, Mazur, in one of his articles6

, also quotes from a Circular 
No.34/83 of 26.1.1925, issued by the People's Commissariat for Posts and Telegraphs of the USSR and 
published in issue No.4 of the PCPT Bulletin for 1925 (preserved in the A.S. Popov Central Museum of 

Communications in Leningrad): 
"Concerning the cancellation of postage stamps on money transfer forms and parcel address cards. 
With a view to eliminating the possible misuse of postage stamps that are in use, Circular No.1346 of 

10.XII.1919 issued by the People's Commissariat for Posts and Telegraphs is revoked, and accordingly 
it is directed that, on money transfer forms and parcel address cards that have been delivered, the 
secondary cancellation of postage stamps be made compulsory through piercing with an awl or partial 
cutting with scissors, with the exception of money transfer forms and parcel address cards forwarded to 

the Moscow Post Office, to its municipal divisions and to organisations of the Moscow communications 
district, namely: those of Tver, Vladimir, Moscow, Ryazan, Tula and Kaluga guberniyas, on which 

stamps should not be pierced or partially cut. 
[Signed:] Member of the PCPT (signature crossed out with ink)" 

It would appear therefore from this Circular that the secondary cancellation of stamps through piercing was 
abolished in December 1919 and only officially re-introduced in January 1925. Unfortunately the full details of 

the earlier Circular seem not to have survived. 

Moscow perfins 
Moscow perfins are by far the most common of the Russian perfins to have survived and were collected by 
philatelists from very early on, despite the fact that stamp catalogues at the time generally valued used stamps 

with perfins or punch holes at much less than normal ones. This is evidenced by the following note, quoted by 

Mazur, which appeared in Filateliya No.35(3) for 1917, published by the philatelic firm Ewald Eichenthal in 

Petrograd: 
"The latest news in our profession is the collection of stamps with perfins of the Moscow postal 

divisions. Stamps of all the higher values, stuck on money orders and parcel address cards are cancelled 
with a perfin instead of being cut, and because there are more than 50 divisions in Moscow, quite a lot 
of work is necessary to assemble a collection of stamps of the higher values with the numbers of the 

divisions. This new specialised branch of Russian philately was started by a famous Finnish collector 

from Helsinki". 
From a sample of over 300 stamps with perfins of the MocKOBCKH8 IToi:naMT'b (Moscow Post Office) in 
the collections of 8 Moscow, Leningrad and Riga philatelists, Mazur drew the following conclusions: 

84 

(a) they are found on stamps issued between 1902 and 1913, are generally found on the higher values, 
1,3½,5,7 and 10 roubles, but occasionally can be met on the lower values, 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 14, 15, 25, 
35, 50 and 70 kopecks; in fact, as the table shows, they can also be found on imperf. Arms values 

issued in 1917-18 and on the other lower values, 4k, 5k and 20k; 

(b) there are two basic types: those produced by the postal and post and telegraph OT.lleJieHHH (sub
offices, 69 in all) which have Arabic numerals under the letters, and those produced by the 4 (4-7) 

3KCIIe.llHIJ,HH (dispatch offices) of the Central Post Office which have Roman numerals; 

(c) the majority of Moscow's postal establishments, with the exception of postal sub-offices in the vicinity 
of railway stations, produced perfins; Mazur managed to record 53 of the 69 postal divisions against 

only 40 recorded in the table; 

6 Filateliya SSSR, 1975, No.12, pp 25-27. 
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(d) the perfins produced by all the postal divisions are identical in form and size, the vertical lines of the 
letters being 0.9cm high consisting of 6 holes, except for those produced by the 69th division which, 
although of the same height, have 5 thicker holes and the form of the letter «f\.1,. is somewhat different; 

(e) the overwhelming majority of Moscow perfins are cancelled with postmarks of the corresponding 

division or dispatch office, but occasionally postmarks of other towns can be found; in fact other 
postmarks can be found quite often; the only Moscow perfins, whose corresponding divisional or 
ekspeditsiya postmark is not recorded as identifiably used with it, either in the table or by Mazur, are 
7,12,16,53,57,62,68,69, both types of VI Eksp. and VII Eksp. 

According to Mazur the earliest recorded Moscow perfin is a 15th division (Type Pl5) on a 3r50k Arms stamp 
with a corresponding postmark dated 2.1.11. The latest is dated December 1919 on a Sr [Arms?] stamp with a 
perfin of the 7th ekspeditsiya (Type P76) which was apparently listed in a catalogue of the Central Philatelic 
Agency in 1970 (p 610) under the section repeat issues. The postmark on the latter is not recorded. 

Boris Pritt had a Moscow VI Eksp. perfin (Type P72) used on a 15k Arms stamp on piece cancelled Vilna, 
serial M, 18.5.10, which is the earliest recorded identifiable date of use of a Moscow perfin in the table. Willem 
Smetsers also has a lr Arms stamp cancelled Moscow, II Ekspeditsiya, 2?.10.09, with a perfin in the shape of a 
cross consisting altogether of 20 dots, with the vertical and horizontal lines of the cross not being perforated and 
each comer segment of the cross being represented by 5 dots in two rows, 3 on the inner and 2 on the outer. 
This perfin is very similar to the dotted double circle postmark of Vilna, serial M , referred to above, which has 
10 dots above and below the date within the inner circle in the same fashion and which almost penetrate the 
stamp and the piece of card that it is on. 

The bottom letters of Type P73 stand for Xo.21HHCKoe OT .21eneHHe (Khodynsk sub-office) as is evidenced 
by the postmark normally found on this perfm, referring to the Khodynskoe Pole, mentioned in Baedecker's 
Russia of 1914 as located to the north west of Moscow just past the race course on the left hand side of the 
St.Petersburg Road. Oddly enough, this perfm is not recorded by Mazur. 

Type P74 is possibly a variety of Type P75 with the Roman numerals missing. 

In his collection Eric Peel has two very fine examples of money transfer forms with Moscow perfins through the 
stamps. 

The first covers the postal transfer of 25 roubles from Riga to Moscow and is stamped to the value of 25 
kopecks with Arms stamps (1,4 and 20k) which are postmarked Riga, serial f, 5.5.14 and bear the perfin of 
Moscow's 40th division (Type P40). The front of the card also bears a boxed cachet with the words 3a 

.21ocTaBKY Ha .lIOMY yrrnatrnHo (Paid for delivery to the home [of the addressee]), another boxed 
cachet with the words "Riga tsentr." followed by a number, and a control mark with the Imperial eagle and the 
words underneath KOHTpOJib rrepeBO.lIOB'b (control of [money] transfers). On the reverse are 3 Moscow 
postmarks - 40b and 40e, both dated 7.5.14, and 3KCII.BH.21 • .21eHer. (office for the issue/payment of money) 
No.15, dated 8.5.14. 
The second covers the postal transfer of 75 roubles 25 kopecks from Vindava to the Moscow office of the 
Moscow-Vindava-Rybinsk Railway and is stamped with a 35k Arms stamp which is postmarked Vindava, serial 
a, 21.1.15 and bears the perfin of Moscow's VIth Ekspeditsiya (Type P72). The front of the card also bears an 
unboxed cachet with the words ZlocTaBKa Ha .lIOM'b orrnat1eHa (Delivery to the home [of the 
addressee] has been paid), and a numbered label with the words "Vindava, Kurl." on the first line underneath 
the number and on the second line J!HqiJI.KOHTp.ITaJI. (Lifland Control Board). On the reverse are two 
Moscow postmarks -6th Eksp. serial s, dated 23.1.15, and 3KCII.BH.21 • .21eH. (office for the issue/payment of 
money) No.11, dated 27.1.15. 
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Both cards are standard Riga Postal and Telegraph District issue, are receipted on the back, stamped paid and 
the counterfoils have been detached. Each card also has 2 punch holes on the left-hand side and a third unusually 
positioned in the bottom centre. 

Perfins issued by other offices 
With the exception of just a few other offices very little is known with any degree of certainty about the meaning 
and location of official Russian perfins used outside of Moscow. The few exceptions include: 

Odessa 
Type P83, the letters standing for O.zreccKaH rrotIT0BaH K0HTopa (Odessa Post Office). This is 
probably the second most commonly recorded perfin and as with Moscow, the majority of the postmarks found 
on this perfin are local ones. 
In his collection Jack Moyes has a quite exceptional 'block of 16 x lr Romanov stamps with this perfin 
postmarked Odessa 6b and dated 21.4.15 (see below). 

Tiflis 
There are 3 recorded types of this perfin with Arabic numerals 1-3 under the letters (Types P88-P90). Although 
a few people believe that the letters stand for TeJierpacpHaH K0HTopa (telegraph office), it is now 
generally accepted that the letters stand for THcpJIHCCKaH K0HTopa (Tiflis office). This is probably the 
third most commonly recorded type of perfin but, unlike Moscow and Odessa, most of the postmarks found on 
them are not local ones. Type P88 is by far the scarcest. 
In his collection Boris Pritt has a piece of card with 3 stamps (3 and Sk Arms and 2r Romanov) postmarked 
Moscow 2 EKSP, serial v, dated 24.8.16 and with 2 clear impressions of the Tiflis 2 perfin. 
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Vladivostok 

Type P79, the letters almost certainly standing for BnallHBOCTOi:JH iH noi:JTaMT'b (Vladivostok Post 

Office). Less than half the postmarks found on this perfin are local ones but Jack Moyes again in his collection 

has a superb block of 4 x 5r Romanov stamps with this perfin postmarked Vladivostok, serial u and dated 

11.11.15. This perfin is also recorded used on Soviet stamps up to 1928. 

Lodz 
Type P92, the letters standing for JIOll3HHCKa.H 11,eHT pam,Ha.H TI0'CJT0B0-TenerpacpHa.H 

K0HTopa (Lodz central post-telegraph office). All recorded postmarks on this perfin are local ones, being 

either Lodz or Lodz Tsentr.Petrok. 

Minsk 

Type P93. Mazur records two types of this perfin7
, the first spelling Minsk with a hard sign at the end, the 

second without a hard sign but with a stop after the «K» followed by a Cyrillic «P». In fact they are both the 

same type, one being perforated from the front, the other from the back. 

In his collection Dick Scheper has a superb example of this type used on a money transfer form (see next page). 

It covers the postal transfer of 2,047 roubles 3 kopecks (for such a large amount of money it is strange that it 

was not transferred telegraphically) from Dolginovo in Vilna guberniya to the Treasury in Minsk and is stamped 

to the value of 5 roubles 25 kopecks with 5 x lr Romanov stamps and a 25k Arms stamp, which are postmarked 

Dolginovo, Vil., serial b, 27.2.15. The front of the card also bears a numbered label with the words "Dolginovo 

Vilen. gub." on the two lines underneath the number and on the bottom line BHJieH .KoHT p .nan. (Vilna 

Control Board). On the reverse are two postmarks of Minsk Gub., serial z dated 3.3.15 and serial v? dated 

4.3.15. 

The card, from which the counterfoil has been detached, is marked Vilna Postal and Telegraph District, and 

stamped paid, but is not otherwise receipted on the back. 

In his collection Magnus Werner has a fine strip of 5 x 2k Romanov stamps with two clear impressions of this 

perfin with apparently no postmark on them whatsoever. He also has a piece of card with postage stamps on 

both sides cancelled Groitsyi, serial a?, in Warsaw guberniya, and dated 11.12.14. The same collector also has a 

similar piece with a 3k and a 10k stamp perforated from the reverse side. The stamps themselves appear not to 

be postmarked but underneath one of the stamps is part of a circular postmark which could be Smolensk. 

Kiev 

Type P91. As with Minsk, Mazur records two types of this perfin, the first reading Kiev with a hard sign at the 

end followed by the figure 2, the latter without a hard sign but with a stop after the «E » followed by a Cyrillic 

«P». Once again I believe that both are the same type, the one being perforated from the front, the other from 

the back. 

This type, which was erroneously recorded by both Maxa and Mazur without the final two Cyrillic letters «r P .» 

(short for city or town) after the 2, is magnificently illustrated in Rossica No.102/103, 1983, pp 121-123, by 

courtesy of Moshe Shmuely of Tel Aviv (a part of which is reproduced here). 
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It shows a complete address card for a parcel abroad (Bulletin d'expedition or ConpoBO.llHTeJibHHit 

a.21pec'b), with a declared value of 150 roubles, sent by a firm in Kiev to a gentleman in Jerusalem, Palestine, 
via Odessa. The card was dispatched from the 2nd City Post and Telegraph Office and the counterfoil, which is 
still attached, is postmarked Kiev 2b?, 9.12.10. The card bears Arms stamps to the value of 98 kopecks 
(lk,2k,20k and 3 x 25k) on which there are 3 clear impressions of this perfm but which are otherwise 
uncancelled. Unfortunately the reverse side of the card is not illustrated. 

Smyela 
Type P94. This is arguably one of the most puzzling of Russia's perfins. Smyela is a small town in Kiev 
guberniya, situated about 100 miles south east of Kiev with a station on the Bakhmach- Odessa line of the 
Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh railway. There is no obvious reason why such a small place should have its own official 
perfin although, according to the official 1916 Post Office list, it did have its own Post and Telegraph office. 
Nevertheless a perfm from this town is recorded and several examples are known. 
In his collection Boris Pritt had a piece of card with 3 Arms stamps (25k and 2 x 50k) clearly impressed with 
this perfm. The stamps are postmarked Moskva, lg, and dated 24.11.17. 

In one of his articles8, Mazur records 6 similar pieces from parcel address cards belonging to a Moscow 
philatelist who, he says, inherited them from his grandfather who had been a postal worker, as follows: 

(a) 12 postage stamps of different denominations, issued between 1909 and 1917, totalling 3r 7k, cancelled 
Petrograd, 2 p.o., serial g, and dated 11.11.17; 

(b) 6 stamps of different denominations totalling Sr 20k, cancelled Moscow, 2nd Ekspeditsiya, * *, and 
dated 15.12.17; 

(c) 16 stamps totalling 7r 65k, cancelled Kharkov, parcel post division, serial zh, and dated 18.11.17; 
(d) 7 stamps totalling 4r 80k, addressed to some factory, cancelled Odessa, serial zh, and dated 25.11.17 

plus two similar pieces with the same cancellation and date stamp. 

Unfortunately not one of these pieces had the full address of the addressee or an arrival stamp. 

Warsaw 
Type P80, the letters almost certainly standing for Bap111aBcKaH noi.i:ToBaH KOHTopa (Warsaw Post 
Office). Although only 7 examples of this perfin are recorded in the table, 5 of which are without any or an 
identifiable postmark, the remaining 2 both have clear cancellations of Warsaw and it is therefore reasonable to 
assume that this is where this perfm was located. 

Arkhangel 'sk 
There are two quite distinct types of perfin from this office (Types P77 and P78), and 2 sub-types of the second 
type. The letters ·of the first almost certainly stand for ApxaHreJibCKaH KOHTopa (Arkhangel'sk office) 
and those of the second most probably for ApxaHreJibCKiit oKpyr'b (Arkhangel'sk [post-telegraph] 
district). Maxa originally thought that both these types were private perfins. Over half the postmarks recorded 
with the first type and just under half of those with the second type are local ones, either of Arkhangel'sk itself 
or of places within Arkhangel'sk gubemiya. 

Irkutsk 
Types P81 and P82, with the top two letters of the perfins most probably standing for Irkutsk and the bottom 
letters A and B distinguishing two separate offices. Although none of the recorded postmarks on stamps with 

these perfins are from Irkutsk itself, the letter combination and the absence of stops after the letters make it a 
reasonable assumption that this was their location. 

8 Filateliya SSSR, 1976, No.5, p 29. 
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That still leaves another dozen or so recorded perfin types which, through insufficient postmark data, currently 
remain unidentified. In the table at the end of this article I have tried, wherever possible, to suggest some 
possibilities for these. 
One of the most frustrating perfins is the «II .0 .» type with Arabic numerals underneath (Types P84-P87). This 
must have been a large postal town or district and just possibly might stand for either IIepMCK iH oKpyn, 
(Perm [post-telegraph] district) or IlpHaMypcKiH oKpyn, (Priamur [post-telegraph] district), both of 
which are mentioned in the official 1916 Post Office list along with the IleTporpa.zrcK iH oKpyr'b 
(Petrograd [post-telegraph] district), which it cannot be because of the recorded dates of usage. For the same 
reason the letters of Type P105 cannot stand for St.Petersburg. 

Punch holes 

Although these are not strictly within the scope of this article, it is worth mentioning that they are much 
commoner than perfins and are recorded used over roughly the same period 1910-18. The stamps themselves are 
invariably cancelled with postmarks from all over Russia but now and then one finds the same office occurring 
again and again. Three examples of the latter are Riga, Odessa and Moscow 2nd Ekspeditsiya. 
In Boris Pritt's collection (see below) there is a superb example of a complete transfer form with two large oval 
punch holes and 6 smaller round punch holes, possibly applied at different offices, through the stamps. The 
card, which has a boxed red cachet of Warsaw gubemiya, covers the money transfer by telegraph of 1500 
roubles from Sosnovitsyi in Petrokov guberniya to Derazhnya in Podol 'sk guberniya. It is stamped to the value 
of 5 roubles 15 kopecks with Arms stamps (25k imprinted, 4 x 35k and 3r50k) and postmarked Sosnovitsyi 
Petrok. , serial b, 13.6.12. The detachable counterfoil bears the postmark of the receiving office Derazhnya Pod., 
serial a, dated 15 .6.12. The curious feature of this card is that the counterfoil is still attached tci the form, 
normally it would have been detached when the money was delivered and handed over to the addressee, and the 

back of the form is not receipted. i _ r't~d-i,H.;U•~I. r,.~ !: •; • ,. ~ ~. :• , ;; 
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Some final thoughts and observations 

It is apparent from the evidence, both documentary and philatelic, that Russian perfms were used for a variety of 
purposes. 

Private perfms are relatively easy to understand, being used in the same way as in the West and most other 
countries. They were applied to the postage stamps by private firms prior to their use but, according to the 
documentary evidence, they were only officially authorised on prepaid business mail addressed abroad and then 
only on very strict conditions. This would seem to suggest that any postmarks found on them must represent the 
town or locality where the firm was based. 
Apart from those perfms used by private firms in Finland, such as Types P99 and P109, very few other private 
perfins seem to have existed. Those that did seem to have originated from the Western or Baltic provinces and 
most, if not all, bear Latin, rather than Cyrillic, characters. This would be consonant with more foreign trade 
being done and private firms . (including subsidiaries of foreign firms) adopting foreign business practices more 
readily in those areas. Thus Type P104 is recorded used in Riga and Type P98 used in Orel. The one apparent 
exception, with Cyrillic characters, is Type P97 recorded used in Loetz. 

Official perfins are much more complicated. What is clear from the evidence is that they were applied after, or 
simultaneously with, the postage stamps being used and generally from the top. The relatively few perfins that 
exist reversed probably come from cards or forms that had postage stamps on both sides. 
According to the documentary evidence, official perfins were intended to be used primarily on money transfer 
forms and parcel address cards with perfins being applied to the stamps by the receiving office. Although many · 

such documents have survived, it would appear that extremely few exist with official perfins on them and those 
that I know of are recorded above and in the table. The answer to this apparent riddle is difficult to explain, 
other than that, maybe, the rules were not generally observed or different practices were applied. 
The vast majority of official perfins are also cancelled with the postmark of either the dispatch office or that of 
their local office. A, very few, however, appear to have no cancellation whatsoever. An explanation to this may 
lie in the parcel card, referred to ab~e, that was sent from Kiev to Jerusalem in 1910 where . the stamps 
unusually bear the perfms of the dispatch office (Type P91) but are otherwise uncancelled. Could it be that the 
stamps on such items, when addressed abroad, were, with official authority, deliberately not postmarked by the 
dispatch office but cancelled with a perfin instead? 
How . then to explain official perfms that were cancelled, as with many of the Moscow perfins, with postmarks of 
their local office? The answer to this, I believe, is contained in the documentary evidence. 

Prior to 1924 no postage due stamps existed in Russia and mail that was insufficiently prepaid was marked 
llOIIJiaTHTh (to pay) in one form or another. Circular No.27 of 18.5.11, issued by the chief of the Central 
Postal and Telegraph Administration, refers, in connection with mail subject to postage due, to the sticking of 
postage stamps "in the book of accounts No.9", prior to the book being sent "to the Control Boards". 

The fact that most perfins on high denominational stamps are cancelled with postmarks of their local office 
would seem to indicate therefore that the stamps themselves were used for some internal accounting purpose and 
that money received, and perhaps also money paid out on money transfers, were recorded internally by the 
sticking of postage stamps in a book or books, which were perforated before the transactions were officially 
audited. 

In addition to postage due items, mone~ would also have been received for such things as delivery and storage 
charges which may similarly have been accounted for, either on the postal item itself or in a book. In an article 
published by Filateliya SSSR, 1982, ·No.5, an abstract of which was reproduced in translation by the late 
Dr.Rutkowska in BJRP No.59, p 43, Mazur records details of a parcel card that was sent, along with the parcel, 
from Brussels to Moscow. 
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According to the abstract, the two Belgian adhesives on it were cancelled Brussels 15.1.1914. Apart from two 

transit markings, the card also bears a Moscow, 4th Ekspeditsiya, postmark dated 10.1.14 (Old Style) and two 

similar postmarks dated 25.2.14. The card also had an illegible round postmark and a two-line rectangular cachet 

reading Coo6m,eHo 3a rpaHHJ..J,Y (Notice has been given [to the addressee]) with the date and number of 

the notice. From this and other manuscript marks, it is clear that the addressee was notified 3 times about the 

arrival of the parcel in Moscow, but for some unknown reason the parcel was only handed over on 25.2.14, one 

and a half months later. 

It appears that the cost of storage of the parcel was lr 25k for which two Russian adhesives (25k and lr Arms?) 

were added to the reverse side of the card. Both stamps were cancelled Moscow, 4th Ekspeditsiya, 25.2.14 and 

perforated with the 4th Ekspeditsiya perfin (Type P70) which also perforated [in reverse] the Belgian adhesives 

on the front of the card. 

The abstract finishes: "According to the rules, when a postal document was sent to the Control Palata for 

checking the correctness of the charge, as a rule the second cancellation was put on by means of a perforation or 

a cut. Such perforations of Russian Post Offices can be found on other stamps of foreign countries." 

It would appear that either during or shortly after the Revolutions of 1917 a lot of these stamps with perfins and 

postmarks of local offices, along with transfer forms and parcel card receipts with postmarks of other offices, 

were stolen from the Post Office archives and ended up on the free market where most were broken up and 

others cut off their documents before disappearing into the hands of collectors. 

For me the most important question that still remains unanswered is - where are the official perfins of 

St.Petersburg/Petrograd and all the other major cities of Imperial Russia? Did they ever exist or have none 

survived? Mayb.e we. shall never know. 

The views expressed in this article are either my own or those of Boris Pritt and do not necessarily represent 
·•, 

those of other coliectors. I hope that it goes some way towards de-mystifying the form and use of Russian 

perfins and will spur others into carrying on where Boris, Maxa and Mazur left off. 
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TYPE1 NO.OF A(RMS)/R(OMANOV) RECORDED MOSCOW 
STAMPS2 VALUES3 USE4 POSTMARKS/ 

COMMENTS5 

M.IT./1 13 A:10,15,50k,5r 1913-14 ld,zh,i 
(0 1/P 1) R:25, 70k, 1,2,3,Sr 1911-16 1 otdelenie* 

M.IT./2 16 A:15k 1910-16 2A,v 
(0 2/P 2) R: 15,20k, 1,2,3,Sr 2GPTOV 

M.IT./3 9 A: 15k,3r50k 1912-16 3a,v 
(0 3/P 3) R:15k,1,3,5r 

M.IT./4 10 A:7,15k,5r 1911-14 IVGO * 
(0 4/P 4) R: 15,20k,2,5r 1911-15 IV GPO B 

M.IT./5 16 A:5, 7, 15,50k, 1, 7r 1911-16 VGPTOB 
(0 SIP 5) R: 15,25k,3,5r 

M.IT./6 15 A:l,3,10,15,20k 1913-16 6a 
(0 6/P 6) R:7, 15, 70k,5r 1912-16 VI GPO a 

M.IT./7 10 A:5,15,25k 1910-15 -
(0 7/P 7) R:7, 15,25,S0k 

M.IT./8 s A: 10,25k, 7r 1911-15 8GP? 
(0 8/P 8) R:2,15k 

M.IT./9 28 A:7,15k,10r 1910-16 9 GPTO A,B 
(0 9/P 9) R:2,15,20,25,50k,l,2,3,5r IX GPTO A 
2 types 

M.IT./10 16 A:10,15,25k 1910-16 10g 
(0 10/Pl0) R:4, 7 ,25, 70k, 1,2,3,Sr 10 GPTO G 

X GPTO? 

M.IT./11 14 A:3,10,15,25,S0k 1911-16 llb 
(0 11/Pll) R:25,S0k, l ,2,3r 

M .IT ./12 s A:7k 1915 -
(0 12/P12) R:15,25k,lr 1912-17 

M.IT ./13 - - - -
(0 13/Pl3) 1912-16 

M.IT./14 18 A: 15,25k,3r50k,5r 1910-16 14b,v 
(0 14/P14) R:7, 15,50k, 1,2,3r 

M .IT./15 7 A: 1913 15v 
(0 15/PlS) R:10k,l,2,3,5r 1911-15 15 GPO B 

M .IT ./16 1 A:15k ? -
(0 16/P16) R: 1916-17 

M .IT ./17 22 A:3, 7, 10, 15,20,25k, l0r 1913-16 17b 
(0 17/P17) R: 15,25k, 1,2,3,Sr XVII GPO* 

M .IT ./18 12 A:l0k 1913-16 18b 
(0 18/P18) R:4k,l,3r 1912-16 18 GPO v 

XVIII GPO B 
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M.IT./19 13 A:15k 1913-15 19v,d,zh 
(0 19/P19) R:2,3,4,7,14,15,25k,l,2,3,5r 1912-16 

M.IT./20 13 A:1,10,15,50k 1910-16 20g 
(0 20/P20) R:4, 14k, l ,2,3r 1910-17 

M .IT ./21 16 A:15,25k,lr 1911-17 21v 
(0 21/P21) R: 10,25,70k,l,2,3,5r 21 PTO B 

21 GPTO * 

M.IT./22 16 A:3, 10, 15k,_l ,5,10r 1913-18 22e 
(0 22/P22) R: 15,25k, l ,2,3r 

M.IT./23 16 A:3,10,15,50k,lr (p.& imp.) 1913-18 23v 
(0 23/P23) 3r50k,5,7r 23 PTO v 

R:2k,l,2,3r XXIII PTO? 

M.IT./24 5 A: 1913-14 XXIV PTO* 
(0 24/P24) R:2,3k,2r 1911-14 

M.IT./25 - - 25:1914 -
/32 27:1914-17 

(0 25/32 28:1912-14 
P25/32) 31: 1916-17 

M .IT ./33 8 A:15,25k 1913-16 33g,z 
(0 33/P33) R:2,3r 

M.IT./34 18 A:3,7,14,15,25k 1913-16 34a,b 
(0 34/P34) R: 10, 15,25k, l ,2,3,5r 1913-17 34 GPTO v 

2 types ,, 

M .IT ./35 13 A: 15,25k, lr 1911-15 35b 
(0 35/P35) R: 15,25k, l ,2r 

M.IT./36 - - 36:1913 -
/39 38:1916 

(CJ 36/39 
P36/39) 

M.IT./40 136 A: 1,4, 15,20k,3r50k 1913-16 40v,g 
(0 40/P40) R: 15k, l ,2,5r 

M .IT ./41 - - 42:1914 -
/52 43:1912 

(0 41/52 44:? 
P41/52) 47:1912 

52:1916 

M.IT./53 1 A:35k ? -
(0 53/P53) R: 

M.IT./54 11 A:10,15,25k,7r 1913-16 54 GPO b 
(0 54/P54) R:2,3, 15 ,25, 70k,5r 

M.IT./55 16 A:10,15,25k 1913-15 55G 
(0 55/P55) R:4,7,25,70k, 1,2,3,5r 1911-15 55 GPO Z 

M.IT./56 137 A:7, 15k,3r50k 1910-15 56 PO A,B 
(0 56/P56) R:2,4k,2,5r 
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M.IT./57 1 A:15k 7.4.16 Modon, Lifl. 
(0 57/P57) R: 

M.IT./58 - - - -
(0 58/P58) 

M.IT.159 9 A:15k,lr 1913-15 59 PO v 
(0 59/P59) R:25k,2,3r 1911~18 

M.IT./60 - - - -
(0 60/P60) 

M.IT ./61 3 A:lr 1913-15 61 PO g 
(0 61/P61) R:2r 1913-16 

M.IT./62 3 A:l0k 1914-15 -
(0 62/P62) R:15,25k 

M.IT./63 4 A: 1913-14 63 POv 
(0 63/P63) R:35k,l,2r 

M.IT./64 - - 65:? -
/65 

(0 64/65 
P64/65) 

M.IT./66 15 A:2,3, 7, 10,25k, lr 1913-16 66e 
(0 66/P66) R: 15, 70k,2,5r 

M.IT./67 1 A: 8.7.13 67? 
(P67) R:35k 

M.IT./68 1 A: 2.1.15 Shuya?, a 
(P68) R:15k 1914 

M.IT./69 88 A:10,20k 1915-16 -
(P69) R:10,15k,lr 1914-16 

M.IT./IV 4 A:3r50k 1912-14 4 EKSP.,A? 
(0 70/P70) R:10k,2,3r 

M.IT./V 21 A:1,5,lOr 1912-14 5 EKSPEDITSIY A 
(0 71/P71) R: 10, 14,50k, l ,2,3,5r No.8,9 

V EKSPEDITSIY A 

M.IT./VI 729 A: 1,2,3,5, 7, 10, 14, 15,20,25,35, 18.5.10- -
(0 72/P72) 50,70k,l,5r 1916 

2 types R:1,3,7,14,15,25,50,70k, 
1,2,3,5r 

M.IT. 5 A:14k 1911-15 KHODYNSKOE 
x.o. R:lk,l,2r PTO a 

(0 75/P73) 

MIT 1 A: 1913 Andizhan,d 
(0 79/P74) R:70k 
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M IT 22 A:20k, 1, lOr 1910-15 -
VI R:3,15,20,25,35,70k,l,3r 

(0 80/P75) 

M.IT. 1 A: ? ? 
VII R:3r 12.1919 

(0 81/P76) 

TYPE NO.OF A(RMS)/R(OMANOV) RECORDED POSTMARKS/ 
STAMPS VALUES USE COMMENTS 

A.K. 9 A: 1913-17 Arkhangelsk,A,B 
(F 1/P77) R: 10/7k,50, 70k, l ,2,3r 

A.O. 7 A:15k 1913-17 Arkhangelsk,B 
(F 2/P78) R: 15,25,50, 70k, lr 
2 types 

E.IT. 1610 A: 15,25, 70k, 1, lOr 1913-19 Vladivostok,d,u 
(0 67/P79) + 2 Soviet R:15,20,70k,1,3,5r 21.7.19 

E.IT.K. 7 A:1,5r 1913 Warsaw 
(P80) R:3k,1,3r IV EKSP a? 

IV EKSPEDITSIY A 
or no postmark 

HP 6 A:10,15,25k 1911-16 Bodaibo,Irk. ,e 
A R:25k Mitava,b 

(0 73/P81) Riga 
Vasilishki,Vil.,a 

HP 3 A:15k 1913-15 Gaisin,Pod. ,a 
B R:25k Vilna 

(P82) 

o.rr. 4611 A:15k,5,7r 1910-17 Odessa,5? ,6b 
K. R:35,50k,1,2,3,5r 

(0 74/P83) 

rr.o. 2 A: 1913 Kushka,Zakasp., v 
2 R:15,25k Pavlovskaya, 

(0 69/P84) Kub.Obl.,a 

rr.o. 3 A:15k 1915-16 Riga,d 
3 R:25k,3r Samarkand, b 

(P85) Vladivostok, u 

rr.o. 2 A:15k 1916-17 ?,Lifl,5d 
4 R:2r Zeya,Amurskoi,d 

(P86) 

rr.o. 1 A:15k ? Modon, Lifl. 
6 R: 

(P87) 
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T.K. 7 A:70k,3r50k perf & imperf 1916-17 Agdash, Elisav .a 
1 R:20/10k,3r Riga 

(0 76/P88) Tiflis,ya 
Tiflis Tsentr,eh 

T.K. 2312 A:1,2,3,5,10,25,70k,lr 1916-18 -
2 R:2,3,5r 21.9.18 

(0 77/P89) 

T.K. 22 A:5, 15,25,50, 70k, lr,3r50k 1915-16 -
3 + 1 Soviet R:2,3,5r 

(0 78/P90) 

KIEBb- - A: l ,2,20,25k 9.2.10 recorded on parcel 
2fP. R: card by M.Shmuely 
(0 83 (See Rossica No.10-

error /P91) 2/103) 

JII..l)lTK 10 A:3r50k,5, lOr 1911-13 Lodz,a 
(0 85/P92) R: Lodz Tsentr. 

Petrok,kh,f,ch 

MHHCKb 3113 A: 10, 15,25,50, 70k 1911-15 strip of 5 x 2k 
(0 84/P93) R:2,3,7,10,15,25k,l,2r without postmark 

CMoJIA 3 on piece A:25,50k 24.11.17 Moscow lg 
(0 86/P94) R: 15.12.17 

BP. 2 A: 1913 Berezovka,Zab.b 
VII R:25k SPB 

(P95) possibly Bryansk 

B.K. 15 A:l,5,10,14,15,50k 1910-16 possibly 
2 types R: 1, 14, 15,25,50k, lr Vilna or Vologda 
(P96) 

r.w. 1 A:14k 1.8.08 Lodz g 

JI ' R: private? 
(P97) 

D.T. 1 A:35k(VL) 5.2.10 Orel? b 
(P98) private 
Latin 

K.B. - - - recorded on 
(F 6/P99) Finnish stamp 

Latin dated 1900 
Karl Bostrom, Hanko 

K.K. 3 A: 1913 Pavlovskaya, 
(PlOO) R:25k,lr Kub.Obl.,a 

SPB 12b 

JI .0. 3 A: 1915 Kimry, Tver G.,v 
(Pl0l) R:25,50,70k Tiflis Tsentr.,y 

MK. 1 A:25k 1915 Revel 
(P102) R 
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ITR 2 A: 1915-16 Samtredi, Kutais 
(P103) R:14k,3r Polotsk, Viteb.,b 

possibly 
Pyatigorsk 

R.S 4 A: lOk(VL), 7, 10k 1913 Riga 
(P104) R:lOk private 
Latin possibly 

R.Skeiner 

C .IT. 314 A:7k 1910-16 Vilna,m 
(P105) R:Sr Volmar,a 

T .X . 3 A:lOr 1913-17 Ardatov, Simb.b 
(F 7/P106) R:15k,lr Pavlovskaya, 

Kub.Obl.,a 

Y (ITJIA1l- 3 A:70k,3r50k,5r 1911-12 ? 
EHO) R: 

(PAID) 
(P107) 

X.K. 6 A:15,25k 1910-17 possibly 
(F 8/P108) R:15k,lr Khabarovsk 

V.E. 4 A:2,lOk 1915 Helsinki. 
(P109) R: 1914-15 Finnish 
Latin private perfin: 

Victor Ek 
insurance company 

. 

ZAPL- 7 A:l ,3,10,15,25k 1915-16 Lifland 
ACONO R: 
(PAID) 
(PllO) 
Polish 

Notes: 

1. All letters are in Cyrillic except where indicated. Types known only on fiscal stamps are ignored as are 
perfins not forming letters and numbers and those forming the Russian word .c6pa3elJ,b» or specimen. 
The numbers in brackets, preceded by an 0, refer to the catalogue listing of Russian perfins made by the 
Czechoslovak philatelist, Vojtech Maxa. Those preceded by a Prefer to their order of listing in this table. 

2. These are based on the individual number of stamps of each type held by the following collectors: -
Boris Pritt, Magnus Werner of Sweden, Willem Smetsers and Dick Scheper of the Netherlands, Eric Peel, 
Jack Moyes, Peter Walker and Chris Carr. 

3. These show the values of the individual stamps for each type held by the above-mentioned collectors. It 

has not been possible to break down the high value and some of the low value Arms stamps between 
vertically laid and those with varnish lines. Usage on Soviet stamps is ignored. 

4. These show the recorded dates of usage of each type based, firstly, on the stamps held by the above
mentioned collectors, and secondly, where the period of recorded usage can be extended, on information 
contained in articles by P.Mazur and published by Filateliya SSSR between 1972 and 1976. 
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In these articles some Moscow perfins, not held by the above-mentioned collectors, are recorded as having 

been used. In these few cases, the type is shown in this column and the recorded date(s) of usage in the 

final column. 

Whereever possible the precise date of single, early or late recorded usage is given. 

5. In the case of Moscow perfins and those few other perfins whose place of usage is known, identifiable 

local postmarks on stamps held by the above-mentioned collectors are shown. Due to lack of space it has 

not been possible to list all the postmarks on the other types. Where, however, only a few examples of a 

particular type are recorded, the identifiable postmarks are shown. 

6. Including 3 on money transfer form. 

7. Including a strip of 3. 

8. Including a strip of 3. 

9. Including 1 on money transfer form and a strip of 5 on piece. 

10. Including block of 4. 

11. Including block of 16. 

12. Including 3 on piece. 

13. Including 6 on money transfer, strip of 5 on piece. 

14. Including 2 on piece. 
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The Zemstvo post of Bogorodsk district 

Terry Page 

This is a slightly expanded version of the paper which accompanied my Stibbe Rose Bowl winning entry in the 

1995 competition at Manchester, with a selection of the pages shown there as illustrations. 

The town of Bogorodsk (now called Noginsk) lies on the Klyazma River in the Moscow Guberniya. In the third 

quarter of the nineteenth century the district was predominantly a rural area but with a growing manufacturing 

and commercial base largely serving the city of Moscow some 80 kilometres to the south-west. The impact of 

the industrial revolution was rapidly changing both the face and the destiny of Russia and by the 1880's the 

towns surrounding Moscow were enjoying a period of unprecedented economic growth. Located within 

Bogorodsk and the surrounding villages were textile factories producing silk, cotton, canvas and brocade, a 

chemical works, and at least one distillery. This developing industrial structure left its mark on the postal history 

of the district making Bogorodsk unquestionably the most fruitful source of zemstvo commercial correspondence 

and combination frankings. 

Adhesive postage stamps were introduced in 1871, but stamped postal stationery, in the form of envelopes and 

wrappers, was available from the commencement of the zemstvo postal service in 1869 up until 1879. As with 

the usual zemstvo practice, outgoing mail was prepaid whilst incoming mail was taxed by the affixing of postage 

due stamps. Early adhesive issues could serve for either function however after 1892 all stamps were endorsed 

either Oplochenaya (paid) or Dolgovaya (amount due) and only used accordingly. Schmidt lists a total of 185 

basic stamp issues over a span of 25 years, making Bogorodsk by far the most prolific zemstvo stamp issuing 

district. Nevertheless, the overall policy was conservative with all printings by lithography in single colours and 

only one basic armorial design: up to 1883 the arms of the district and thereafter, those of the encompassing 

province of Moscow. 

Amazingly, during this whole period only one canceller was used. This served from 1879 to the end of 1896 

when the zemstvo post office closed down for good. Postmarks were struck once only on each item, to cancel 

the stamp, with no repeat marking; the ink colour was black, with violet appearing after 1894. Prior to 1879 

postal stationery items were left uncancelled; adhesives on cover during this early period are elusive but crude 

manuscript obliterations on loose stamps are known. There were no volost' handstamps nor any evidence of 

branch post offices. Stamps were thus stuck-on by postal clerks and cancelled at a single office. Furthermore, 

covers bearing more than one zemstvo adhesive or with multiples are scarce. Surprisingly, local covers are much 

less often seen than combination frankings. 

It is interesting to speculate on the prevailing organisational culture of the Bogorodsk zemstvo post office. 

Circumstantial philatelic evidence suggests a very small establishment managed with prudence and economy in 

an environment where nothing was wasted. For example, proofs were ocasionally used by postal officials to 

frank ordinary commercial letters (thus, by definition turning them into de facto issued stamps!). Consider also 

the use in 1888 of at least one sheet of a stamp issued fifteen years earlier. In both situations odd sheets were 

"used-up", possibly after having been discovered perhaps in some dusty drawer! This tends to confirm the 

culture of the day as one of careful economy. A parsimonious "waste not want not" philosophy which gave us a 

heritage of scarce and interesting covers; happily and importantly with absolutely no evidence of any philatelic 

jiggery-pokery. It is unlikely that such a policy, particularly with regard to the use of proofs, would have been 

underpinned by official procedures or instructions. 

Therefore the interesting question is, what on earth happened to the infamous Russian bureaucracy? I suppose, 

all said and done, the chances are that it was simply left behind in the big cities. 
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Postal stationery envelopes, 1871 JOk light blue (light shade 188x123 mm, and dark shade 187x128 mm) with 

straight flaps (Ascher 5 Ill c)-
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1896 5k postal stationery envelope, size 188xl 27 mm with (type I) red printed stamp (Ascher 2 III c) addressed 

to the Shalovo Volost' Administration. No postal markings because during this early period, the Bogorodsk 
Zemstvo Post left stamps uncancelled. 
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1871 5k postal stationery envelope, size 140:xl 10 mm with (type · 2) red printed stamp (Ascher 2 11 e) addressed to 
Zuevo. 

I 

' ' 

. ----. . 
. :-~;-/~ . 

. 
I 

, 1 

Early postage stamps with crude manuscript cancel
lations in crayon: 1871 5k blue (Ch.2) and 1872 5k 
claret-rose (Ch .5). This suggests that a different 
policy from that pertaining to postal stationery was 
applied to adhesive stamps during this early period. 
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1879 JOk postal stationery envelope with blue stamp (Ascher 8, type 4) bearing the seal of he Oseyevsk Volost' 

Administration. It contained 8 roubles and is addressed to the Bogorodsk Zemstvo Administration. Cancelled on 

23-4-1885. 
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Improvised envelope (sealed with the Imperial Arms) used to send a petition to the Bogorodsk Bench of Justices 
of the Peace. The letter is franked with a copy of the 1873 imperforate JOk greenish-sky blue (Ch.9), used on 18-
5-1888. Very late usage, and since at least one other 1888 cover bearing this stamp exists, it would appear that 

a sheet was "discovered" at the post office and subsequeri~ly _used up . 
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Part of a wrapper with combination franking sent from Moscow on 4-I-1889 arriving at the Bogorodsk Imperial 

post office the same day. However, it was not until January 13th that the Zemstvo officf affixed and cancelled an 

1888 imperforate Ik red-violet (Ch.44) to meet the zemstvo printed matter rate to the addressee in Poshukov. 

/4~~--~ ;;1~~-. 
/ c::-~;, ZC../4'67~~ 

-·~' ···1 ' ~ 

Part of an advertising sheet for fruit essences sent from Moscow on 8-3-1890 to a distillery in the village of 

Kamenki. It was franked at the 2k printed matter rate. On arrival at the Bogorodsk Zemstvo post office an 1890 

lk red-violet (Ch.50) stamp was affixed and cancelled on March 9th. 
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Zemstvo proof used officia/,ly in place of a normal stamp on commercial mail 

Unsealed commercial envelope from Moscow sent at the printed matter rate to a silk factory in the Grebnevsk 
volost' on 5-11-1894. The 2k Imperial stamp prepaid postage to the Bogorodsk Zemstvo post office where an 
imperjorate proof of the 1894 2k rose (Ch.89) postage due stamp was affixed and cancelled in violet. The reason 
for this i"egular usage is unknown, however, the elapsed time between arrival at the Bogorodsk Imperial office 
(Monday 5-11) and the Zemstvo office cancellation (Thursday 8-11) suggests an improvised solution to a hold-up, 
due possibly to a shortage of 2k printed matter stamps 

_ _-dll{e,xHu:.;,eoRaR $011,mopa c!JCnmeHepa cftl. Jlu8eHa, 
cJ)'[RCHUtJXGR, UJ, cJ)'[ocxBa. 

---- ,~~-
Ycmpoacmoo u peMoum'6 cfta6puK'6 u saooooa'6. Texui;-4~ · , _poucmoo 3KUAl>IX'6 soauiu. Boos'6 

.11amuu'6 u mexuuttec1Ct1X'6 npuuao.11e3Kuocm 14~:;~;; 111tec1Cux1, uooocmeQ, 

Ha meJIROTRal{R. ~a6p. 
C. 3y6Koea H K0• 

c. Xony·1·0Bo, rpe6H8BCRO:ii BOJI., 

Boropo.n;cx. j,- ., Mocxoncx:ry6. ' =•=•· . 

-------
--=-,._. . .. - -· . - .. 
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1894 3k cannine (Ch.101) used on cover. listed by Schmidt as a proof. 

There is considerable ambiguity as to the status of some of the rarer issues of late 1894. Should they be 

considered as proofs or as issued stamps? 
The 7k Imperial adhesive on this combination cover was cancelled in transit with a Pochtovyi Vagon (['PO) 
postmark dated 11-1-1895. The TPO number is somewhat indistinct but is probably-5 (Warsaw-Vilna). Received 
at Bogorodsk on 12 January, the letter was forwarded to the Zemstvo post office where the postage due stamp 

(with peif. irregularities in the margin) was added and cancelled on the following day. 
Since this and other "Proofs" were affixed only l7y postal officials, they must, l7y definition, be considered as 

issued stamps. 
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Wrapper from St.Petersburg (21-11-1896) to a canvas factory. An Imperial 4k stamp did duty as far as 
Bogorodsk were an 1896 4k br.-red (Ch.146) was added by the Zemstvo post and cancelled in violet (26-11). 
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TPO Registered Mail - Imperial and Soviet 

G.S. Miskin 

Our editor, in his editorial to BJRP 78 "Philatelic Wallflowers" makes a crie de coeur for "unpopular" subjects. 

TPO mail has been featured before, as. has registered mail. Imperial registered TPO mail in two journals, Soviet 

registered mail - never. So this is for you, Ivo! 

Imperial Registered TPO mail 
Not common! But then again, I would not pay the £400 asked by a dealer for his item. Early examples bear 

registration markings in manuscript e.g. "P.V.No.3/No.6", "Z" cachets were introduced in 1914, no "R" 

cachets or labels are known. 

Following discussions with Rabbi Leonard Tann, I believe that there was a section or compartment on the train 

manned by a clerk of the Railway Post Administration, who either wrote the markings on the item or applied a 

"Z" cachet and entered the details in the registry book. It is not known if adhesives could be purchased from the 

clerk or whether the item had to be pre-stamped. From the individual registration numbers, it appeared that 

different systems operated · on the routes. On some, each day (or possibly each journey) commenced with 

"No. l ", on others a running total was maintained. I have recorded the following: 

Date PV Route Registration marks Notes 

20-2-1881 1-2 St.Petersburg-Moscow Manuscript 1. 

11-5-1891 12 Nizhnii Novgorod-Moscow Manuscript and dotted R in circle 

3-10-1894 40 Revel' -St. Peters burg Manuscript 
4-1-1897 40 Revel' -St. Peters burg Manuscript 

11-7-1897 3 St. Peters burg-V erzhbolovo Manuscript and dotted R in circle 

25-8-1900 40 Revel' -St.Peters burg Manuscript FAKE! 
8-9-1900 29 Warsaw-Minsk Manuscript 

18-1-1902 7 Orel-Dinaburg Manuscript 

26-4-1903 244 Stretensk-Chita Manuscript and "Z" label added at Stretensk 

29-4-1903 Lodz-Kolyushki "R" label added at Lodz station 

24-12-1903 259 Chita-Man' chzhuriya Manuscript 

12-6-1904 15 Moscow-Khar'kov 2. 

9-9-1904 264 Kharbin-Vladivostok Manuscript 
23-3-1905 244 Stretensk-Chita Manuscript 

9-6-1911 29 Warsaw-Minsk Manuscript 

20-6-1911 142 Dnepr Krasnoe-Chernigov Manuscript 

1914 RIGA STATION "Z" cachet 3. 
30-6-1914 34 Vologda-Moscow Manuscript 

24-1-1915 262 Kharbin-Man'chzhuriya "Z" cachet 

4-4-1915 201 Ponevezh-Berezvech "Z" cachet 

21-12-1915 167 Chelyabinsk-Omsk Manuscript 

26-7-1916 78 Nerekhta-Murom Manuscript FAKE! 
21-20-1916 332 Yurga-Tayga "Z" cachet 

30-5-1917 56 Radzilovo-Zdol 'bunovo Manuscript 

Soviet Registered TPO Mail 

Soviet postal history does not appear to be liked by many of our members. But the Soviet period provides 
enormous interest with its bureaucracy and economic problems, particularly in the field of registered mail. Much 
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of the TPO registered mail has manuscript markings, but there are cachets as well, and even a label is recorded. 

Although more material is appearing the scarcity is evidenced by the crisp quality of the datestamps. I have 

recorded the following: 

Date PV 

19-1-1922 191 

21-12-1924 21 

11-2-1925 

3-3-1925 14 

4-4-1925 67 

29-9-1925 

17-1-1926 

26-2-1926 

28-6-1927 

205 

108-107 

230 

310 

Route 

Petrograd-Kiev 

Kiev-Odessa 

Bogoyavlensk-Sosnovka 

Rostov-Moscow 

Kiev-Rostov/Don 

Krasnovodsk-Tashkent 

Stalingrad-Ore! 

Selicharovo-Torzhok 

Birzula-Bakhmach 

Registration marks 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

1-8-1927 Sosnovka-Bogoyavlensk Manuscript 

17-2-1928 255-256 Novgorod Seversk-Novozybkov Label 

9-4-1928 160 

29-6-1928 240 

2-7-1928 216 

12-9-1928 281-282 

20-10-1928 108 

1-12-1928 

4-12-1928 

17-1-1929 

116 

181 

170 

9-4-1929 215 

7-10-1929 244 

23-10-1930 242 

15-4-1932 244 

21-4~1932 243 

28-4-1949 192 

14-3-1950 191 

26-9-1950 192 

29-10-1950 192 

31-3-1978 

22-7-1978 

15-12-1978 2/176 

31-3-1979 1 

NOTES 

Khar'kov-Penza 

Balanda-Atkarsk 

Samara-Moscow 

Goroblagodatsk-N adezhdinsk 

Stalingrad-Ore! 

Omsk-Sverdlovsk 

Semki-Gaivoron 

Chelyabinsk-Perm' 

Moscow-Samara 

Bochkarevo-Chita 

Manchzhuriya-lrkutsk . 

Bochkarevo-Chita 

Chita-Bochkarevo 

Vyritsa-Leningrad (Vit.St.) 

Leningrad (Vit.St.)-Vyritsa 

Vyritsa-Leningrad (Vit.St.) 

Vyritsa-Leningrad (Vit.St.) 

Leningrad-Murmansk 

Sochi-Opp - Krasnodar Kr. 

Moscow-Tallinn 

Moscow-Vorkuta 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

Cachet 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

"Z" cachet 

"Z" cachet 

"Z" cachet 

"Z" cachet 

"Z" cachet 

Manuscript 

"Z" cachet 

1) I have seen photocopies of this and in my opinion it is probably registered 

2) This is a return receipt for a·registered letter 
\ 

3) This is an unnnumbered "Z" cachet for TPOs used at Riga Station with mute postmarks. 

4) Also bears manuscript "speshnoi" and has correct rate for a Special Post letter. 

5) Label reads "No .. ./Pochtovyi Vagon/No.255-256" 

6) Also bears manuscript "Speshnoi Pochtoi" and has "Narochnym/Expres" label. 

7) Advice of receipt of Court Summons postcard. 

8) Has Notification of Delivery by Hand card attached. 

9) PV numbers and routes after 1950 do not concur with published lists. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Dr.R. Casey for his considerable assistance, and to G.Henderson, J. Moyes, A. 

Speeckaert, Rabbi L.L. Tann, D. Udovicic and A. Violet. 
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Earliest recorded example: PV 12, manuscript registration n308", "Ill" (1 lot weight) and dotted R in circle for 
internal. mail, probably applied in Moscow. Reverse bears marks of Moscow, Raubling and Neubeuem(B-5-91) 

• • · ; , ""· 4 ~ .r~;: -~ ........ 
,i 

J 

Double weight foreign letter (2x7kop.postage + 7 kop registration). Manuscript "PV/20", number 20 in the 
registry book. Handstamped ZAKAZNOE applied in SPb (see Dobin & Ratner in Sov.Kol.27, fig.9) 
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"Mute" postmark from Riga Station, mute registration marking, originally intended for TPOs. 

Double-weight letter with fake "No.6/p. v.40" added uy forger. 
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Registered letter from the SOSNOVKA-BOGOYAVLENSK unnumbered TPO. Single weight letter: 7 kopecks 
postage + 7 kopecks registration. 

114 
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Handstamped •z• cachet reading "POCHT. VAGON/BOGOYAVL-SOSNOVKA • (reverse direction) with 
manuscript registration number • 30 •. 
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TPO ROSTOV-MOSCOW, manuscript boxed registration np.v.14/no.976n 
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Ukrainian TPO No.67 (note Ukrainian spelling in postmark), manuscript nN.45/pv 67" and nspeshnoe" 
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Handsiamped cachet "P. V.No.205" on registered letter from KRASNOVODSK-TASHKENTIK P. V. No.205 
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Manuscript registration "N 5/pv 108" on letter from STALINGRAD - 108 - OREL. 
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"Z" cachet with registry number and TPO number filled in, from OMSK-116-SVERDLOVSK. 
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Postmark PIV 192 VYRJTSA-LENlNGRAD VITEB. VKZ. and "Z" registration cachet, 1949. 
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Hard time in a cold place 

David N. Skipton 

The remarkable Kuenga-Uryum mobile post office cover shown by Philip Robinson in BJRP 78, a tremendous 

addition to any railroad enthusiast's collection, was also a bolt from the blue for the tiny (but pugnacious!) band 

of Russian civil censorship collectors. That was our first look at mail between convicts (one brother at the 

Shlissel'burg Temporary Hard-Labour Prison and the other in a work gang on the Amur RR line); prior to that, 

everything we'd seen had been mail from the outside to prisoners or, much less frequently, mail from prisoners 

to the outside. The cover demonstrated that ordinary mail, postcards at least, could be sent between hard-labour 

"cons", those suffering the most stringent penalty tsarism had to offer short of execution. It now has company, 

from another godforsaken place. 

Russian authorities had long wanted to connect St. Petersburg with Murmansk by rail, and given the awful 

conditions - bitter cold in the winter, swamps and clouds of biting insects during the short summer - they 

weren't fussy about who did the heavy lifting. Prisoners of war and hard-labour "katorzhane" were much 

cheaper to use than hired help, and if they died in the performance of their tasks, well, then they died. More 

would be found to take their place. For instance, Japanese P.O.W.s and internees during the Russo-Japanese 

W3! worked on the line, and the sons of Nippon got as far as Petrozavodsk before hostilities ended (see Skipton 

& Michalove, 1989). Hard-labour work gangs made their contribution, too, as evidenced by the two covers 

below. 

Fig. 1 is a formular reply-paid postcard addressed to a Ukrainian hard-labour prisoner named Nikolai lvanovich 

Man'ko. The gentleman was forced to enjoy the company of a work gang at the Alempievo (sic) Railroad 

Quarry, Soroki, Kem' District, Arkhangel'sk Province. Posted 13 March 1913 aboard Mailcar 37 on the 

Khar'kov-Odessa line, the card reached the officer in charge of the work gang, and he censored it before passing 

it on to Man'ko. There is no indication of how long it took for the card to find the prisoner. 

Fig. 2 presents us with an odd picture - the sender has glued a piece of graph paper to the inside of the card as a 

post-script, and it, along with the text on the card itself, bears a light violet strike of the work-gang chief's 

censormark. It is nothing more than a simple "PROSMOTRENO" (Examined) in a rectangle, with space for the 

date to be added by hand. Instead, the censor merely scrawled his initials. Nothing fancy for the middle of 

nowhere ... 

"9-III-1916. 

Dear Kolya: 

What does your silence mean? We're very worried - are you well? We've received only one letter from 

you. We've already sent you a reply and haven't received a response from you. Then we sent another 

letter, but you haven't answered either one. Why? Perhaps you haven't received our letters? 

But then why don't you write to us? You positively must write us when you receive the letters. Nothing 

new on our end. We're in good health. it's almost spring here. Soon the field work will start for us -

digging beds and planting. Forgive my bad handwriting. Tamarochka is constantly pushing my hand. 
Well, stay healthy. We kiss you affectionately. Don't fail to write." 

The message on the front and back of the graph paper affixed to the card continues the saga: 
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"You'll be surprised, reading this letter, but the fact is that not having received any letters from you for 
a long time, we decided to send you this letter, but we weren't able to mail it yesterday, and then that 
evening Papa brought your letter, which gladdened us and calmed our fears. We were thinking that 
something awful had happened to you, God only knows what. 
Kolya, you shouldn't worry about us. Papa is doing what he can - we'll get by. And if you should 
someday have a spare rouble, don't think of sending it to us, because your situation is much worse than 
ours. Once again, this will be a simple letter, despite your request for all the details, because I can't 
make an 'elephant' out of a 'fly', like Marfusha does. Well, that's all. I kiss you. Write." 

Whatever political sin Man'ko was convicted of, he had family company in the general area. Fig. 3 is a postcard 
to Man'ko from his sister or wife, who was also serving time (see below) in the Rybinsk Temporary Correction
al Prison Section. 

Figure 3(top), 4(bottom) 
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The so-called temporary prisons were the result of two related events - the Russo-Japanese War and the 

Revolution of 1905. Prior to that war, Russia's hard-labour prisons were in Siberia and on Sakhalin Island. She 

lost the southern half of Sakhalin to the Japanese in 1905, though, so the option of sending convicts there was 

unavailable to her (see Gernet, 1963, vol.5, p.253). Even worse, the domestic upheavals that followed Russia's 

defeat coughed up a huge wave of political prisoners, and the Siberian hard-labour prisons couldn't begin to hold 

them all. Gernet asserts that from 1907 to 1909 alone, the various military and civil courts sentenced over 

28,000 to prison. (Gernet, op.cit., p.7) If we consider that on 1 Jan. 1900 Russia held all of 3,869 hard-labour 

convicts in one Siberian and seven Sakhalin Island prisons (Brockhaus & Efron, p.365), the strain on her prison 

system is obvious. The answer was to create "temporary hard~labour prisons" in European Russia. Even those 

didn't suffice, so beginning in 1907 the correctional prison sections in a number of provincial capitals were 

turned into hard-labour prisons. (Gernet, op.cit., p.32) But as this card shows, a correctional prison section 

existed even at Rybinsk, a mere district town in Yaroslav Province.) 

The card was posted on 6 April 1913 to the same place, Soroki, but here the address is a bit different: Olimpiya 

Station, Picket 285th verst. Since it is dated 4 April, the prison authorities held the missive for two days, and 

then it took seven more for it to reach Soroki. 

"Dear Kolya, I just received your postcard of 7 March, and hasten to reply with just a postcard for 

now. Please, dear Kolya, don't send me any money. Do you really think that if I had need of it, I'd 

hide that from you? But I really don't need it, and you'd bring me far greater happiness if you'd spend 

that money on yourself and look after your own health more, especially since you need a nourishing 

diet, and after all, signs of scurvy still appear. I already sent you a package, and not long ago I also 

sent you a long letter. Did you receive it? They gave Mazur a reprieve until 1 June. Both of them send 

you their regards. My affectionate kisses. Take care of yourself, and don't worry about me. Yours, A. 

Man'ko. 4 April 1916." 

This card is festooned with prison marks - three different on one item, a record thus far for the civil field. On 

the front is a large violet marking that reads "RECEIVED * 6 Apr. 1916 *, in the Rybinsk Temporary 

Correctional Prison Section. Incoming letter No ....... ". On the back are two more, both in violet (fig. 4). 

"Checked 191 / Deputy Chief", and "Examined/ Ryb. Dist. Pris. ". 

I believe this item is proof that prisoners were allowed to send not only postcards and letters among themselves, 

but packages and money orders too. No examples of the latter two items have turned up, but this is not 

surprising. Spare change and the material for bulging packages would be very hard for prisoners to come by. 

But brutal though the tsarist prison system may have been, it still allowed its politicals and criminals to 

communicate with one another on a scale far greater than the Soviet system ever did. 

There is another possible explanation, but it would require that a series of doubtful IFs be true. Some wives 

followed their husbands wherever they were exiled or imprisoned. If we assume that A. Man'ko was indeed N.I. 

Man'ko's wife and not his sister, then the following IFs would be necessary: 

- IF N.I. Man'ko's assigned place of incarceration was that particular Rybinsk facility, and 

- IF his wife did indeed follow him to Rybinsk, but wasn't herself serving time, and 

- IF he were then sent out on a work gang hundreds of miles from there, leaving her to wait in the town, and 

- IF she would then have addressed the card to her husband at Picket 285th verst, without including a notation 

"in care of the Rybinsk Correctional Prison Section" or some such on the postcard, and 

- IF the town's postal authorities would still have recognized that the postcard should go first to the prison, 

Man'ko's "home base", as it were, 

then the convict-to-convict theory breaks down. The "Received" prison mark would then indicate that her card 
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went straight from the Rybinsk post office to the jail, where it was noted as received, censored by one (or two) 

individuals and bashed twice more with two different censor handstamps before being sent on its way. 

Thus, in just two postcards we have: 

- four previously unrecorded prison marks, 

- one of them for a work party (only the second such recorded), 

- two from a district prison (most of the few we find are from the big jails), and 

- one from a temporary corrective prison section (the first recorded); 

- a piece of history documenting work on the strategically important line to Murmansk, 

and if all the IFs above aren't true: 

- an example of prisoner-to-prisoner mail, 

- and just as unusual, a letter from a female prisoner (I know of only one other example, from the Chelyabinsk 

Provincial Prison). 

Does anyone else have a cover or two from the Man'ko saga? 
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Steppe Railways: 
two branches of the Ryazan-Ural'sk railway 

Leonard Tann 

In continuing my "mini-series" of shining the spotlight on various neglected branch-lines of the Imperial Russian 

railway system, these notes focus primarily on the branch-lines Urbakh-Aleksandrov Gai, and the later extension 

from Krasnyi Kut to Astrakhan'. For reasons that will be apparent later, I have briefly included the Atkarsk

Vol'sk branch-line, Urbach-Ural'sk line, and the arrangements for mail transfer in Saratov/Pokrovsk. 

Let me express my sincere thanks to Ian Baillie and Philip Robinson. Our postal discussion of many details have 

sorted out several problems in this area; thanks also to Ed laveroni, Ed Kossoy, John Holland and Alexander 

Epstein who have allowed me to use items from their collections, and again to Philip Robinson for permission to 

use illustrations from Russian Railway Postmarks. Illustrations in this article not credited to other collectors are 

from my own collection. It was only when I began investigating these two branches that it became apparent that 

material is quite scarce. 

Figure 1 is a railway map of the relevant are. Under each section below, further details will be given. 

The line down to Saratov and the Atkarsk-Vol'sk branch 

The main line to Saratov ran from Moscow. The section directly to Saratov . was from Kozlov which was 

allocated route number 43/44 and was opened in 1871. The postmark data available inform us that this section 

was variously Kozlov-Saratov and also Moscow-Saratov, see figure 2 below. 

The branch from Atkarsk to Vol'sk was allocated route number 155/156 and was opened in late 1895. Figure 3 

shows a 1910 postcard to Saratov with two oval marks of VOL'SK-156-ATKARSK with a Roman serial number 

IX at the base, and a Saratov arrival mark. Material from this branch-line is not plentiful. 

The main line ended at Saratov, which lies on the western bank of the Volga river. The Saratov railway station 

had a post office, with postmarks· in the earlier circular and later oval styles. There are many examples 

available, and there is no need to show them in these notes. 

The Saratov-Pokrovskaya railway system and transfer of mail 

Opposite Saratov, on the eastern bank of the Volga, stood the town of Pokrovskaya Sloboda, or Pokrovsk. 

Pokrovsk also had a railway station and, as far as we are aware, had an oval postmark in standard style, see 

figure 4. There is no evidence as yet for an earlier circular type. 

Pokrovsk was the railhead for trains that travelled on the Ryazan-Ural'sk railway east of the Volga, to Urbakh, 

Ershov and Ural'sk, and - when it came into operation circa 1909 - the branch to Astrakhan' had postmarks 

inscribed "Saratov-Astrakhan'" . Yet the question must remain: how did trains and mail-vans run eastwards from 

Saratov? Clearly, there was no bridge over the Volga in this area. It is_ obvious that the two rail spurs that reach 

each side of the Volga, south of Saratov on the western bank at Uvek, and south of Pokrovsk on the eastern 

bank at Sayanka, were intended to be joined by a bridge, but in the tsarist period such a bridge was never built. 
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Figure J Map of the "Steppe Railways" (insets: details of spur lines) 
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Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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Baedecker, p.433, makes it clear that Pokrovsk is regarded as a (major) suburb of Saratov, and the map on the 
page opposite p.434 shows the railway network clearly. We must presume, as with mail-vans crossing Lake 
Baikal on the Tr.anssiberian Railway, that ferries carried mail-vans across from Saratov to Pokrovsk, and that the 
river Volga was no real barrier to the transfer of the mails. 

Figure 5 
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The railway line from Pokrovsk, as can be seen in fig.1, ran through Urbakh, Ershov and on to Ural'sk. Again 
this line was "sectioned", route number 151/152 was assigned to this stretch, in the 1915-1917 period the 
wholeline was one section (Ural'sk-Pokrovskaya Sl(oboda), see fig.5) but earlier the line was denoted as 
Ural'sk-Urbakh, see fig.6 for a postcard showing the oval URAL'SK 152 URBAKH with Rom~ numeral IX at 
the base, dated 28-3-1911. Figure 7 shows part of a postcard of February 1911 to Germany, breaing the oval 
URBAKH/VOKZ. The earlier circular type for this station has been recorded, see Yamshchik 8, p.54 and the 
postcard shown there. Both types are uncommon. 
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This area was the region of the Volga-Germans and there are interesting articles on this area in Yamshchik 8 
(p.50-61), 9(p.56-61) and in Yamshchik 12 (p.37-43) by the late Dr.Wortman in his memory, as his obituary 
precedes it. 
A number of place-names in this region are Germanic, and a high percentage of the mail was addressed to 
Germany. The post-revoiutionary history of the Volga-Germans was violent and tragic. 
Just to complete this brief survey of the railways in this area before coming to the main part of the study, the 
branch from Ershov up to Nikolaevsk-Ural'sk was served by an unnumbered mail-van, until recently unre
corded. In the 1995 BSRP auction there was one item, a postcard with stamp removed, with oval marks of this 
branch-line. Sadly, we cannot illustrate it here but at least we know it exists and that ·collectors can be on the 
look-out for another! 

Urbakh-Aleksandrov Gai branch 
This route was opened about 1895 and ran south from Urbakh. From Krasnyi Kut to the end of the branch was a 
distance of 94 miles. There was a single train that left Krasnyi Kut at 5.20 in the morning, chuffing down the 
branch to arrive at Aleksandrov Gai at 12.45 pm. The train staff had a break, boarding the train so it could 
return up the line to reach Krasnyi Kut again at 10 pm. Of couse, from the time the branch was opened until 
something around 1909/1910 when the extension down to Astrakhan' was built, the train left Urbakh and 
returned thence. Once the Astrakhan' branch was opened, passengers for the Aleksandrov Gai branch changed 
and caught the "shuttle" at Krasnyi Kut. 
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Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

Figure 10 
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The stations on this branch (Urbakh, Krasnyi Kut', Fridenfel'd, Piterka, Malo-Uzensk, Novo-uzensk and 

Aleksandrov Gai) did not have postal desks. There was a locked posting box at the stations which had its 

contents collected by the postal clerk of the TPO, and any letters to deliver were left at the station to be 

collected. It is interesting to note that neither of the termini of this line - Krasnyi Kut and Aleksandrov-Gai - had 

station postal desks themselves, a situation not unique to this line. This branch was allocated the route number 

157/158. It has to be .stated that in all types, both TPO numbers are scarce, the 157 exceedingly so. Obviously, 

more post can "up" the branch to the main line and into Central Russia and abroad than went "down" the 

branch. Even so, after contacting several major collectors, we can only illustrate a few items. 

157 This drew a complete blank. However, one postcard that came over from Russia recently fills the blank 

brilliantly. Fig.8 shows a postcard of 1902. Sent from Penza on 23-12-1902, it is addressed to Stantsiya Piterka, 

Ryaz. Ural'sk Zh.D .. At the bottom of the card, next to the lowe Penza mai:k, is a circular Pochtovyi Vagon 

No.157 mark, with the day in the date missing. Above it is a matching circular Pochtovyi Vagon 158 dated 27-

12-1902. My guess is that the postal clerk forgot to deliver the card at Piterka station, so held it on board until 

the train made its return journey later the same day. He added the PV 158 mark and delivered it, on the second 

attempt, at Piterka. I have no reason to assume that the day i1:J. the date, which didn't "take" on the PV 157 

mark, is different from that on the PV 158 mark, the return afternoon journey. 

Other than this one item, my attempts to track down and show here any type of PV 157 mark have failed. It 

ought, therefore, to rank as scarce. 

158 We are more fortunate with route 158 (the "up" the branch route) as there are a few to show. Figure 9 

shows a 3k stationery card to Hamburg, Germany (Ed Kossoy collection). The franking is deficient by lk, but 

no postage due appears to have been levied. There are three strikes of what must be an uncommon postmark 

MARGENTAU SAMAR.G. 15-11-.1900, another German colony in the Samara region. At the centre is a strike 

of Pochtovyi Vagon 158, serial 2, as it traveled up to Krasnyi Kut. There is a transit mark of Krasnyi Kut dated 

17-11-1900. It stayed the night at Krasnyi Kut station and the next day the same mark was applied again. We 

also see a St.Petersburg transit mark dated 20-11-1900 and a Hamburg receipt mark. A further PV mark at 

lower right is unreadable. A fine item, and we are able to trace its route start to finish. 

Turning to the oval types, figure 10 shows a postcard addressed to Vol'sk with two fair part-strikes of the same 

mark dated 15-7-1915, and a faint receipt mark of Vol'sk. 

The final item from this branch-line is quite amazing. Shown in fig.11, it is a 3k stationery card addressed to 

Frankfurt am Main in Germany, again deficient by lk but no sign of postage due. The TPO mark is a double 

oval reading very simply POCHTOVYI VAGON/ No.158, dated 7-6-1912. Suggestions have been made that this 

was a temporary postmark. My own very tentative guess, based on the few items from this route, is that the 

circular types were succeeded by this odd oval, which itself was soon replaced when it was realised it was quite 

different from the standard oval postmark design. The normal 158 oval mark has been recorded from 1913, so 

this may have been a temporary postmark until the standard oval arrived. Obviously, it would be interesting to 

see a.) more examples of the standard 158 oval type and b.) any further examples of this deviant oval mark. 

The Saratov-Astrakhan branch 
The route Saratov-Astrakhan was operating by 1910, and there is evidence that it may have been operating at the 

end of 1909. It was assigned route number 287/288. Although designed as running to/from Saratov, in practical 

terms the trains ran from/to Pokrovsk. Through mail was transferred across the river Volga. The trains ran from 

Pokrovsk-Urbakh-Krasnyi Kut and down to Astrakhan', the entire route being 632 versts or 419 miles. 

Approximately two-thirds of the way south towards Astrakhan', the line crossed a local railway line, the 

Baskunchak-Vladimirovka railway that had been in operation since 1884, and this will be dealt with further on. 

Astrakhan' Station This postmark exists only in the oval style. Figure 12 shows a postcard with two strikes of 

ASTRAKHAN'/VOKZ., serial "a", dated 13-3-1912. 
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287 As with route 157 (above) considerably less mail travelled southwards "down" the branch. However, Ed 

Kossoy provides us with a very fine cover (fig.13) addressed to Kamyshin, which was not far away but on the 

western bank of the Volga (and the terminus of th,e Tambov-Kamyshin line). The oval postmark is in the same 

style and format as the oval 158: a largish outer oval, narrower inside oval, large star at base. It is inscribed 

SARATOV 287 ASTRAKHAN', dated 17-5-1916. There are two possibilities for the route travelled by this 

cover. It may have been transferred to a train going north, ferried across the Volga Pokrovsk-Saratov and by rail 

down to Kamyshin, and this is the more likely possibility. Alternatively, since Astrakhan' had excellent 

connections by river travel up the Volga, which is why it was not connected to the rail system until quite late 

considering it was a major city, it is possible that the letter came into Astrakhan' on TPO 287, and made its way 

to Kamyshin on one of the many ships that plied the Volga. 

288 We can record a very fine postcard from the collection of Alexander Epstein, dated 20-5-19 from the era of 

free internal postage, it shows ASTRAKHAN' 288 SARATOV, matching the style of the 287 in fig.16. So we 

know the railway and these oval postmarks continued beyond the Revolution. 
However, it seems that there was a different style of oval in use on route 288 earlier. Fig.14 shows a cover 

from the Ed Kossoy collection, to St.Petersburg with two strikes of a different mark (30-5-11), same text but 

with a tiny star at the base, more space between the ovals and NO spacing between the town names and the 

route number. John Holland has a fragment with the same mark dated 24-12~ 1909, bearing out the guess that this 

line and its mail-vans were in operation just a touch earlier than 1910. 
The final illustration shows a cover from the Ed Laveroni collection with three strikes of yet another mark of 
this TPO, more circular (only jy§!: oval), same text at the others but with a Roman numeral IX at the base, dated 

7-3-11. Another type of oval occurs on a piece bearing two 2k Arms stamps, dated 3-11-1915. The text of this 

mark has dots between towri names and route number. 

Not as scarce as the 157 /158 roue, but it has to be said that postmarks of the Astrakhan' -Saratov line are 

uncommon, particularly the southbound route 287. We have recorded here 4 different types for the 288 oval, 

whether these types also exist for the 287 route has yet to be confirmed. 
We now have three examples of TPO marks in this region with the Roman numeral IX at the base. In an issue 

of Yamshchik it was implied that this serial on the Ural'sk-152-Urbakh mark suggested that it was a busy mail

route with at least 9 postmarks, numbered I to IX. I do not believe this is so. The only suggestion I can make is 

that this was a personal flourish, or a "shop mark" of the (local) factory that supplied cancellers. That different 

postmarks producers were approached is borne out by the three completely different styles for route 288. Any 

more information on this would be welcome, as would be more examples of 287 and 288 marks. 

Stations on the Astrakhan' Railway 
This line had the following stations. As fas as can be investigated, none of these stations had manned postal 

desks, though one or two had the same type of "locked post-box" mentioned above. 

From Krasnyi Kut' (going south): Lepekhinskaya - Gmelinskaya - Pallasovka - Kaisatskaya - Dzhanybek - El'ton 

- Saikhin - Shungai - (Verkhnii-)Baskunchak - Bogdo - Verblyuzhya - Chapchachi - Kharabalinski - Ashuluk -

Seroglazovo - Dosang - Buzanski-Raz"ezd - Del'ta - Boldinskaya Pristan - Astrakhan' 

The Baskunchak-Vladimirovka local railway 
This was a local line that was built here and operating by 1884. In fact, on my various (old) world atlases dating 

from 1890 onwards, this line is already shown. Fig.23 shows the railway line as it was long before the Saratov

Astrakhan' line appeared on the scene. I have drawn on several sources to get this precise. To the east of 

Baskunchak - on Lake Baskunchak - there were two small spurs to the north and south of the lake. The Russian 
names translate idiomatically as North Lake halt and South Lake halt. The area was basically salt flats, and it 

would seem that salt, potash and other minerals were extracted, taken by train to the Pristan and shipped north. 

It was, therefore, intended as an industrial railway, but it provided a link between the villages on the way. 
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There is some dispute as to the name of the Pristan. In the 1905 Marks Atlas it is named as Mamaiskaya 
Pristan, on later atlases it is called Vladimirovka Pristan, so we shall stick with that. My guess is that it was a 
narrow-gauge railway. It existed 26 years on its own, isolated from any other line. It had a mail-van that ran 
each day up and down the line. None of the stations had a postal desk, indeed Baskunchak and Vladimirovka 
were the only places to have post offices. 

When the main Astrakhan'-Saratov line was built it mere "crossed" the Baskunchak line. I do not know if there 
was a railway viaduct, a deep cutting so it passed under it, a tunnel or bridge, but there was no connection, no 
set of points or a siding that connected the two railways. The Astrakhan' line crossed at or very near Solonchak 
(see fig.24) and the next station was also called Baskunchak. Now there cannot be two Baskunchaks! So the 
obvious course was to give the two places some further label. The original Baskunchak Station was called 
Nizhnii Baskunchak (lower B.) and the new stop on the new railway was called Verkhnii Baskunchak (upper B.). 
Now it would be obvious that ma:il from the villages along this line could be transferred to the Astrakhan' main 

line to be transported onwards more swiftly. But there was no connection. Sometime in late 1914 this was 

remedied. A short spur-line was built in standard Russian gauge from Nizhnii Baskunchak to Verkhnii 
Baskunchak, with a single stop en route: Peredatochni Post, literally "Exchange Point". A mail van operated 
from 1915 on this tiny spur-line, see fig.25. Russian Railway Postma.rks (p.140) records a TPO for this route. In 

correspondence there has been a difference of opinion where this line actually was. The map in the book (p.168 
top left) shows Peredatochtii-Post virtually in the place where I have indicated Vladimirovka Pristan. There is, 
perhaps, an outside chance that the name Peredatochni-Post refers to the transfer of goods from the railway 
to/from barges, and that Peredatochni-Post was bus an alternative name for the pier. I incline to the view, as 
shown in the map here, that Peredatochni-Post was the name given to the new spur-line built to connect 
Baskunchak and the local line to the main Astrakhan' branch. Later Soviet maps show Peredatochni-Post where r 
have placed it, and I think it was there from its inception in 1915. 

Baskunchak-Vladimirovka Mail-van 
No examples of this un-numbered route have as yet come to light. We can only guess at its format. 

Peredatochni-Post - Baskunchak Mail-van 
Introduced in 1915, it would undoubtedly have had an oval postmark. The inscription is not known. It would 
have been used only on mail being delivered by the Astrakhan'-Saratov line for local delivery, or on mail from 
the Baskunchak line for onward delivery, so it would have been used more as a transit mark than a despatch 
mark. No examples have been recorded. 
It is very important to draw attention to postmarks that did exist even if we have not been able to record them up 
to now, so that collectors will recognise then when they see them. With so much astonishing material coming to 
light, it can no longer be discounted that these unknown items may yet appear, to enrich our understanding of 

how the railway mail-system worked and to preserve yet another tiny fragment of the totality of the Russian 
postal history heritage. These two mail-vans existed, and if material comes to light it would rank among the 
scarcest and perhaps the most interesting of Russian railway material. 
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Soviet Field Post of the Winter War, 1939-40 

Peter A. Michalove 

Soviet field post from the Winter War with Finland is not a well-known field. There is little material in the west 

and, unlike field post from the "Great Patriotic War," it is little-studied in Russia and in the former Soviet Union 

as well. 

The Winter War had its origins in Soviet demands in October 1939 that Finland cede strategic areas in western 

Karelia, a naval base at Hango and some islands in the Gulf of Finland to the Soviet Union. The USSR, seeing 

Germany's growing successes in the west, wanted these areas for the possible defense of Leningrad and the 

surrounding area from a German attack. The Soviets had just demanded and received the right to establish 

military bases in the Baltic republics of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia for the same purpose, although those 

republics were not formally occupied until the summer of 1940. 

Finland, of course, did not agree to these demands, and negotiations continued unsuccessfully through 

November. Finally, on November 30, the Soviet Union bombed Helsinki and invaded western Karelia. 

Vastly outnumbered, the Finns, under their old national hero, Carl Gustav von Mannerheim, were able to hold 

back the poorly trained and ineptly led Russian forces with amazing success. Most of the Soviet military 

leadership had been destroyed by the purges of the 1930s. International opinion condemned the Soviet Union, 

and ·the country was expelled from the League of Nations. Britain and France even considered intervening on 
Finland's behalf. 

But the foreign support never arrived, and in January 1940, the Soviets realized that the easy victory they had 

taken for granted would not be theirs for the taking. On February 1, the Soviet forces began an offensive with 

their greatest weapon: sheer force of numbers. The result was inevitable, and in February the Finnish lines gave 

way to the overwhelming weight of Soviet troops. 

A peace treaty was arrived at on 12 March 1940 and ratified on the 20th of that month, by which Finland ceded 

all of western Karelia, several islands in Lake Ladoga and some areas in the far north to the Soviet Union, and 

gave the USSR a 30-year lease on the Hango naval base. 

Almost all of the Finnish population of these areas was evacuated at the end of the war, and between March 

1940 and June 1941 the Soviet population moved into the newly acquired areas consisted almost entirely of 

military and administrative personnel, rather than civilian settlers. There has been some study of Soviet mail 

from the occupied territories in the period just after the Winter War (Leppa, 1985 and Michalove, 1986), but 

there is almost no literature on field post of the war itself. 

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of field post from this war. Figure 1 bears a CDS of FPO 468 dated 4 March 

1940, near the end of the war. There is a manuscript return address of Field Post Station no. 5, 210th Special 

Tank Battalion, and the card was received in Leningrad, 9 March 1940. I have seen similar CDS markings from 

January and February 1940 as well. 

Figure 2 illustrates a CDS of Battalion 206 in the Leningrad District, 26 March 1940. The war had just ended as 
of 20 March. 

In addition to the CDS, this cover also features a triangular military cachet, the smallest one I've ever seen, and 

it is an unusual usage of the triangular cachet alongside a circular FPO datestamp. Neither of these covers shows 

explicit signs of censorship, but we can safely assume that all mail from the front was censored. 

Before the Winter War, military mail typically used triangular cachets, like the one on figure 2, or no military 

markings at all. The triangular cachets, in a wide variety of locally-made styles, were apparently intended for 

use in non-combat areas, while the more uniform CDS cancels were intended for use at the front. Thus, the 

triangular cachets appear before and after the Winter War, and for a few months after the German invasion of 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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June 1941. They were reintroduced after the Second World War, at least by 1947. Even during the Winter War, 

mail away from the front typically used no military markings at all. 

The circular date stamps, on the other hand, were used to my knowledge only during the Winter War and from 

February 1942 through sporadic use in 1946. 

After the Winter War, the newly acquired territory from Finland was combined with the existing Karelian 

Autonomous Republic to form a new union republic, the Karelo-Finnish Republic. Since the original Finnish 

population of this area was evacuated to Finland after the war, most of the mail from the new republic during 

the period from March 1940 through June 1941 is from administrative and military offices in the area. Few, if 

any, civilian settlements were set up in the republic this early. 

Figure 3 

Figure 3 shows a circular "for packets" cachet, similar to the old Imperial type, here used by a unit of the 

NKVD. The manuscript return address is given as Vyborg in the newly annexed Karelo-Finnish Republic. This 

cover was sent to Kharkov, where it arrived on 3 June 1940, more than two months after the end of the war. 

Leppa (1987) illustrates a similar marking from February 1940, while the war was still in progress. 

The Karelo-Finnish Republic was reoccupied by the Soviets in 1944, and after the war civilian mail does begin 

to appear from the area. In 1956 the republic was quietly downgraded to the status of an autonomous republic 

within the Russian Federation. 

Soviet field post of the Winter War still needs considerably more study. Although military mail from the Finnish 

side is well documented, material from the Soviet forces is not plentiful, to say the least. Comparison of further 

material should tell us more about the introduction of CDS markings at the beginning of the war, and possibly 

give more tangible evidence of the censorship of field post. 
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Armenia's unissued Second Essayan series 
. . 

Trevor Pateman 

The printer Essayan of Constantinople was busy in 1921 preparing two series of pictorial stamps for the new 

· Soviet Socialist Republic of Armenia. _The designs of both series are attributed to S. Khachaturian and both were 

·· printed by lithography. All stamps are monochrome. The first series has sixteen values from 1 to 25000 rubles (a 

range equivalent to one cent to $250!) with the top value printed in two different colours. The second series of 

eight values has a range from 100 rubies to 20000 rubies (equivalent to a range from one dollar to $200). Each 

value was printed in two different colours, which for convenience I shall call slate and rose. 

From a postal clerk's perspective, to have before one all values of an eight-value series in the same colour is a 

tragedy; to have every value in a choice of colours suggests someone's carelessness. Essayan was not short of 

inks, as the range of shades used for the first series indicates. The practical inconvenience of doubling the size 

of a set in order to add to philatelic revenue might however be worthwhile. But these stamps were not 

philatelically marketed. According to Romeko's 1927 catalogue, the entire original printing of these stamps was 

shipped to Erivan. In contrast, 40% of the printing of the first series was retained by Essayan as payment and 

sold to the trade. 

In Erivan, three values (six stamps) of this second series were not used at all, and the bulk of the remainder was 

surcharged. Though Romeko in 1927 offered to sell you unsurcharged copies of the rejected values at prices 

over 100 times higher than the prices asked for unsurcharged First Series stamps, he could not offer you at any 

price unsurcharged copies of the values selected for surcharging. This is consistent with the notion that the entire 

printing was shipped to Erivan. Unsurcharged versions of the stamps selected for surcharging only became 

available after 1935, from the remainders purchased in Moscow by Bloch and Romeko, and then it would appear 

in very limited quantities - Ceresa reckons that Romeko only had a sheet or so of each value, and I reckon the 

sheet size at under 100, on the basis that no large format First Essayan were printed in sheets bigger than that. I 

have no large multiples to help me form a better judgment, although Zakiyan & Saltykov(1988) quote various 

sheet sizes (9x9 for lO0R, 500R, 5000R, lO000R; 15 x 7 for 250R, lO00R; lOxlO for 2000R and 12x6 for 

20000R). 
It may be that the two series, in slate and rose, were intended for different purposes - for example, one series 

for fiscal use, one for Famine Relief use. The new Michel Ubersee listing for Armenia says that the surcharged 

stamps were used for "Hungerhilfe" (aid to the starving) purposes. That some special purpose was intended for 

these stamps would explain the fact that they were obviously printed in much smaller quantities than were the 
first series. Though we have no figures, this second series is found sufficiently infrequently, surcharged or 

unsurcharged, to lead one to the conclusion that only a few thousand of each value were printed. 

To return to the printing of the stamps, one would expect similarities with First Series Essayan, and this is 

indeed the case. In my accumulation of 116 unsurcharged and 42 mint surcharged Second Series stamps, all 

from the original printing, two types of paper are found, and these are also found among First Series original 

printings: 

- a white fine meshed paper 
- a cream(toned) coarser meshed paper, which I have only on the lO0R and 5000R values (surcharged as well as 

unsurcharged), both in slate. 

All my unused copies are gummed. The gum is evenly applied and ends in a clean line at sheet edges. I do not 
think it could have been applied with a brush. On the fine meshed paper, the gum has a 'modern' white or 

colourless appearance, quite shiny. The coarser textured paper absorbs the gum, which discolours the paper. 

Overall, the back of the stamp ends up with a matt appearance and may even appear ungummed. 
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No proofs or colour trials of the original printing are known to me. In contrast, black proofs and some colour 

trials of the First Essayan set are known. Some of my slate stamps on the lO0R and 5000R coarser paper are 

nearly black, but this appears to be only a shade variation emphasised by the joint effect of the toned gum

absorbent paper. The rose stamps show uniform colouration, except on the 500R, all copies of which are in a 

distinct pink shade, as has been generally remarked. This shade is not reproduced on any reprints. 

Ceresa dates reprints to 1926. No reprints are found surcharged, which is consistent with their having been 

produced later and presumably not in Armenia. (It would be valuable to know the history of the Essayan Printing 

Works at this point!) There were two or possibly three reprintings. 

The first reprints (of which I have a sample of 70 copies) are readily distinguishable in the absence of originals 

for comparison by the fact that they are either ungummed or more often have brushed on gum, finishing roughly 

at the sheet edge. This gum is now turning brown with age. In comparison to originals, the appearance of the 

stamps is paler, a combination of effect from colour of ink and wear on the plate which leaves more white areas. 

The blackish shades of slate found on some originals are not reproduced, and the distinct pink shade on the 

original 500R is not reproduced either. 

Later reprints are very interesting. I have only 20 copies to hand, all in singles (suggesting that they have been 

in packets). Apart from the deterioration of the stone, the most salient fact is that they are all gummed on off

white paper, that the gum is highly glazed, evenly applied and 'modern' in appearance apart from some particles 

which are present and some striations (where the applicator has not spread the gum evenly) AND THAT THIS 

GUM IS SIMILAR IF NOT IDENTICAL TO THAT ALSO FOUND ON REPRINTS OF FIRST ESSAYAN -

which Ceresa thinks were prepared in the Soviet Union rather than in Constantinople. (On this basis, he 

classifies them as forgeries rather than reprints). The only problem I see in this attribution lies in the fact that 

these later reprints of the second Essayan series appear to be much, much scarcer than first reprints of the first 

Essayan set. If the Soviets reprinted the second Essayan series why not in large numbers? 

Some of my original printing stamps, both unsurcharged and surcharged, are signed Romeko; none of the 

reprints are so signed and none of them have any other signatures. 

I do not in this article wish to consider the surcharged stamps, and conclude by summarising: 

- unsurcharged stamps of the Second Essayan set are most readily recognised as from original printings by richer 

colours and good quality 'modern' gumming, save only that some slate values are found on coarser, toned, gum

absorbent paper. Most originals are on white paper. 
- unsurcharged stamps from original printings are scarce, with a marked differential between values selected for 

surcharging and the remainder. (The Michel 1994 catalogue price of DM5- per stamp for all values fails to 

recognise the scarcity of these stamps or the differential in their relative supply.) 

- first reprintings on white paper are most readily recognised by the absence of gum or by brownish streaked 
gum. 

- later reprintings show marked deterioration of the printing stone, but once again are on white paper with 

'modern' and highly glazed gumming. These later reprints are not commonly found. 
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Provisional issues of Pskov, 1992-1994 

Thierry Leroux 

5 May 1992 
Impressions of a franking machine (octagonal, 29 x 35.5 mm), text "POCHTA/ .. ./SSSR/KOP" on white paper, 

imperforate and without gum. 

Nos.l to 8: 010 kop, 015 kop, 020 kop, 030 kop, 050 kop, 080 kop, 100 kop, 200 kop. 
Numbers issued: No.2: no more than 300; others, no more than 1000. Most often found with the postmark of 

the branch post office PSKOV 16. 

20May 1992 

Design identical to previous issue. Colour: dark blue to light blue, occasionally violet. 

Nos.9-26: 003 kop, 010 kop, 015 kop, 020 kop, 030 kop, 040 kop, 050 kop, 080 kop, 100 kop, 150 kop, 

200 kop, 250 kop, 300 kop, 400 kop, 500 kop, 600 kop, 800 kop, 900 kop (issued from July 

1992) 
Numbers issued: No.9 - 100; No.11 - 300; Nos.18,20,24,25,26 - 500; others - up to 10000. 

Nos. 9 and 11 were only sold at the branch post office PSKOV 9, Nos.24,25,26 at office PSKOV 24. The 

others are most often found with the postmark of PSKOV 16. 

January-May 1993 
Design as previous issues, colour brick-red to brown. 

Nos.27-37: 050 kop, 070 kop, 100 kop, 120 kop, 145 kop, 150 kop, 190 kop, 200 kop, 500 kop, 600 kop, 

800 kop (the latter two issued in May 1993). 

Numbers iss~ed: Nos.27-34 - 300; No.35 - 5000; Nos.36,37 - 200. 
These stamps were only used for franking mail at the Main Post Office of Pskov. No.35 was issued for use on 

mail of the factory "PSKOVMASH". 

25 August 1993 
Plate re-engraved. The word "SSSR" was removed and the word "KOP" replaced by "RUB". Printed on white 

paper, imperforate and without gum, in red to scarlet. 

Nos.38-59: 001 rub, 002 rub, 003 rub, 004 rub, 005 rub, 006 rub, 007 rub, 008 tub, 009 rub, 010 rub, 

012 rub, 014 rub, 015 rub, 020 rub, 025 rub, 030 rub, 040 rub, 045 rub, 050 rub, 060 rub, 

080 rub, 120 rub. 

Numbers issued: Nos.38-41,43-46,48-49 - up to 400; Nos.42.47.51-59 - up to 7500; No.50 - no more than 

12000. 
This issue was taken out of use in 25 October 1993. 

15 December 1993 
New rectangular design. Printed on rolls on ungummed thin white paper in strips of 100, in red to scarlet. The 

following values exist: 
1,2,3,4,5,6, 7 ,8,9, 10,11,12,13,14,15, 16,17 ,18,20,25,30,32,35,40,45,49,50,60,70,75,100, 110,125, 

130,135,150,200,285,300,350,380,400,500,700 roubles. 

Numbers issued: ranging from 300 to 5000, the most widely-used values (5,10,15,25,50,75,100,125,350,400 

and 700 roubles) reaching 25000. 

The cliche for this issue has a three-figure value slot, therefore its usefulness was exhausted quickly. Industrial 

enterprises and offices in the city were ordering "payment tokens" with values of 1400 roubles and more soon 
after this issue was in mass circulation. To meet this need the values of 250,380,700 rub were issued. 
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Preparations for this fifth issue started in October 1993, when five stamps (1,5,10,15,20 rub) were printed in red 
ink of yellowish writing paper. After 29 October, these stamps went into circulation, mostly at the 17th branch 
office. The issue of these five stamps can be regarded as experimental. After this until 15 December the franking 
machine was only used for the revaluation of envelopes, while after this date the mass production of stamps had 
already started. The issued values and the numbers issued were determined by the needs of industrial enterprises 
and the demands of local post offices. 

Furthermore, on 19 March 1994 two experimental stamps in black wre produced on this machine, with values of 
10 and 15 roubles, on thin white paper. 50 of each were issued. After that date, black impressions of this cliche 
were only applied to envelopes and cards. 
The reason for this was the appearance of a second machine with a different cliche, which was brought into 
operation from 18 march 1994. With that machine, it was attempted to print stamps in black (100 of each value, 
10 and 15 roubles) byt that colour was rejected, probably because of it being easy to forge on copying machines. 
Thus, a transfer of the baton occumed - at that time the first machine was fully engaged in revaluing postal 
stationery, while the second machine was put to work printing stamps in red ink. There are subtle differences 
between the two cliches, and the two cliches will be referred to as Types I and II. 
Stamps of Type I and II can be distinguished by the details in the designs which are quite noticeable when 
comparing copies. In particular, the zero of Type I is wider, the figure "5" is rounded, while in Type II the zero 
is narrow, the figure "5" has a more angular shape and its tail is straightened and parallel to the frame line. 

Postal stationery envelopes from Pskov 

May 1992 

Double impression of a cliche, similar to the stamps of the second issue (dark blue - light blue) on a standard 
envelope with a 16k imprinted stamp: "584 kop" + "900 kop" 
Number issued: 500. Intended for correspondence with the Baltic States (15 rouble rate) 

January 1993 

Impressions of the cliche of the third stamp issue on a Soviet illustrated postal stationery envelope "Cosmonaut 
Day 1990", "Cosmonaut Day 1991" and "30th anniversary of the flight of Yu.A.Gagarin" (for registered 
letters): "195 kop" in brick-red. 
Number issued: 100 each. 
On Soviet illustrated postal stationery envelope "Russia. Vase. Frosted glass" (for ordinary letter): "145 kop" in 
brick-red. 
Number issued: 500. 
On postal stationery cards with special imprinted stamp "Philatelic Exhibition Bochum-Donetsk": "130 kop" in 
brick-red. 
Number issued: 300. 
On postal stationery cards with special imprinted stamp "Philatelic Exhibition in Sindelfingen": "080 kop". 
Number issued: 300. 

April 1993 

Like previous issue but on unstamped envelopes (illustration "Roses"): "200 kop" in brick-red. 
Number issued: 550 (total for two types of envelope). 
Ditto, illustration on envelope "Fungi": "500 kop" in brick-red. 
Number issued: 500 (total for five types of envelope). 
These were used in branch post office PSKOV 16 and PSKOV 17. 
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September 1993 
Impressions of the cliche of the fourth stamp issue on unstamped envelopes, in red. 

"015 rub" on envelopes with illustration "Zhiguli - Volga Car Factory" (two types). 
Number issued: 500 of each type. 

"015 rub" on various envelopes with illustration "Flowering Cacti". 

Number issued: 500 of each type. 

25 October 1993 
Various surcharges on envelopes and postcards. Stopped on 28 October 1993. 

Number issued: about 3000 items in total. 

28 October 1993 
A new cliche (rectangular) was introduced, used for the surcharging of various items. 

In the period from October 1993 to 15 December 1993, approximately 30,000 envelopes were revalued in red 

ink with cliche Type I. During 1994 more than 500,000 envelopes and cards were revalued in black ink. 

Practically all postal stationery items and unstamped envelopes in the city's stores were used up. 

Experimental impressions · 
Simultaneously · wih the production of the third issue of stamps, experimental impressions of the same cliche 

were made on definitive stamps of Russia and the USSR. Six values are known: "160 kop" (on block of 4 

Russian stamps of 10 kop, producing a unit with total value of 200 kop.), "260 kop" (ditto, total value 300 

kop.), "360 kop" (ditto, total value 400 kop.), "560 kop" (ditto, total value 600 kop.), "492 kop" (on block of 4 

imperforate 2 kop. stamps of the USSR, total value 500 kop.) and "760 kop" (on 10k stamp of USS,R's 13th 

standard issue, total value 800 kop.), thus producing provisional "stamps" of 2,3,4,5,6 and 8 roubles. These 

were produced by cutting up the sheets into strips of 20 stamps - 5 blocks of 4 - and feeding these into the 

machine. However, this process proved to be labour-intensive and after 100 of each value were produced, the 

project was terminated. The printed provisionals were sold at the PSKOV 17 office. 

Afterword · 
· "Postal use of all or most of the Pskov provisional issues is beyond doubt. We have seen them ourselves in the 

post office windows of Pskov. For customers of the post office, of course, this is convenient. And now for 
collectors, there is a 44 kop. value of a new issue, with plate varieties as well - it is a bit too much." (words of 

my friend and colleague V: Gul'kov, the only reliable expert on the issues of Pskov) 

As for finding these issues postally used, all local issues of overprinted stamps, labels were chiefly used on 

covers and postcards within Russia, · or possibly t-0. CIS countries or the Baltic States. They were not intended for 

international mail, rather like our own "lst" stamps are only used for mail from the U.K. to other countries 

within the E.C .. 

Also, there is a better chance of finding covers that have been uprated with a seal. For use outside CIS 

countries, the seals aren't counted towards postage. 

I have found only three covers to England with the so-called seals where these HAD been taken into account; a 

December 1995 cover with total air mail postage of 1500 roubles; and an odd FDC (12-4-1995?), sent to me on 
21-12-1995. Air mail postage of 1500 roubles did include the items on the FDC ... 
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Front and reverse of a cover with a stamp of each of the five Pskov local issues on the reverse. 
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Postal rates in Ukraine, 1991-1995 

Ingert Kuzych 

The inability of the Ukrainian government to get its economic house in order since independence has caused a 
high rate of inflation and a great deal of hardship for the average citizen. The tables below show the frequent 

increases in postal rates carried out to keep up with inflation. On 6 December 1993, the Ukrainian Ministry of 
Communications pegged international postal rates to the U.S. dollar. These postal rates were converted to loca 

currency weekly according to the prevailing rate. 
In 1994 Ukraine Post introduced non-denominated definitive stamps (BK 67-70 and 77-80) that covered certain 

postal rates. In early November of that year, the Ministray of Communications allowed the values of designated 
non-denominated stamps to float with the U.S. dollar (e.g. the "zh" valued equaled $0.15, the foreign surface 
mail rate; the "ye" stamp equaled $0.20, the foreign air mail rate). These stamps, therefore, acquired a variable 

karbovanets value. 
All postal rates are in karbovantsiv unless preceded by a "$" (indicating the karbovantsiv equivalent to the 
amount of US funds shown). (note: for the period 1-1-1993 to 29-8-1993, rates to the USA were slightly 

different from rates to other countries) 

This article is adapted from Appendix C in my newly-released 62-page catalogue Ukrainian Postage Stamps 
(Ukrainian Philatelic Resources, Box 7193, Westchester, IL 60154, $6.00 postpaid) which describes in detail all 

of the Ukrainian postal issues of the past five years. 

WITHIN UKRAINE 

every add. 20g registration fee 

Starting postc. letter 

date 0-20g private business private business 

1-1-1991 0.04 0.05 ? ? 0.05 0.05 

2-4-1991 0.05 0.07 ? ? 0.05 0.05 

27-1-1992 0.40 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.50 

14-5-1992 1 1 0.50 0.60 0.50 1 

1-1-1993 3 3 2 3 3 5 

22-6-1993 9 9 5 12 9 15 

30-8-1993 27 27 10 36 27 45 

6-12-1993 100 100 20 65 100 100 

10-11-1994 500 500 300 ? 500 1000 

1-6-1995 5000 5000 ? ? 2000 7000 
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TO C.I.S. COUNTRIES 

surface mail air mail registr. fee 

starting 

date post- letter post- letter 

card 0-20g. card 0-20g. private business 

1-4-1991 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06 

1-1-1992 0.40 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.20 0.50 

9-7-1992 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 

1-1-1993 10.00 15.00 15.00 25.00 20.00 40.00 

22-6-1993 10.00 15.00 15.00 25.00 20.00 150.00 

30-8-1993 50.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 50.00 150.00 

6-12-1993 250.00 250.00 500.00 500.00 250.00 750.00 

10-11-1994 1800.00 1800.00 3000.00 3000.00 1200.00 4500.00 

1-6-1995 18,000 18,000 30,000 30,000 18,000 36,000 

TO NON-C.I.S. COUNTRIES 

surface mail air mail 

letter letter 

starting post- post- regist. 

date card 0-20g. 20-100 card 0-20g. 20-100 fee 

1-4-1991 0.20 0.30 ? 0.35 0.50 ? 1.20 

1-1-1992 2.50 3.60 8.60 3.50 5.00 12.00 4.00 

9-7-1992 10.00 15.00 45.00 15.00 25.00 70.00 20.00 

1-1-1993 50.00 70.00 165.00 60.00 85.00 200.00 20.00 

22-6-1993 125.00 175.00 413.00 150.00 213.00 500.00 50.00 

30-8-1993 180.00 250.00 590.00 220.00 300.00 715.00 70.00 

6-12-1993 $ 0.11 $ 0.15 $ 0.36 $ 0.13 $ 0.20 $ 0.46 $ 0.55 

10-11-1994 $ 0.11 $ 0.15 ? $ 0.13 $ 0.20 ? $ 0.55 

1-6-1995 $ 0.29 $ 0.42 $ 0.98 $ 0.34 $ 0.56 $ 1.25 $ 1.46 
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Current events in the F.S.U. 

Ivo Steyn 

Stamps _that make you go "Hmmmmmmm 11 

The last 6 years we've been "blessed" with an unending stream of alleged provisional or local issues. While 

Ukraine has been the worst offender in this regard, many regions of Russia have also joined in the fun, and the 
vast majority of these issues are undoubtedly of a wholly speculative and private character. 
However, even among the regular, centrally-issued stamps of the FSU countries, we find the occasional issue 
that makes us wish the authorities in question hadn't done that. A listing, as compiled from dealers' lists and 
personal experience, and without any claim to completeness, follows. 

ARMENIA 
25-5-1993 

15-9-1996 
20-9-1996 

19-3-1997 

AZERBAIJAN 

Garni Church stamp for the exhibition Yerevan'93. This stamp has now appeared on the market 

imperforate. A "luxury sheetlet" printed on cardboard (1000 issued) was sold by the postal 
authorities, but it is uncertain if this had franking value. 
32 Chess Olympiad set of four. Also issued imperforate. 
Tigran Petrosian stamp. Also issued imperforate. 
Armenian Church in St.Petersburg, again a "luxury sheetlet" on cardboard, see above. 

A summary of the Azerbaijan overprinted issues was given last issue. For the record, four issues have now been 

sighted imperforate: 
23-9-1993 President Aliyev, pair of stamps 
27-5-1994 
10-6-1994 

15-6-1994 

Resulzadeh, one stamp 

Nobel brothers, set of four stamps (the MS has not been seen imperforate) 

Minerals, set of four stamps (the MS has not been seen imperforate) 
Further terse remarks on the Azerbaijan overprints can be found elsewhere in this article. 

BELARUS 

1-2-1994 
7-5-1995 
10-5-1995 
15-5-1995 

29-8-1995 
3-10-1995 
24-10-1995 
28-2-1996 

13-3-1996 

GEORGIA 
25-10-1994 

KAZAKHSTAN 

12-5-1994 
2-2-1995 

25-8-1995 

146 

Overprints on definitives, all values exist inverted. 
A.Popov stamp, exists imperforate. 
Monument definitive (180), exists imperforate and with colour variations. 
I.Chersky stamp, exists imperforate. 

Belarus Writing and Press stamp, exists imperforate. 

New Coat of Arms, new flag, set of two stamps, both exist imperforate. 
United Nations stamp, exists imperforate. 
Overprint "B" on definitive, exists inverted. 

Overprint "A" on definitive, exists inverted. 

Overprints 200, 300, 500 on Art, Icon Painting. All three exist inverted. 

"Space" sheetlet, exists imperforate. 
Overprints 3.00/0.80, 4.00/0.80, 20.00/0.80 inverted. 

Overprint 8.00/0.80 on definitive, inverted. 
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KYRGYZSTAN 
21-3-1993 
4-4-1994 
10-2-1994 
31-8-1994 

24-3-1995 
21-4-1995 

23-6-'1995 
12-9-1995 

MOLDOVA 
31-8-1992 
20-10-1994 

Architecture set, imperforate. 
Musical instruments sheetlet, imperforate. 
Year of the Dog stamp, imperforate. 
Flowers set, imperforate. 

Costumes set, imperforate. 

Fauna s~t, imperforate. 
"Manas" epos set, imperforate. 

Birds set, imperforate. 

Overprints, inverted. 
Grape overprints, inverted. 

T ADZIIlKIST AN 
13-4-1994 Overprint "Shtuttgart" on Barcelona sheetlet in black and red. 

TURKMENISTAN 
27-8-1992 
2-10-1992 
15-12-1992 

21-3-1993 

History & Culture set, imperforate. 
President facing left, imperforate. 
Barcelona Olympics set, imperforate. 

Presidents set, imperforate. 

I hasten to add that these are merely the worst offenders. Many of the FSU republics have plagued us with an 
unending stream of "topical" sets, and some of these sets are actually quite expensive because one value has 

been issued with a restricted print run. All I can say is: "Hmmmmmmmmmm!" 

The stamp that would not go away 

The first stamp of Azerbaijan actually wasn't the first stamp of Azerbaijan. In 1991, the new issues of the USSR 
being prepared for issue during 1992 included a set of ecological treasures, four stamps depicting particularly 
beautiful and threatened spots around the USSR. As with some of the other aborted 1992 sets, this set was split 
into four separate stamps for Russia, Moldova, Azerbaijan and Kyrgyzstan (where the depicted locations actually 

were situated) by adding te_xt in the nexly independent republics' language. Azerbaijan wasn't very happy with 
the result and the 15k stamp intended for Azerbaijan was never issued there in that form, although 2.3 million 
copies were printed. At first, this stamps was offered as a rare "prepared for use but not issued" item, for prices 

of £20 and up, but now it can be bought for around 50p. 

However, this unissued stamp then started a long career as a vehicle for overprints, of which many were 
summarised by Trevor Pateman in the previous issue. Two addenda to that listing can be made here. 

In the first place, the 400 manat surcharge has now appeared with one stroke obliterating the old value, 
conforming to the other four overprints in this series (200, 600, 800 and 1000 manat). 
Secondly, Azerbaijan's second stamp booklet has appeared, containing 6 stamps of 400 manat: a block of 4 and 
a pair. I have no reliable information about the number of booklets issued, but it can't have been high. The 

surcharged stamps themselves are hardly around in huge numbers .... 
We wait with apprehension for further appearances of this stamp that refuses to go away. 
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The BSRP Library: new acquisitions 

G. Henderson 

The f~rmation of a library was first mooted in 1951, when the following notice appeared in the July issue of the 
Journal: 

"A library is in course of formation with Mr.P.T. Ashford in charge. Books at present owned by the 
Society are not numerous, any which members wish to donate will be gratefully accepted" 

That members responded generously to the appeal was amply demonstrated in the preface of the catalogue 
published in 1982, where a list was given of 48 members who had donated books. The gifts included two 

complete libraries - those of C.W. Roberts and J.H. Reynolds - and up to the time when the present librarian 
took over from Robin Joseph each was kept intact. Growth of the library since 1989 led to the necessity of 
amalgamating the Roberts, Reynolds and Society collections into a single unit. 
The catalogue published in 1991 listed some 250 philatelic handbooks, 40 runs of periodicals, 34 auction 
catalogues, 36 atlases, maps and guide books and over 100 historical and topographical works. Since then more 
than 130 titles have been added; the key periodicals - BJRP and Rossica - have been duplicated, so that we now 
have an "archive" set and a loan set. 
The Society is fortunate in possessing many scarce items, such as a signed copy of the original edition of 
Prigara; the 1925 editions of Chuchin's zemstvo catalogue and his omnibus catalogue of all Russian stamps and 
postal stationery to that date; an eight year run of Soviet Philatelist (later Soviet Collector) which despite the 
dubious English of early 1923 issues contain some unexpectedly valuable information. Recent additions include 
Kozlovsky's classic two-volume work on the first Russian postmasters, and the massive survey of Russia east of 
the Urals - Aziatskaya Rossiya - discovered in a Moscow bookshop and lugged home by one of our members. 
Arid this year the library's resources on Finland were greatly augmented by the generous gift by Mrs. Knighton 

of her late husband's library. 
The library is lively. It is used, and sometimes visited, by a considerable number of members doing research, 
writing up their collections or just following interesting sidelines and background information. Overseas 
members use its resources by requesting photocopies of articles in periodical files. It benefits from the thoughtful 
controbutions of members who write or find articles - e.g. on fiscals - in journals not taken by the library, or 
who discover and donate books of interest. It is constantly augmented by journals received in exchange for the 
BJRP and by books coaxed from publishers by its ever-alert editor. Your librarian gains much satisfaction from 
knowing that he is the curator of a collection which is growing, used and appreciated. 
There are, however, still gaps. For example, we need Sovetskii Kollektsioner 3 (we have a photocopy at 
present). A copy of the Great Soviet Atlas would be useful. So members are encouraged to keep their eyes open. 
And there is work to be done: a large accumulation of papers to be catalogued, a new edition of the Cumulative 
Index, a new catalogue of the library itself ... 
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Reviews 

GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN PHILATELY 68 (July 1997, in German) 
Published by the Philatelic Arge Russland/UdSSR, Germany. 68 A4 pages, softbound, published three 
times a year. All inquiries to: Dr. Ortwin Greis, Bevenser Weg 2, 21079 Hamburg, Germany. 

It is an absolute pleasure to write this review. In previous issues of the BJRP, reviews of the journal of the 
German society for Russian philately (if I may refer to them as such!) have been neutral or, in one case, 
extremely negative. Publication of a negative review always leaves a bad taste in the mouth of Editor and 
"victim" alike, and the review I referred to was extremely negative. 
However, with a new name, new layout, a new cover design and a new editorial team, this journal has now 
leapt to the forefront of Russian philately. In other words, yes, the BJRP has yet another serious competitor! 
Apart from the actual content of the superb journal, of which more later, the appearance is truly impressive, 
with page layout, illustrations and even paper quality miles beyond anything seen previously. And, most 
astonishingly, the centre of the journal holds four pages in what can only be described as brilliant colour 
illustrations of superb items related to Russia's first stamp, from the astonishing collection formed by Georg 
Mehrtens. In all, the appearance of this journal is quite simply superb. 
As for the contents, again there is a risk of descending into an unending series of superlatives. A brief article by 
Zbigniew Mikulski on the Tiflis local is accompanied by the finest illustrations of TWO of these rare stamps I 
have ever seen. Ilse Popp continues her exhaustive review of mail from Poland to and via Prussia, while 
editorial coordinator Ortwin Greis manages to drop this reviewer's lower jaw several inches by FINALLY 
illustrating an example of that most elusive of all Imperial Russian postal stationery cards, the 4k green with 
short second line in the footnote. Then Georg Mehrtens takes over with a collection of treasures that elicit oohs 
and aahs, all illustrated in glorious colour in wonderfully clear photographs. Essays and colour proofs of Russia 
No. l, fantastic covers and remarkable cancellations, this article is required reading (and ogling) for anyone 
interested in classical Russian philately. 
There are so many other fine articles in this issue that any selection does an injustice to the unselected, but I was 
particularly impressed by a delightful article on Russian ships on stamps, a 1920 lettercard from Uman bearing 
Postmaster Provisionals, exhaustive reviews of publications, including a detailed review of the Weinbrecht 
catalogue, another article by Mr. Mikulski on some recent (and very worrisome) forgeries, and so much more ... 
Yes, this journal is in German, but there is even an English translation of the table of contents to help the non
German-speaking readers. 
I would be hard-pressed to think of any aspect of this journal which could be improved. In one swell foop (as a 
friend of mine puts it), this is now one of the foremost journals on Russian philately being published today. 
AND it appears three times a year! 
At this point, allow me to apologise as editor of the BJRP for the very negative review published in that 
previous issue of this journal. Whatever criticisms one might have levelled at the "old" German journal, they are 
irrelevant. The German society is to be congratulated on this superb journal, and I look forward to future issues 
avidly. 

UKRAINIAN POSTAGE STAMPS: a catalog of issues from 1991-1995 
by Ingert Kuzych. No.6 in the series of books published by Ukrainian Philatelic Resources. 58 B4 
pages, softbound. Price: $6 (including surface postage, add $2 for airmail). Orders to Ukrainian 
Philatelic Resources, P.O.Box 7193, Westchester, IL 60154-7193, USA. 

This is a very welcome addition to the series of useful publications from. UPR. Basically, it's a specialised 
catalog of the stamps issued by the central postal authorities of Ukraine. This means it does not list the many 
local issues, although the Tridents from Kiev, L'vov and Chernigov are listed in some detail as these are the 
only "local" issues recognised by the national postal authorities as having validity all over Ukraine. 
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With this scope, it's a natural companion to a good catalogue of Ukrainian local issues, such as the Stollberg 
books or the recent Lobko catalogue (of which an English translation may be published in the near future). 
All Ukrainian stamp issues from 1991-1995 are listed in fine detail, including information on sheet layout, print 
run, etc. Four excellent appendices give priceless information on fluorescence characteristics, FDC special 
cancels, Ukrainian postal rates 1991-1995 (see article elsewhere in this issue) and a table of numbering systems 
of the Bylen-Kuzych system and various other catalogs. The first appendix really is an eye-opener, as the 
fluorescence characteristics of Ukrainian stamps are unexplored territory, and there is a lot to collect in this 
regard. 
These "normal" issues of Ukraine were in danger of being overlooked by collectors as the glamorous and 
puzzling local issues were getting all the attention. With this book, the author clearly shows that even those 
"boring" "normal" stamps offer a lot of scope for specialisation. The information on plate flaws alone should 
awaken the collecting instincts of any reader. 
A superb book, that will be greeted by Ukraine collectors everywhere. Dr .Kuzych has done us all a great 
service. 

SIBERIA: POSTMARKS AND POSTAL HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE PERIOD - SUPPLEMENT 
by P.E. Robinson. 50 A4 pag~s, spiral bound. Price: £10 post free. Orders to the author at 2 
Rydalhurst Avenue, Sheffield S6 4BG, England. 

An excellent initiative, this. Although there have been two editions already of the author's popular Siberia book, 
a full-blown third edition might have been too much of a good thing. Instead, the author has collected the newly 
recorded postmarks (roughly 300!) with some extremely useful other goodies, to make this Supplement a must
have item for anyone interested in Siberia. 
For instance, there is a wonderful history of the Transsiberian Railway, illustrated with choice postcards from 
the author's collection, some of which are illustrated in colour! There is a useful listing of the colours of 
postmarks, and of course the usual clear illustrations of postmarks, including many which were listed in the 
previous edition but not illustrated there. 
A considerable breakthrough is the section on early Soviet postmarks from Siberia. These 250 postmarks are 
obviously only the tip of the iceberg, but what an iceberg! An entirely new field of collecting is opened by this 
tentative first listing. 
What can I say, except that you should buy this book? Well, that you should buy it NOW. 

RUSSIAN POSTAL CENSORSHIP 1914-1918 - SUPPLEMENT 
by A. Speeckaert. 56 A5 pages, softbound. Available from the author at J.B.Nowelei 24A, B-1800 
Vilvoorder, Belgium. 

It's hard to believe that 7 years have passed since the publication of the author's wonderful book on Russian 
postal censorship marks. Since 1990, new censor marks have come to light, of course, but not as many as one 
might fear, and this is a comment on the astonishing degree of completeness of that book. 
However, new marks have been found, and this handy supplement lists and illustrates over 200 new marks, and 
also gives extended dates of use of many other marks. The illustrations are of the superb quality we have come 
to expect of the author, and are in some cases even better than that: some illustrations of wax seals are the 
clearest I've ever seen of these difficult objects. 
A handy little booklet, and indispensable to the serious collector. 

OSTARBEITER MAIL IN WORLD WAR II 
by G.G. Werbizky. 232 pafes, softbound. Price: $25 + postage. Available from the author at 409 Jones 
Road, Vestal, NY 13850-3246, USA. 

Postal history may be the study of objects transported by the post, but in this book, the author reminds us that 
mail was written by people. The tragic story of the "Ostarbeiter" - labourers from Ukraine, Russia and 
Belorussia set to work in Germany, voluntarily or involuntarily - is told in this marvelous book through the 
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documents and postal items they have left behind. Not only postcards - many of them designed for use by the 

Ostarbeiter specifically and therefore interesting postal stationery items in their own right - but also letters, 

documents, etc. are illustrated in full, and where possible, the message/content of the mail item or document is 

also given in full. The book is fully bilingual English/Russian throughout, making it a book which will interest a 

wide audience. 

Sometimes subjects such as these are overlooked by the "mainstream" postal historians. In this book, the author 

makes it very clear to us that this is a mistake. Ostarbeiter mail is not only very interesting as postal history, it 

is a reflection and a reminder of a terrible period in history. The stories told by these Ostarbeiter and their 

relatives should never be forgotten. 

THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF RUSSIA 1917-1923 

Section Bl & B2, parts 6-9, 10-12: 1920 issues, Provisionals of the RSFSR. Two A4 volumes, 

softbound, 450 pages total. Price: £27 + £27 (UK, +postage elsewhere). Available from the author at 

Fairview Cottage, Quarry Lane, Gorsley, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7SJ, United Kingdom 

The two latest volumes in the author's magnum opus deal mostly with the 1920 Postmaster Provisionals, and this 

is a subject which fairly cried out for a fresh look. Arranged in alphabetical order by town, an incredible number 

of P.P.'s are described and usually illustrated, many of them never seen before in any publication. 

It will take a specialist in this field to comment on the degree of completeness of this listing, but it certainly 

appears to be as complete as possible. Many dubious, bogus and forged Provisionals are also illustrated, making 

this book once again an indispensable guide for the collector who wants to sort the wheat from the chaff. 

Yes, there are the usual quibbles. Typing errors are still rife, and place names in particular suffer from incorrect 

transcription or interpretation. I also have my doubts about some of the valuations proposed here, but since it is 

impossible to come up with valuations which will satisfy everyone, that is to be expected. 

The first volume also contains a hefty "Addenda to section A" chapter with many interesting (and a few not so 

interesting) items illustrated. 

By now, the whole series of books is taking up a considerable slice of a bookshelf! 
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